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The objective-s of .the development of' the simul.ation described 
'\ 
·in this thesis are the following: 
...... 
a. To develop a model for the operation of ari existing 
automatic- pµnch press 
equipme4llapacitie s, 
' 
line to include consideration of ~ork J.oad, 
II 
-'· _·:.I 
materials, ana personnel. 
·. b. To write a program for the LGP-30 Digital. Canpu.ter 
to enalue this model to be investigated. 
•· .. 1'1." 
c. To ana;Lyze the program and the model to determi.ne if 
the model. accurately represents the rea1·-11fe punch press line • 
./ 
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The anaJ.ysis of a situation with the obj~ctive of learning the 
.. eharacteristics of the system is undertaken by the development of 
a model of the system. A model can be anything which permits the 
• 
-. -
recognition of t~e characteristics of the system. Seme characteristics -
would be the_ r_elationship-·between the inputs to the system and the 
outputs from the system, or the stability of the results from the 
system wl}en the same·inputs are entered over and over again. 
One type of model in a Gantt Chart. Here the activity on a 
number of facilities is plotted against time. This type of model 
is useful when machine loading must be performed for a series of ~s ... 
wl1ich must be combined into an assembly by a given date. Many types 
-~ 
of situations require a pilot pl~t before aJ 1 necessary charac~eristics 
of a system are known. This is common in the chemical industry .vhere 
systems for· the production of chemicals or chemical products must be 
tested by actual operation. Here information concerning the properties 
. 
of the p~oduct at each step of the operation is checked to deterIJine 
if each sub-process is of the co1rrect nature to produce the finished 
{! 
The mathmatical model is important to the Industrial Engineer 
-· · ·-because the outputs from the model can be anaJ.y.zed by sts.t~tical 
' ' 
me:thods as -the. inputs. . or ~-rB.!:1eter..s. 4 .oi .. line ... si .. tuai;i.~n4 are~ l'"R.-"!9~-iecl--...,..... . 
~-..,..----~ 
" 
Tl1e chart type models such as the Gantt C11~s pict~e a static situation 
I 
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onp-e any one variabl.e.- .. ·has been -changed. The :pilot plant is a ctrnam1c 
model because if one_ ~eter changes in magnitude the pilot- -plant 
will show the affect of this change. on all .variable$ in th.e model. 
However a scaled dow:Q. construction of the entire system can be very 
expensive. The rnatbmatical m.odel does not require construction expenses 
and it also is a dynamic model. 









F = (M)(a) 
fflJMBERICAL 
Numerical 






· -~ Fitt··iug 
-· 
,. 
·~.; . .-. 
"Detern1inistic" is defined as a model rThere no deviation f'rom the 
_ relation is permitted while "Stochastic" represents a situation lvhere 
deviation is expected, but is controlled by some probability functior1. 
! 
u:..i.i 
In an nAnalytic" model the process underlying the situation b~ing simulated 
. -}'. 
,- . L 
I 
I 
--~ -- • 
4 
· - -·---"Yinrs1t-· Be"com:p:r.e1;·er:,_,-def1t1eo.;· out· 1n-a ~ffilmerrcar·-·mc~crtF.e~rooass~ -~--- -~ :---= i 
••-;a~-,~·.:-,.. +k- -.:+ •• -+.:-- A-----• ---..:J .a..-. i...- ..:l-.&'.:-.-...J ----'1-.~-"1.... 1 
'-'U.Y.C.L .. J .1.u5 \IJ..u;; '1.&.\IU.Cl,\1..1.VU u.vt: .:1 UV\I _1_.s;:t;;u. \IV UC \LC..L ..L.UCU. \,;VU1J:1.!.C wC.J.J • 
- =---- - -i - "> -
,, 
file Numerical Stochastic model is best suited to the use of' a .. 
.:.r---· 
i. Goode, Haxry H~ "T".ne Application ot a High Speed Cgmpu.ter--
to the ~finition and Solution of Vehicular Traffic· Problems," 
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a stochastic or conditional prql;>ability model of a -situation is 
. setup and sarnpling expe:r:tment~ a-re pre-rormP-q_ on thP. mod.el. -
. . - ,---. =-"'\. . - . 
I 
An example 'tti.11 cla.;r :fy the abov£ definition.1 Suppose is ' 





-- -- - -----~-manllfacturing establishment. · A model was devel.oped which showed the 
. 
--effect .of receipts:· and issues f'rom the 1.nvento~J on thP- inventocy_,.,:Level 
in the plant of this manufacturer. Shown in chart number l is a 
quantit-ative analysis of the factors which cause the fluctuations in the 
inventory each week. 
. CHART l 
Any receipts to --1nvent9ry llll!ill_, 
this week? 




How many feet of wire were 








Subtract ordered amount -
from balance on hand 
.• 
__....,.. ........... ~ ... ~ . ..,.....--_·! ~ •• ...,.:,~- .......... ~~ 3-e« . •- _1;,,, ee 
1. 
. 
.... ... .. . ..,... . ~ .. .., 
··-' 
~~Apply decision rule. Sl1ould 
an order be placed? 
. 
" -· ,., .. . , ,· • •••• ··-··· --- •• ,. - ---·- ·---··-·· w • • 
··--· ....... ·-·-~···~---· 
"I> 
Thi~ med.cl vla,s developed and. programned ,a-t Lehigh Universit-3 to be used as a teach~ing aid for Industriat\ Engineering studen~s 


























- --- -- --- - - -- ----·~-.. ~. ~ The analysis aboye vas made frOJn a study of the existing situation. 
It is to be noted that ·the information 1isted -be1ow must be obtained 
. by· the model in order for it; to function. 
1. The number of receipts to inventory which arrive in a 
given week. 
. . 
2. The .. number of feet of wire ordered during. the week. · 
~ 3. The number of feet af vi.Pe to be requisitioned by tb.e 
~_, 
decision rule. · 
This list of information comprises the par~e~ers of the inventory 
situation and JIR1st be determined from the real situationo l~ny times 
the. values of these parame~rs can be found from a past history of the 
operation being investigated. _ For example, the probability of an 
order ta.king six week$, five weeks,' OF seven weeks to be fill ed can 
be detennined from an analysis of past ordering and receiving documents •. 
These probabilities can be used to detennine in advance when an order· 
will arrive in the, plant. The number of units required per w;ek can 
be determined by analyzing the job- orders - that were processed in t·he 
"'f:, 
· past. A distribution can be obtained showing the probability that 
any given 1ength of wire might be ordered from inventory in any give 
week. Either economic order. quantities or the deci.s'ion rule itself 
w1J l specify the nwnber of units ordered each time the decision· 
I 
- I 
wnen the model tias been specified and the data. used to make :the 
g..ecjsions developed, experiments can be· perf orinedv One decision rule 
can be used over· a period of' weeks and thf . ;eSl.µ...~~P.. .. ~ .Y~t1'.\1. lev~l at--
. . ' _· .- . ' ... ' ·":·,,,.,:::.·; .. ~\ ;~.\~~:--~,;~~:·.~=- . ~··-...-. 
• 4I - ti - • '· •• ~ ~ . ~-~· • " f ·• -~- .. .. . -~~ t ..- · I 
.. ' I • • I \ : 1 , t I 1 0 • ' ~ • Of , I 1 1 , l • t .. ( ••I J. • a • • • ~ \ t 
inventory observed., If· this le•1el faJ ls below the minimum al J ~ed 
by management, tl1e reasons for tl1is situat·ion can be observed from 
5 






the ·number of units required over past weeks and the numbe~ and frequency 
., 
of ,mits ordered. In this 1:ray the best decisipn n1le can be developed. . 
······--The model in this example ·wa~s a Nwnberical Stochastic model for the . 
. ' -
foJ J owing reasons: 
1.. The situation was described, but the underlying function 
a:r relationship eantroll;tng the process was not def.tned ., 
mathematical J y. 
-
2. The parameters were al J owed to vary by means of- the 
sampJ.ing of probability distributions. 
The model described above can be investigated by hand by the use 
of random ,n11mber tahl-es~ It must be observed that for this model it is 
a simple task, aJ.though very repetitious. The mod.el described above 
can also be analyzed. by a digital computer r1hich 1-1011..l.d provide the ,. 
resul.ts more quickly. It is esti:rna.ted tl1at one "t-1eek as operation of 
0 
the model by hand 1-1ould talte about t·wo minutes if the decision rule 
employed 1-1as not complex. The same amount of work wouJ.d take a. cQmpUter 
~- a ·maximum of thirty seconds. __ ,._Different decision ru1·es can be evaluated, -
' , . 
with only minor ch~es in the program for t~e computer. There will be 
little chance of error in the computer runs, while with the hand operation 
the probability 'Of error is high and would ri~e if the decision rul~ . 
studied was more complex. 1. A digital · comp11ter can · undertake pr~lllems , · 
' /<•--J 






Stochastic mod.els may be investigated with a /aigital computer except 
where the time required to program the model or the cost of operating 
.,. 
th~ computer prohibits the use of the machine.1 .A e • ti f ~ .. • .-- •. • - •. • • f I • • ' 4 f, . 
. -· ................ -... ·"·.-- ......... -· ....... , .... - ........... :..~ ..... .,*-
l I 
' 
..... -...................... ~ 
Malcome, Donald G, "System Simulation-A Fundmuental Tool, r1t 
Industrial Engineering, " Journal of Industrial Engineeripg, 
pp 177-187, May-June 1958. 
6. 
·/ . • ., '·-1 . . I . • •.•.• /' ..... - ·;r)· .. -- . . , . - .. --•·-· -,, .. • -· • •• P••- ·• ":. ,- --···.r.~ •_•• ... •,.-, ·-• _-••,-~••r -- ,,-. • ·---- .. ;• , ..... , • .-,_... -;-•-••••·,•'-•--:.•·-- ... ~,.; -••••••,-..,.•,-.~---, --,.,_.!_ _______ , __ ,_ t,
1 
.. 
•• ,,., .... ,, ,,,.- ·~,..,···-·-·••""''""'' ·r·v--, ··,J···· 
- ~ r~· 
•;. .. 
I 
Cm.ce a1Pmod~"1ls transferred to a compllter, .. the model can be 
y"" 
., 'f{/ . . 
. • '" .... 
/ anal ___ yzed more ·easil_y than if' the model was a!1p. 1 yzed. by manuel methods, 
... 





of one parameter at a time and ~ing the model for a nmnber of cycles, 
the relationship between the variables output and the parame~~r 
can be defined. To do such an operation for a complex model by hand 




- .. . ~ -~ ... . 
woul.d take~. a prohibitively long time and probably induce many errors 
. r: in the final results. 
' ' 
"" . Numerical Stochastic models, which have been anaJyzed by digital 
canputer methods, have heerf developed in a number of areas of interest 
to Industrial Engineers. l,;a :Cndustrial models have been :investigated 
~ 
. 
which range from the simple inventory problem described earlier in 
-this thesis to models of the operation of an entire job shop. In these 
situations the objective of·the~ simulation has been.t9 determine the 
affect of changes in parameters such as schediu ing +U]..es·, personnel_ 
availability, work load, etc., on the resulting production and the 
cost of operations. 
.. ' . 
. 
Models for analysis by digital computer have been developed that 
11 · · .r portray' the effect of operating decisions made by the management of' 
a firm on the firm's profits in a given type of t?!conomy. Here the 
~, 
-
objective is to teach individuals to be executives by having_ them operate 
-made by· the students o '-~" These would cover such areas as budgeting for 
. expansion; advertising, and R & D.; the number Qf salesmen te hire and 
.,.......,_-_ 
-
• • ii .............. - ........... - ......... .. 
... 
'1 .. · ----- "The Us.e of Simulation in Management AnaJysis,-" 
Journal of gpera.tions Research, Vol 8 No. 2., 1960. 








. I \ 
..... £AA 1. 
. Jt44L ..... M.LtktLJXl&L_Q_2£& 
' . '. 
···----- .. ··--· ·---- -· ·-·-·---,·-----~~ .. 
~ -- . 
· train, or the inventory 1evel for each product being· handled. The 
output from the model is the affects of thes~ decisions on the business 
1n the form of -fiscal, production, and sales 1,,eports. 
A third area where models have be1en developed and evaluated by 
means of digital computers has been in -tne areas of "vra.r gami~g." 
Here models of military systems have been developed which compete· 
against each other.to determine th~ required characteristics of the 
system so that it may best perform its assigned mission. An example· 
of this ty:pe 11ould be a model portraying a battle between aerial 
bombers and land based defensive forces. ... \ ~ Here the character·istics 
, , r··,r 
needed by the bombers to have the best chance of C vir) ~inst 
different :forms of defense could be learned. 
.Ji.. .... 
' .. _, 
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~ ARFA INVESTIGATED 
·~. 
-· 
This study wa.s conducted on an automat.ic pwlch press line_ of 
a manufa.c~u.rer of five -products i'OI"' the appliance industry.. All 
'1 
t:Qe press~s; ar~. fe9,-trom c~il ·stoc~ and have ·a relat~vely constant 
- . . . . - _- - . . . l ~- . .., \:. . - . - -- A - - . ~ - . . - . . i. . .. . . 
" ..• ': ,· ',) •• • • .... • ~ •• -,., •'"I • • - ¥ ., ... '"'',: . 
-, worlf:· load. -
The information used. to develop the mod.el described. in this -thesis 
was taken from a thesis titled "Preliminary Investigation of the 
Problems in simulating a Metal Parts Press Shop" by Malcolm Scott 
Inglis which was written at Lehigh University in 1959. All 
information concerning the situation being simula:ted, and the data' 
from which the probability distributions were developed for use ,by the 
model were taken from this thesis. 
Listed below are the operations performed to canplete an order 
Qn the automatic punch press line. 
. .,..,, 
-~ 
1. A schedul egraph showing the production for the next 
five weeks is rescheduled each week • 
2. The foreID.a.n responsible for the automatic punch press 
line assigns the jobs to tlle presses at the time shown 
-,3. ;Then the setup of' a job has been completed, the initial .. 
-- . pieees preduced are sent to the insp~~tion department ,, •~'""''<w.,, ,-,~ • 
Tf. the --- -.. - ·· --- -- ---·---- ... ---
- . -~ 
parts do not pass inspection, the die on the press 
is adjusted until the parts produced are passed. 
Ji.. When the parts are approved by the inspection department, 
r~- •. --·. --· 




. . ' 
-:- ___ -i'-.,· 
. ' 




. . ~ . the forenian ~ssigns an operat·or to supervise the 
press while it is operatingo Supervision consists 
• c- of ·watching tl1e presses to assure tl1at they are operat·ing 
and feeding correctly o The operator stands at a . control 
panel 1-rhere he may control the various presses he is 
\ 
supervising. 
·.' 5-. If the press needs adjustment during a run, the press/ 
is stopped e:ttd the'.adjustment made. If the 9perator 
is supervising more than one press at this time, these 
presses are also stopped while the adjustment is made. 
6. If a die breaks during a run, it is taken off ~he press 
and repaired. When the r~ is completed, the job is 
resched11J ed on the sch~ulegraph. 
7. . The die for a completed run is left on the idle press 
until a new job .is setup. 
Analysis of Inglis's thesis brought out the following relationships 
.. 
"\~- which exist between the personnel, machines, and jobs run on the 
automatic pun~h press line. 
1. The automatic punch press line consists of nine presses 
divided into three groups by s~ze and speed.(See 
Appendix 1 for the characteristics of the presses used n 
"'l'astest presses includes the pres~es num}.)ered one, 
, ' 
·two, ·three, and ~our. Group. tvo includes the presses munber~d 
_:_ :. ... ,: -···---: . .:,: ~·-. 
. ___ .. _ ·.:. _· five; six and. seven. . Group three, the largest and 
' . 
'} l/~ ·.: . ·-~ 
-.. _ ......... -~ - ... "":'-·.•.·~,-~.·~ • .ii.. ,-..,.,, -·. ·.•• •• .: -·--~-·· •• - •• - -• . .. _,..;. ,:,_ .:.-~·-- • ··~··-·········~·····•·•9•• ............................... ~···-··•1it 
-~-
.... _:._':,·· i---j,--:--· 
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2. The rate o:r'·strokes per minute for each p:re_ss is fixed 
and does not vary from job to job. (See· Appenciix 1) 
3. Although the pres·ses are called automatic, they require 
I the supervision of an operator ·while runningc 
4. An ·operator can su:pervise more than one press at a time 
lif the presses are adjacent and of the same class. One 
man can supervise a maJ~imum of three presses in group one, 
and t,·10 presses in group two. It is preferred that 
one man supervise only one press in group three,. but if 
no men are _fre~, one ~. Q&Jl -~pervise both press_~s 
in -this t5roup. 
-5. A speciaJ.J.y trained setupman is required to setup the 
. press for· each run which requires· a die change. 
. . 
· 6. A setupman can act as an operator when he is nat doing 
a setup. 
7. After a press is setup, the parts initially produced 
are inspected by the inspection department • 
8. During a run it is probable that the press will be stopped 
fran time to time for adjustment of the die. 
9. During a run a die rnay break which ·will require a long 
delay while the die is being repaired. 
has been made ·and the p£"ess or operator is lleed.ed for 
another job·; otherwise prodtlctidn is continued untU the 
coi1 of ~etal feeding the press is exhausted. 
· , • ... - .. 1 !. '!' • I , -, - ~ "" .. • "' ... .- ._ .,. - • °' "'=" ~ • ,- A ._ .,. . _,,,. ;- -._ • 
ll. A job being. setup or run on a press can be bumped by · 
- ~ . .,. 
·another job it the priority of the second i$ higher 
11 
. ) 




















. . . ····-···-- ·~- .. -"" ·- ·- .. .. ··--· ----------- ··- - - .. - -•- ,-~·· - ----- ' ··- ....... - . ·-·-----·· . 
·.; · than ·that of the· first. 
.'. 
I , l2. · An operator or setupman who is ·supervising one or mare __ 
jobs can be bt1..mped to supervise another job if the 
priority of th~ new job is considered greater by the 
•- .. 
punch press line supervisor than the priority of all 




A .setupman who is working, on a setup can be bumped 
~ pt:) 
' ' 
to ·setup another job if the p:i;-iortty of the new job 
. 
is higher than that of the origiona.1. job being setup. 
., .:, 
Once the ~ea to be simulated has been defined and all relationships 
in the situat~on have been isolated the basic question of control 
must .be resolved. For this simulation, 1-1hat must be decided is how 
~ .. 
the .model will control the movement of a job as it is scheduled, 
, setup, starte~ into ·production, and completed. The model must have 
some way of l~nmri'ng 'tvhen a job s1.lould be setup, ~hen it should go 
into production, and ~rhen the job has been completed. 
One· method of control, the ''observer" method can be thought of 
as an observer ~,ho ~ooks in on ,the punch press line at fixed intervals 
·, 
and observes what is going on at each press.1 ~When he finds a job 
· on a press that needs an operator he tells the supervisor to assign one, 
-from the press if the press or operator is needed for a new job. 
~ The type· ·or york being performed by the pPess may not change during 
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·--- -·---- --: .. . - ·-"·-:·. - .. --- ' ... 
....... ,; .. ! 
----- ----· - - -- -- -
. .. --· 
-~-·---......... .,:-.. ,each· one ·:every period, since the activity could change at 'any time • 
.. From the :point of viel1 of developing a model, the "observer" 
method for control has the fol1011ing important disad-va11tagese 
' 
' 1. The model must be checked f.or the state (i.e. what is 
going on at the press·; a, setup, operation, or being 
idle) of each press in order to determine if this. s~te 
> 
has changed since the .previrus check of. the ·press • 
. -
. ,. L 
Many times the state vill not change, therefore the 
model is doing some unnecessary work when it checks 
those presses where there~has been no change. 
2. If the "observer" method of timing was used, the 
probabilities of occurance of such · events as a die 
breakdown or a die adjustment v1ould have to be based 
upon the probability of either event occu.rring in some 
' 
· sma,J 1 time increment, the interval between observations.~ 
These probabilities cannot be obtained from the past 
-
' 
history of ·a situation unle~s -proauction records a.re \ . 
. 
. 
kept by time peri'od rather than by job. This is rarely 
the case. 
A second method, the "forecaster" method, can be, described ·as 
a metl1od wi1ici1 predic-t;s wnen the state .. _,._.., ·-- ... of a ~ress i= gain~ ta chan~e, 
- ~ ...... ~ 
- ~ 
Using Monte Carlo sampling methods, the prediction is made by selecting' 
. from a table the total setup time for a job . and by caiculating 
!'>. 
-
an e.xpected completion time using the :rates of' t.he p:1!'ch pressef!~ ...,. ..... ~ _ • tr' ... ~ ..... 
• _ . __ ---------------·----...-
___ __..!!-_____ _.-.........i4.:!l~Jl9~~--J!.-. ____ ··-~·- - -1.-
l. R. W. Conway, B. M. Johnson, W. L. Maxwell, The Cornell. 
Research- Simulator, A description of a digital computer program 
for the siinulation of job shop operations, Department1 of' Industr1j.l Engineering, Cornell University. 
·· 
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, 'file prilllarY ad~tage of this method is tha~he model need. onfy 
check·:~.the sys~em vrhen i~ knat·rs the state of· a press is going. t.o change • 
· This will· reduce the tot,al time require·d ·to cC'J!t4)lete a given simulation 
run. A disadvantage of this method is that the possibility-·-of a die 
a~ustment or· breakage occurring can only ·be considered at the time 
that an operator is assigned to the press, since the model dees not 
look at the press again until the ordered amount has be'E!n, completed. 
\. 
An ~ternative would be to have an independent sequencing system 
~ 
which would look at the model periodically to determine if a die will 
need- adjustment or will break during the next interval. An approach 
of this nature would not only, complicate the· model greatly by 
.requiring two sequencing systems, one for the jobs and one for the 
dies, but a.J.so bring up the same problems that ·were noted in the 
·;. 
"observer"method ' , that is, that the data requiredr.;.-_to base the probabUities 
of die adjustment or breakdown are difficult to obt.ain. 
,J 
The model for this simulation used the ":forecaster"~ method 
·, 
far. its -con-trel with the possibility of the die breaking or need:fng 
adjustn1ent being considered at the time the setup is completed and 
the operator. is ,assigned to the job. The reasons for this decision 
were the increased speed of operation of the model that would result, ' · 
-·· ....... and the la.CK of prooabi 1 ity data bas.ad- upon time in\erve.l. 
the situation except when it knows that the state of a press w:i J 1 
_change • 
that the ~:fm11]ation f~ction in the f9llm1ing sequence. 
1. A clock is associated ·with each of the nine _presses. 
14 • , .. ,.t.• . • -;.. ..... -- - • - ..... ... - .... ·- .... 
-·:,..· 
.i. .. : 
....... _ 
- - =-~ . : __ _,-;.P.fWQ._~ o. . z . JW¥4'@ML%l ~~Z#'A--- :r z;'..-..~~. _, --~'-·. ::1 ~~~=&J !.*2Z 
! 
... ·~· . -:· . 
._,. 
.r . ·• 
\ . 
. ' This clock contains the time at -which the stat~ of the 
press w·ill change ·a::p.~ a code to:~tndieate lm&t . is the 
~ ... 
,, . 
current state of the press. 
·2. All the clocks a.re searched to aeterm:l.ne which has the 
minimum time. 
The code assoc4ated vith the clock .. which has the minimum ) 
. t1me is ana_lyzed to determine which of' the fol lowing 
states of the press it represents: 
a. A job is to be setup. 
b. The setup and inspection of a job have been comp1eted~ 
~ · e. · The production of the ~rdered arnOllllt or maximum 
amount has been finished • 
• 
4. All necessary actions are taken_ to assign the proper 
personnel to the, job associated w:ithtrurmininnim clock \ 
-an4 to update aJl necessary records. 
5. The time· that· the nev. state will change is predicted . 
and ·storea in the clock associated with the pr~ss 
~ 
along with the code to show the new state of the press. 
6, The clocks are again searched for the minimum time and 
the sequence of steps ( 2 to 5) are repeated. 





-· - _-;.._.....,, .~ · - --·-de'tan-ett-am.U~(si"Er"wasOegml··to-aetei"tlliue-th~-I(€1~1" "cj;;-£$i~; tll@.~ ---- ~,.. ---· ... 
- . . . .. ' . .. . . 
-
must be ma.de, by the model at each step a~ it processes jobs through the 
.sinniJ ated punch press line. The particular inf'ormation needed by the model . 
' 
.. . ~ ·- ..... - - - ~~·---·-- - -- - . to makf?.. ~~c:!h 4~c.ision. was __ aJ..so obtain~d fFon1 this analysis. -· · ·· 
.... •~ --
The files described. below· were designed to store aJ l information 











the model this information in its most useable form. 




• ~ H: ~; -~,,~_. 
state of each press and the time the state will change. 
a. This file contains nine records, one for each press, 
of three elements each. 
b • ., The elements of each record are defined as follows • 
.,.... 
1. A code indieating the state of the press 
-
. a • 
-
l: Job being setup 
~. · 2: Job be:i:ng operated 
" 
c. 4: Press free 
- tl!i.. 
,1 
a. 'The time the state af the press will ehange. 
-
_3. The total time the press is occupied • 
. -
2. .Production File: The purpose of this file is to .. record 
.;a .-
' 
the ·a.etails of the jobs currently assigned to the presses. 
a.. This· file contains nine records, one. 'for each press, 
of tenv elements each. 
· b. The elements of ea.ch re.co~d are defined as follows. 
1. Job number ( input) -
-
2. Units ordered (input) 
-
Maximum lllli t S to make ( Calc11] a-ced) 3. 
-




Priority of job ·(input) . 
1• Units produced so far ( calculated) 
. ~. - Time when production last sta.rled ( calculated) 





. ·····-··- .. ----. 
. 4 ...... 
. t 
' . . ~ } 
l 
i 




. -,~ ~ . 














' 4 - ' , .. , 
3. Action· File: The purpose of thh · file is to re~ord the 
lt\1 1\ 
' 
· . details of the job·s that ·are not on the press~s • 
a.. This :file contains 33 records of ten elements each .•.. 
. b. The elements of each record are defined as follows. · 
1. The elements of this file are the same as those 
-
L,. 






Element number 8 A code. indicating why · 
the job is in the Action File 
11" 1: Job is awaiting setup 
.2* 2: Job is awaiting opentiag 
~ ; 
3* 3: Job is awaiting a die repair 
Eleaent nwnber 9 If this job was run 
-,-_ -~. previously to storage in this file, the 
r ; 
, . ~· 
· press numb.er this job was l.ast 011i is stored 
... 
• 
in this location · "-·~--
· 4. Set~wnan File : The purpose of this file is t.o record the 
activity of every setupman. 
+ 
a. This file contains two records, one for each 
' 
setupma.n 9f three elements each • 
.. 
. b.- The elements of each record are defined as follows. 
........ ,.....---,. .. 
.•• . • ~-· • 1 
-" 
:A ,.,.. ... '."!Ill! .4P , . W 
· . .,._;,_,.;~:-:-:~: ... ~-·~~-- ,_._ __ ·••·-- .. --~·.-·-.a-"""co1ie"wfl1cn-·snows,-wna:tr-""tne>e1 'si§i;un"Man-· n- -.,~, ... ; ·~!"'II ... -~ ...--tll-i=""'1!', __ . 
- - :J:'.U.. . 
' . ., ..,.::_ .. :. . -, 
. 
on. The codes used are defined below. 
. --
.. 
.... -~- .. ~ 
_:._.!~,·· 
. / ··•· . . . . ..•• • • • •.: • • _ ... • .,e: .l-ian .is..~e,..no_ .pi:ess. -ttll.lllQer11 ... lQJ.i,.. • <11 ~ .... 1 '!! ., ... ~ • 41 • ~.• ,c ~ . 
. . .. ~ - - - .... - .... "' . z. ' 
., • • r• ... •••••• •- ........ -• ... '4•«411-•·-... ,-,. ••• • • .,.. "':'•·"'" •··• ····- -•••••_..J ------- .,...,,,,. ... _.. .. 1---·---•-.;•-,,.:•• ... · .. ····--~--... ,.~ 
··~ . 
follow, 
b •. 1: · Man is doillg a setup, one press 
-
17 



























. ---- ~--- .- . -- - --- - . - -- -·- - ---- . -
~- ' ,\ . . . 
number will tollGV · 






The time this man 11,as- -spent doing setups.· 
3. _ The t.dnie this man bas spent supervising 
-
the operation of each pres,s. 
~· Operator File: The purpose of this fil~ is to ~record . 
./ . ;, 
the activity of each operator. 
' 
. "ffl . 








of three elements each • 
The elements .of eaeh recer~-e- defined as follovse · 
1. A code which shows what 1he man is ··doing and 
- ·) 
the press or presses he is working on. The 
codes used are defined below. 




b.· 2: Man is operating, from one to three 
- " 
press numbers will follow. 
' ' 
~ g. 'rhe time this man has spent supervis!N 
'~:> - > 
the operation of each press. 










• . . . . ,&.1.,.,.-. ~-•:e:4'1,. .::-" .4:-ho ~---*A".! ~-~.Ar...1t~~ •. 1,.. .• ~ .. --s;: • .a~·~,'t;.:~~~~;,!'l'''"';jQffl'~ .. q>~~~~,, ? . .,.. ................... ~~"'-~ ... -~ .... 4'1~..._ .... .,,..."'" •=..,,_,,.._..., ... _.----~~~--.;,. "v• ~ ... ..._-IJVUD vv~uc···a:,c·'-l4r ·~1,""'vrl'!iii uc~..LUn.e...&:&g U.1." . . . 
+..he -ct i tml 1 o+. i nn _ 
......... .. LilliM:I. .... -.-.. w ... ...,~. 
*. - , \.--- ----- ---- --- - - - -- ..... , ·--::.-
.... 
a, This file contains ten records of ten elements each, 
-~ .··'-:-~ .. -~ ~ ~ .. ·. . . . . . ~~. t:q~ _ each press ang. one f pr . ~hs? ~ j.o].)4 .detaUs ~s .the-1.. • _ ...... ~ ... 
.. .. ' .. - • • ........... - ......... i...:.. - • ¥". 1'I ... f 45 •- -:-1 
,' 
/. .. are read in. 
'" 
, ~ •. -
b. The elements of this file are· the same, &$ tho,se 
.. 
I ' J.8 ' ... .. ·· ,. .. 
. ·/~ ~ 
\ 












. \ --, , 
ff . " 
1n· the ·Production File .• 
7. Sched:uJ e Clocks: The purpose of this file is to record 
' 





a. This file contains nine records, one for each press, 
b. 
of· tvo elements each. 




, 1. The initial location in· the 'SchedJ1le File 
of the job to be setup on this press. The 
address is stored in the address po:ution of the 
instruction • 
2. The time when the job should be setup. 
8. Special Clocks: · The purpose of this file is to record 
the time that special events in the simulation will occ~. 
a • . This file contains l.4 records of two elements each. 
b. The elements of this file are defined as follows. 
1. 
-
A cede indicating what the event is~ 
-
3: Time when a die will be finished repair. a. 
b. 4: Time when this run of the simulation 
-
program will be completed. 
c. 
-
5: Time .. when a printout of resul.ts will 
..z. ~ ·-
------ -•---.- - ---'-. ---






.a;_~,:. ......,.,o,i:;.,-, ,.. ... ---~ "'1M;.-;,ijl~ ........ ~~--~~· ........... • .......... , •• ~,r ... ... ~~""",.._"' ... --···("' 1:'.'""'...;...;.:~~ ... ...... ,,.. .. , . ....,, .... ..,_ •• _ .... ,, ___ .. ------·~--<!,,~.·~-,,...,,,.. ...... ,lit~· .. 5..,, .... ;.~- .;;;f' of! W'.'·iilit.-t"'.!" •. ~· . tljl',"'ift,'41,..--- ... ~A\:':~-!i'".';',C; ,·. ·_,, ' 
- . ue wg,Q.8 • .. .. 
'-i rl· 
.• --- ·."ijr ~ 
will occur. 
o A • +. lt'i 1 
-~•·.. SS1S~u. ~ ..w.-e: 
. . . -----·: ~-.a:-·_·.--· • .;-·; .. ~ _. .._ .• tiiiiiiiiliL. ---·· -· - --- -------- ----- ~ - ........ -..at; -=-- .._ _ ~ ... 
.. . .. ... . .. ~ - - ... ~ .. ~• .. 
searching tL"lle ·w·11en a job record has to be stored in 
.. a free record in the Action File • 
.. 
l.9 








- - - - -
- ---·-- - -
. . 
a. -. This file contains the locations of the last . five 
. . . 
records in.the Action File that wer~ freed. 
. ' "·. ; 
The ~fe,lationships t11at exist in the automatic punch·_·press line 
d 
being sumulated, as listed earlier in this thesis, ·were studied to 
, 
'-
determine the logical steps required to incorporate ~ach characteris-tie 
into the model. The manner in which· the model incorporates each of these 
~· 
characteristics is shown in the numbered pa.'agraphs below. 
numbers correspond to the numbered relations~ips that begin 






, 1. AJ.l the information used to assign jobs to presses and 
.. 
det_ermi~e the production is classified by .. _press grou.p. 
This includes the following information, 
a. Distribution of setup times. 
b. Distribution of inspection times. 
c. Distribution :for maximum production. 
d. Distribution of down time due to press adjustment~ 
e.. Distribution of down time dne to die breakdown. 
~1r 
f. Probabilities of die adjustment and die breakdown. 
g. Distribution showing the percentage ·Of' the job 
completed when a die breakdwon occurs. 
2. A tabJ..e containing the strokes per time period for _each, 
,_,. - ··- .. . . ,_ - . . - n J..., _ - -- - - • - ·- - . . - ... . - . - ..1.. - - - .• - - - - -• - - - ·- .:i .L - ·• -Tne, 11unruer o.r une p.1.~t:.::,S au upe1·a1~{0I ... is a.a-S1!,l=flt!tt uu \l.S 
stored in the Operator File. 






















-- . - - -- . - . -- -- - ·- ----
_. _.,. , __ ·- ___ ,.__. ._· • s· ,• ,; l,'::·''l · -'~ > 
,! . 
) ' 
. . . 
• -~ nmning are · compared ~o a ·table of admissabl.e _ combinatieas-
~ f 
of -presses for the press group the roan is work~. _ J;f 
the presses the man is already Operatin_g plus the press 
. ' ) ' ',' . 
t:p.at the program intends to assign to tl1e man make up a 
combination that is not admissable the new press is not 
assigned. 
. 5. _The press number of-the press which the setupman is 
-assigned to setup is stored in the Setu:pman File. 
The code is stored to indicate that the s~tupman is doing 
a setup. 
6. When a man is,. needed to surrvise a press; and there are 
. . 
no operators available, the Setupman File is checked 
to see if a setupman .is free. If one is· free he is 
assigned to supervise the job on the press a~d the 
appropriate code -and press number are stored in the 
Setupman File. 
7. After a se~upman has been assigned to a press both the 
71., ~-
setup time and inspection time are deterroj.ned by random 
sampling of the appropriate tables for the particular 
press group involved. A constant tear down time is 
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~ 
a & 9 · -~-Pte:r the s~tup -fa:- a Job has been oompl.eted and an 
.. ~. 
operator is assigned to the job, the compute·r predicts 
·" . - ., .. _,.. di.· b- ..... ,d ..!]'1 .:l.: orl; t + 
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, .. T ~,, 
. \" .  . . . . . . 
. pi:ess· will be down is determ~ec!· by a random sampling 
# 
· of the Die Adjustment Dmm Time Distribution .for 
.. 
-· tbe appropriate press groupo This t;ime is added to the 
estj.mated completion time of the run which is stored in . 
the Events File o In this manner the predicted:~t:tme vhen:~11he 
j-ob will be completed is delayed by the amount of the 
die adjust1nent time. When the computer discover·s that 
' 
,. a die i-1iJ.J break. during the run, the repair time and 
percentage completion ''before the bre~down occurs are 
selected. The production for the time the press was 
operating up to the time Qf the break is calculated. 




complete, so the results of the run are p1~inted and the 
ordered amount is reduced by the a:rriount produced. The 
information on the job is moved to the Action File 
and a code is -stored to indicate that the job is in the 
Action File because of die breakage. The time when 
the repairs ,.,iJ.J be completed and a code number is stored 
in the Special · Clocl{ File. T"his will indicate when the 
job which ,-1as shifted to the Action File can be rerun • 
.. r.~ the percentage :i.ncrease over th·e ordered ~.n,QtJ.tlt -~hJ:Jit ~ 
.. h 
will be censidered the ~-1mum production for this job. 
'. 
--· ~- - ~~ 
.i· .. ,,,,,,. 
/ 
·,-.,· . 
-----------.C-----~---------~-------- _____ {fb~ Dist_r~bution :ror -Maximum Pr-oduc-tion -ims determined~···---·-----------·--·-----······--· 
• I j , 
._ .................. , •••• '\:E4 from pa.st nistoi-3 by the incraases_ th~~ occurred over the 
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· does not. ·exceed -the maximum production, the comP11ter 
+ 
checks for the following two situation~-: 
a. The press this· job is nm1· on is -needed by another 
·job and a setupman is available ~o setup the new 
job on the press. .,, --
• .. \•t 
b. The· man o:perating the job which was completed is - .. 
needed to operator or setup another job. 
! 




·.y- ~1',i 11.\.'l'-'·'1'\. 
--· - -------- -·- - .. _ ...... ~- .--·---
----- ----- -
If neither of these conditions are met, the computer 
aJ J rnvs the job to be run until the maximum amount has 
., 
been produced. 
11. When a setupman or operator is avail abl.e to work on a 
job, the job with the highest priority is selected from 





pr-ess is f;-ee, the priority of the 1te_w job is cOJnJa.red 
with the priority of the job on the press and if· .the 




,on eit~er press; this job ~s bumped ~d the new joo 
,. is assigneo. to the freed press. \-Then a. job is bumpe-d, 
the job records are shifted to the Action File. 
12. When a job is assigned to a press, ~t a setµpman or 
.. -
-~ 
is twice that of the tQta.l p~iority ( R.ritr~ctic s-wn) 
~ qf al J jobs presently being operated by the man. 
13. When a job is to be ~etup and no setupman is free, .a • ---.- h ---·--·-. --.. ----···-· -~--.--==-...s,.~,,..:_,_ .... -· .•. ·-~· - . -· ... -~ ..... _:,.· ......... ···- -----·-·- ·---·-,-··. 
.~, '" • - • l • . " • o ~ 1 ., ~ ._, " ... " 1 .,._ -, .;II • t- J 11 •.' ~ ~ . 1 -' I • • .. ._ _,., .. • • • • • • • ..... M ...... ·. ' . . . - -- ... - . -.. ·~ 
setupman may be ·O'l;UnJ)ed if the priority of the new job 
















of the job the setupman was c;,riginei! l t working -on. 
. - -'- __ ,_ - .,-,=-,---- .: .. --~·4- -~; 
~ 
. ' 
' ) GD1a.t1is 2, '~ &. 4 (?ll the .following pages pic~ure the lOgi.cal dec.isians - .. a 
... that are made to assign a. .job to a press, assign a setupman· to setup 




the job, assign a operator to supervise the operation of the press, 
·" and determine when a job has been completed. It must be noted that 
the flow charts shown are only a. summary of the logic necessary to 
portray the operation of' the automatic punch press line being sinn1J ated. 
The purpose of these flo1·1 charts is to give the ree .. der an overall pictu;re 
of the sequence of the logical decisions necessary to simulate the line. 
( 
The flow charts for Subroutines 10, 11, and 12 -ln Appendix 2 which is 
a compl~te program description show the detailed logic of the. 
simulation. 
The time required to develop t·he model in a form detailed enoagh, 
I}' 
' so that the programming of the model for the LGP-30 digital computer 
could begin is shown below. This time does not include- the time spent 
.0 
in the stuey of the techniques used in other digital computer l)~o~ams 
· :for the simulation of .. -shop operations. 
1 •. Analysis and study of Inglis"s thesis to determine 
.. 
the relationships that exist i~ the punch press line. 
2. Preparation of flow charts of· the mod.el •. 
10-. lµ-s. 
·20 hrs • 
.. . - .. . - ... . .... 
---1. I 
. ' .--~,- -
- --· i, 
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• - TJIE PROGRAMMllfG OF niE MODEi, . 
The present state of the programming art has given the progr8,l'ilffler 
·ma.ny aids in his prograDDning •1 
~ 
These aids may .P1; classified as follows: 
1. 
2. 
Compilers: Digital computer programs vn:itten in machine 
l.aµguage which receive 'a program expressed it1 a non-machine· 
langu.age and translate the program into the la11€,-uage of 
the computer on which the program is to be ran • 
Interpreters: Digital computer programs written iu 
machine language which receive a pr.ogram w.ritten·-1n a 
non-machine --language and interpret this language to 
# 
cause the computer to perform at. that time the· appropriate 
. . 
I 
__ .operation called· for by the program~ 
3. Assembly programs: A digital computer. program written 
in machine language vhich receive.~-- El program written in 
the form of the machine language but with symbols representing 
each storage location rathe£~ tl1an nwnerical addresses 
in_,. the instructions o The assembly program will replace 
the ~symbols ·with appr9priate nrunerical addresses thus 
.. ~-... .. ... 
. - ... . - . 
. rrnne T /"In 3" ., - - , - ~ - ~ ~.: - ,:J - - - u - - .,_., li ... .. i· • a, com • 
.L . . .I..J\..r ,I;" - ., V ..Lb t; .Ltit;i b .J..J.11..1.t:: u a. ts ti, oUR:L I :r a.J..g liu..1. . pU1' er • The small 
~-
1. McCracken,_ Daniel D., Weif3s, Harold, Lee, !l!sai~Hwa,-
Profi~gg J~t1si~ess Comp~t.~rs, :pp 260-297_, Wiley~ 1960 • 
. ·--· ··--··· ... -· ·...- -· - ·-·----· -----·-·---· 
. ; . . .·. . .. -- ., ..... __ 
. Digital computer manufacturers b'UCh as IBivl, Remington -~an~, 
~cl Burroughs all publish J.iterature -en tI:iese types of programs. -
28 
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....... -. .-·-·.··· ,·.·· -·-- -,, .. -. -~· y· ,...,, ... ~' ··,0.r~..-,;<cc:: .. ;,,.- ... ·-
I . ··;..•-· 
refers not only to the physical space required for the m&ehine but 
-
also to it~ 11urchase price and ~operating~ost. The L(lP-30 is a stored 
,, 
program -computer, and is therefore able to handle &JJ types of problems 
that are handled by the larger computers •. One of the ~bilities 
,. 
of a. stored ·program computer is that it can make logical decisions. 
' 
_ It does this "by sf!:Cecting which sequence of instructions it will 
-execut~ from the value of any given program pa.rR.n,~ter .- .. 4.ppendix 3 
-! 
contains a diagram which summarizes the characteristics of this computer.1 
· The relatively large memory of the LGP-30 al J ow·s the complex 
relationships that exist in many situations to be included in the 
, 
logical model of the system. The princlple disadvantage of the LGP-30 
is its slow calculating speecY. Due to this fact a program DD.1st be 
written s0, that unnecessary operations are at a minimum. 
.. 
. 
All three of· 'the a.forement_ioned types of programs were a~1 J able. 
' 
·-
. --for the LGP-30 at the time -this simulation program was written.~ 
This pregram however was written completely in the basic machine language 
of the computer for the followi~g reasons: 
1. The program for the simulation was felt to be too ,~i· 
"\ ,, 
complex and used toe many non-standard subroutines to 
be easily written in the ·compiler language for the 
.. ,.. ..... 
,_ "" 
,• 
~-dl9Qr>rt c_rPAl•.• !ICCl"II ............... F § l3 ............ ~.t111t::r.::.~--~u-~J~"."'!'-~~-- -~~~~J:-.:A~~-::i.~-"::'"\'t-•-- ...., ... ,. --:::...-e-:::~~ .... ::".'"'::.~~~~~~:m~:,:::..t~-t:!ol~~~c-~,:•--c;)TT;-·--e~~&a ...... .._. ........ a..aia) 
'-- as a series of subroutines using common aonstants and 
common temporary storage. Due to the size of this -program 
• ·~ J'\, 
/-
1. Royal-MaBeeCorporat--ioo, di~ributer- at t.he -LGP~30,-- -
will provide· a detailed. description of t·he computei-= upon request~"~ .. ,.-. --
. . _,. ,: .. ~ ,, . 
:.... 
' 
,2. Royal McBee Corporation distributes detailed pr:ogram descr·iption~ 
on aJ 1 programs mentioned. Aq.git~onal infonnation may be obtained 
from POOL, the LGP-30 Users Organization. 
.,. ·.:~ _ 
29 
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. 
-
and of the program :ror Act I, each SQ.brou~ine would: 
. 
. 
have to be translated separatel.y, and with the present 
version of,. ACJJ! I, it is not · possible to preserve the 
as~igned data and constant storage loc:at·ions from one 
cOJDl)lling run to another. 
2. All the interpretive programs presently available fo~ the 
LGP-30 (Floating Point, and· DICTATOR for example) 
· perform the ~q~utations in float~ng point format •. 
In a simulation such as the one to be progralIDD.ed where 
the range of all numbers is known, and the computations 
are not complex, this nwnber format .. _is not necessary. 
· and just tal(es extra time· to execute the calculat"ions. 
··· ' ···3;· · The present assembly routines for the LGP-30 (SATRAP, 
LGPSAP) could have been used to assist the· progrMDner 
in writing the program for thi_s simulation. The use 
' 
of these programs would most likely have reduced debugging 
time due', to the reducti':)1'- of cle-rical type errors made by 
the programmer in the assigrunent of addreQses. The· problem' 
of qQnstant addre,ases for constants and for temporary 
storage of results can be handled in these programs, 
However, to use the assembly pr~grams, each subroutine 
operation o-r the Assembly progrm:n. It was felt that the 
.. ~, 
'\\ ', 
time.io.st by this- operation.would not compensate tor 
the time -10-st in the tracking dawn of clerical errors , 
made in the program. · 
.,. ' .-
An additional general connnent which· app1ies to any of the progr~s 
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experience with the .LGP-30 that the problems -generated through the use Ji 
:\'·.' 
ot any of these type programs were greater than ariy b_enefits obtained. 
These problems may be grouped as follows: 
.. 
-, ... -
1. _ The increased probability of errors in the sinu1J ation -· 
program due to malfunctions which occurred in storing 
not _oiµ.y the s:Lmulati_on program but al.so the compiler 
or assembly program into memory • 
2. The added 'time required to store the compiler or assembly 
,, 
program in the computer and to punch out the completed 
simulation program. 
The· d.iffieulty involved in checking the compiled subroutines 
for the simulation when the coding sheets were written in 
the machine language. (i.e. the coding sheets would be 
written in the language ·of the compiler _or assembly 
program and it would be difficult to relate addresses 
of the machine language program to the prcigram on the 
c~ding sheets.) 
Listed belo1,1 are the basic concepts used in the organization Of 
the program for ~he mode~ of the automatic punch press line. 
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.I -. ... • 
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- ' . f 
?. 
··\ 
de, rrr. ' ~ • .... d ... f , ........ ... • .. mo p-• 1.n9se were a.escrioe . oy un~ r..1..mr ona.T"'tis snown 
-earlier in this thesis. The control programs vould 
include calling sequences to a]J ow the program to use 
. .. r~hro--~ina·;; to .. ~e.L· Zu1.~1n sny act·1;nR -9.~~t;. 0 ~Ac. .. ~~f?_·-;nan . 
' ~"\•"'\ '':;•··· . 
one "contrbln prograni' or common to more than one place 
p 
in any one control program. 
, 
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r 2. . The control programs are entered from a· subroutine designed 
to search all cloclt:s for the miriirrrum time, and a_J_l· 
control programs 1-rill exit back to this same subroutine 
to search the clocks .again. ,·, 
3. There is a connnon storage area for all eonstants and 
-~-~or aJ J intermediate results. These areas a.re used by 
~ 
.. 
both the subroutines and the (!·ontro~ p~ograms. 
- - ---···~· _;_ •:"' .- . . 
4. The input of data is controlled by a special clock. 
(.; It wouJ.d be pos-sible to allow jobs to enter the punch press 
l..ine either daily or weekly by changing this clock. 
The format for the input data was k.ept simple so that the 




The output was put in a form readjJy adaptable to statistical 
-~· 
· analysis. 
6.- Each subroutine was written so. that al J parts could be· 
.tested on the computer to assure tl1at tl1e subroutine would 
work properly before it was used in conjunction with any 
other subroutines or control programs. 
The distributions used by the siau.lation program to OQtain such 
1:.~, 
,information as the setup time, inspe'ction time,. and. the time required 
to repair a die, - etc. , 1,,.era de1rcle-~d from frequency d lstribu.tions ·· 
v-alue s of _, .. tt f l paratneters, it was decided to mal{e the tables tor each .. 
J 
press class consist- of twenty elen1ents: The value of each element was 
tables constructed in this manner al J owed for easy sampling, as a· 
32 
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I. 
,i'I fl • 
;, 1~ ff, 
._•. 
.. 
random number between . O and 19. · need · only be selected] and the va.lue 
of this~ :,number _vou.ld· define the position of the el~nt- in the table • 
-
·--f', • • • 
' ' • ,(-~-
• 
• ~t . 
to be selected. For· example, if the random number l.6 was generat~ed, 
. 
. ' 
the 16th element in the table being S8mp1ed vou.ld be. selected as the . \ 
. ,.-
value of the variable sought. 
.. :· ~ 
'fhe time required to program tlle model is swnm,arized below. 
1. · fime -required te develop det•iled flow .J ... .... 
charts for the subroutines and control 
programs 
a.. Time required t·o ·code the flow charts 
3. T3.me re~ed to develop the 
distributions 
4 •. Time required to develop ~est data 
5. Time required to. punch programs~ for 
inpu.t and checlt these tapes 









30 hrs •. 
l.60 hrs. 
296 hrs. 
) Table 1 shows the portion of the available memory· of the LGP-30 
If{ ,.,,.. 
used by. different c9DJ.Ponents of this program. 
'1:AELFa l ... . .. .. 
.. ··- ..... - ~--
'· ......... •·····" b .. 
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( of tot&l · .·-
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1. Coded instructions 
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·,;: :.. ---, -.. - ,, ,-' 
·i. Locations for files· 559 
ll6 
. - •• -- .!.'..- --- ... ---- _.·. 
. -, - . ·--- -- - ---~- .. 
____ ,.. ... ! ... 
1 • 
l 5. Temporar.y storage 
() J:. 
• • "!,c 6. Locations not used 51 
....... 
. One error in the concept of the- programming for the model was" 
discovered during the debugging phase of the development of tl1e program. 
This ~rror caused.many errors in the coding.of' the control programs • 
The error wa.s the use· of the same area in the memory _f01~ the storage 
of intermediate values gy both the control programs and the subrou.tines. 
r . Maey times the cont.rol program would store a value in a particular 
intermeddate storage location and t.hen enter a su.broutineo The subroutine 
. l· .· 
would. also use this location thereby changing the v~ue stored by tha 
control program. When these errors were disco"t1ered, it required a 
(i J 
considerable amount of checking and recoding before all the errors 
were corrected. The best way to .eliminate this problem is to have 
common intermediate storage for"'all· subroutines, but use a different 
·' 
· area for the storage of all intermediate. results used by th~ con.trol 
program~-• 
The proceedure used to debug the program must be stressed. In I 
theory for each subroutine tested, data is developed to test every 
./ 
logical branch of the subroutine. ~ery brancl1 is tested by ·developing ,I ~ 
cembina.tions ot data· to f 01-:ce tl1e computer to eAecute all the· _ p:r:ogram 
initial value so that the numbers generated are prediatEble, and can be 
used to.predict the results from the computer in areas where random 
...3JO.. 1 -1. :": e . ... tll a ·• I ... 
. . ~ve onea. wnicn J..1s~ ,:;ne 
-· . ·£- . 
. -
.. .. .e,11, • -· ..-a. v. t4-isU.;,; 
' -
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-·- In: the debugging of this program the a)>ove proceedure was not 
used to the fullest extento 
r 
If it. had been, the debugging time v011J d 
have been reduced '.substantially o At least one-fourth of the time used 
to debug this program was spent hunting for nµ.nor errors in subroutines 
- . 
which developed during the running of the- :entire -simulation program. 
More thorough use of the debugging prbceedure woul~ have el:lm'inated 
--these errer-s. •I .. 
f --· -------·. ___ ___!_ ___ -----
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
- • ...c ....... - •• ,. •• ---- - • 
.. 
A simulation, no matter whether it. is ·analyzed. by a mathmatical, 
: _ ~-' ~ehanlcal, or stochastic model, must have three characteristics 
..... '"". . . 
.. ' 
before usetuJ_ ini'ormatibn can be obtained. 
~ 
. 
The simulation must be reliable, discrete, and accurate.I By 
reliable is meant that if the sinru.lation is run with the same data for 
a number of trials, comprised of a number of runs, the resulting 
distribution of ansvTt:rs fo1.· eacl1 trial can be sho1·rn to come from the 
same statistical_popµlation. The simulation must also be discrete 
,) 
in that if in a tFiai, one parameter or one characteristic of the 
model is changed, the resulting distribution of answers must come· from 
,. 
a different ... statistical populat'ion than answers from the trial in which 
' the~ parameter or characteristic was not changed. When the input data 
which occurred in "the .actual situa.tion is employed for a. number of 
runs of the simulation, a range of results is obtained for each one I. 
~-? 
of the variables output. For the model to be accurate the resulting 
• 
values from the actual situation must ·be included in each distribution 
determined by the simulation. 
1- • 
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' from the results of the, sinnllation, but the greatest difficulty arose 
.,., 
.1 ~ :Erie 2riteri!!. for a · sumu ation was based upon the criteria 
establisl1ad for psychological· ·tests as. described in ~basic psycholog.icai- '. ·. ~::_ -·_ .. 
t~:s such as-'t·lickens & Meyer, Psychology,· pp 316-7, !he Drydeu<Pre·ss,··· _r· -<, .. ·. 
2nd Printing, 195,. 
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·1n proving the simulation 'Was accur&te •. -·Accur~y was a problem ····· - -·-··--·--····---~·-.-·-~---·---···---·-- ~-~------ ----· -·_;·. ~ 
_because the data available from the automatic pun~h press line was 
. not easily a.da.pta"gle to analysis an~ comparison w~th the results 
obtained from the simul· atiofi~) ·-Th·.··· -~-"1n1 .. y data. available was. a hist~.··· · · ··-····· ··········· ~ .. ., lj' 
of previous runs ·which showed onJ.y the tota.J._ units prqduced for each' 
partic11J ar job that had been run. (See Appendix 5 for .,a partial listing 
~f-this data) No information concerning labor or machine utilization 
was available. 
The simuJ.ation provided the f'oJ J owing results for every job that 
was completed: 
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• . 
. 2. Units· or~ed 
·., 
3. Units produced 
"' The computer printed for each week simulated the total time units that 
,. 
each press ·was· operating, the total. time units that each setupman worked. 
,, 
as a setupman .and supervised the operation of presses, and the' total 
time units that e~ch operator supervised the presses he was assigned. 
Also the job number, units ordered, and units produced for each job 
. . 
, 
le:ft in the Action File at the end of each run was_· printed. Shown 
on th~ following page in ~able 2 is part of the output from one run .of 
~,...--~' 
the simulation. Additional~ space· between the printouts e.nd titles has 
better understood. A COPY- of the complete output or ,every run 
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* F.ach slash indicates one search of aJ l clocks was complet~d. 
** Thf. results of production are printed every time a job is 
· · comp1eted or a die breakdown occ11rs. . . ..,_ -·-·· -~-·--·.~--~- .. -- - -,~~ .......... ~- -~ ---~---~ 
XIX 
~-. ).r.._. ~ , 
The clock selected at this point was the Special Clock vhich 
indicated that the run was complete and that final printout 
should begin. 
I 
• • • x The apostrophe f9r this press indicates there was _no activity 
on this press. 
111xx The jobs printed at this point were those that were ··iei't in 
the action file at the end of the . run. 
·) 
For the simul.ation ·to be reliable, it is necessary to show that 
for a __ series of runs, each output variable forms its own statist~cal 
population. . The, ~ta showing pr~ss utilization vas grouped by press ( 
\ 
- ),• ·, ,., \. ~. - -
- . 
utilization~ are either constant ( the production time for a given press) 
or are developed from a common table used by all presses in the group. 
The data on employee utilization cannot be grouped, therefore each 
employee in each activity must be treated separately. An analysis 
to determine rel'lability can be made by using a modified Chi Square test 
The simulation wa·s sh~ to be ~_screte by varying ·one parameter. 
• l.. 
. . ' ··..,;,.,.___ . 
- between two trials each consisting of a number of runs. The variabl.es 
. , 
output- from the second trial were then compared with those from the 
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It.,.'iihe s1mlll&t!G1:1~=~is ·reliable,· the data shoving press 
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... ·I 
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·" 
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·~· 
' 
---=-~\ 11til.izati-on can be analyzed by either·· a "t". test ·or ~Y esta~lishing ~ c 
confidence. interval.· Since the data was grouped, the Central Limit 
Theorum was appl.icable and one sample per run was obtained. The data 
showing personne1 utilization should not be analyzed in this manner, 
for a iarge ,numb'er of i:lma: would ~be ·~equ~ed b~fore the Central Limit 
( ·' 
. ~ 
Theorum coulq,. be applied. This was because each sampl.e would require 
.. 
at least fcro.r runs. 
. ~ . . "' .. . - . ' 
With the limited mnount of data available f"rom the actual situati, 
the only analysis that could be ma.de to determine whether the s:i.mulatioh 
,~.;vas accurate 1vas a comparison of the 1-11esults as given by the simulation · 
.l,· -
and the actual production that occurred·on the a~toma.tic punch press 
' 
line. The number of runs necessary ·to determine the probability that 
at least a fraction of the population lies between the extreme values 
of the range of results f'rom the simulation for any one of'. t:t;ie complet~d 
jobs can be _ dete~ed· from the following ~~tion.,1 
. ' . '. . --,- .... -· .... ,,, 
, ,~ ,, _ _.. .. ,,_, •.,,.s, ·•'••-·''• •, •' ,.,-,, ,...,.,,'.,•,•-•.•<'-'"' -,: ,-,,,,·,.,' ,,v.,,.:.,.,, • •• ' '" 
. __ . !>. - l - nh(n - l) + Jn ': ~)hn 
>•• '"" - ~~ ..... ·-~~-..{- , •<•' •U •••·-•'- • ;''° •-:--.... -, .. ~_-N•••-• , •• :~,,•-.-;:··: •. -·: :,,_,.:· .. ' -~-~---~:.~,,~,:; " -~--· ,;., •••• .' ,< ·,> 
~-
. where: 
n = the number of runs necessary 
h = 'the f'raction of the population values ly~. 
within the range of a sample of size "n" 
p ·= the probability that a fraction "h" of the 
~e results of calculations to~ show that the simulation i:s 
reliable. are shown in table 3. See Appendix 7 for sample calculations. 
- • .. ' .. ... .. .. .. ~ ,I!' - .. - - ~ • ... • "' • ' .. " .. - • ~"' • ~ .. .. .. ~ • • .-..~. ., ..... ~ -
..... . ~C !I!!!! .. 
. . 
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. - ,_ .J.. Bnr-li•ea anti ~Y,. }Ia.ndbook of Probabili:cl and Statistics 
with Tables, I> l~~andbook Publishers, Inc., 1953. ·"' 
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~mr,ery of Chi Square Calculation·s to show 
the Simulation was Reliable 
... 






Chi Squ11.re Epsilon*. 
.~· 
- ···----·--·----------··---~--- ._. -----------------·----·-··-· 
Press Group l 







. _ 0.807 
0.807 





It must be noted that the number of· elements used per inter1{8.l was 
....... 
below ten, the minimum number prescribed when comparisons with the 
"'' . ' 
Chi Square Distribution a.re made. Data frGm th~ · other press· gr®ps and 
from~·the employee utilizations should also be analyzed in this manner, 
but there was nat enough data available fran the simulation to 
·perform this computation validJ.y. The number of runs that could 
be 1l84e for th;Ls thesis was limited due to the _;unexpected amount of 
checkout time that was required to . complete the simulation program. 
· It is assumed that further runs of the simulation wil 1 verify the 
indication that the simulation is reliable o 
, Tables · 4, 5, and 6 sho1-1 a summary of the calc11l at ions performed 
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Group l 4 :,. 
\ 
Group 2 3 .. =5-
Group 3 2 5 










A canparison of the Results of Three Run~ 
· from Trial 2 with'the Confidence Limits 
Established from Trial l* 
Run 1 Run 2 
- -





·x · -control? X Control 'I . i Control? 
Press Group 1 
Press Group 2 
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. , · ·· , · · - or ca.lcltl~ai1onsf'or-·"t,rTest--~----·------.. -·~···· ------ --,.-·~~-
Pres.a G:roup 1 
us1ng Data from Trial 1 and Trial 2* 
"t II 
2.56 
-,- - . ,~ - _ .. ---~--~--------c--.·---c--~------~-~-----~--~)~, 
p \}: 
Probability that the two _s~les 
are from the same distribution · ,, 
·~ - - .... • . ........ 4 • -· .... .... .. ., ..... -· • .. ... • • • .., ... . ':-.. • ... • .. •• • ... - < ~ - .. .. "' • • .. .. Jlt ,. - .. ~· - .• "' .. ~ -<I .... - '!.f. .. • .. .... • - • - •• ... •• ._,. •• • .... • .. 
- -. .. ,.. ·-· . 
··--~-
0.22 0.833 Press Group 2 
Press Group 3 
· ····· ·-····-··- -·-·· --- ..... ,. ... , ............ _ ....... --.~=--- . _ .. -----..---_-___ ,v----,.~--------·-·---·--·cc··---,-·.ccc·-----.. - .... ·-.-· _.:....:c. C ~ ........ :-~--_: .. ='.·., · · · __ . ·· -,_.,.,-.-: ... .. · - 0 --- .. .._ .. _, ____ _ 
4.42 0.9.07 
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~ . ,, 
. . . !be paranie~er changed between . Tria.J l and Trial -2 was the-~- - -·· ···t 
method used to determine the priority of the j .. ob. In TrTal l~.the 
priority was calcli:lated as shown below: . 
Pric;,rity = total units ordered 
strok.es/time period for 1ihe p:referred pr~,~ 
\ 
In Trial 2 the priority was determined as follows: 
.-!J 
Priority = total units orde,red 
/ 1000 
The priority in Trial 1 can be seen to be highest f'or jobs run on 
Group 3 presses, since the strokes per time period for these presses 
'i.. 
was the lo11est of the three groups. The priority used in Trial 
• ·',.-.. •· 1 
2 eliminates this condition by assigning the higher priority-to 
. 
-
the --jo~s ·with t4e greater number of units to be produced. We would 
·--'·.· .---~: ····::~~\ . . ..,.;__ _. 
~assume that the utilization of the presses :1.n· Group 3 vou.l.d be reduced 
and the utUization of the -prPsses in Grou.p 1 -increased. - The simulation 
indicat·eti thi·s fact a~ shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6. It is to be-noted 
that both the confiden.ce limits and the tit" test showed this change. 
Alt·hough the conf'idenc.e interval method is. easier to calculate it 
does not give a numerical measure for the test while the "t" test 
does. To detennine if the simulation is sensitive to changes in 
personnel, two triaJ.s of' at least ten runs each should be made where 
-
,.._., '"!" 
in one trial thore is a · change iu the 11um.ber of setu:p111eu 01~ O)je.1.·ato1~s 
A comparison of results from the automatic punch press line 
.. 
. -- - '-. -,,.- - -
l --
. -~~~ . nQt yiel.d a.ro, r.;on~J.~s~ve. information <Concerning the -accuracy a(_. - . -- - .. 
i''. 
~- -·· 1' 
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the ·d1·stribut1on. would be eonte.ined Vi thin the range ot the ,,nits 
' . 
produced for ea.ch job. To assure there is a 95% probability that 
9<:Yfo of the po];)Lu.ation for each job lies Within the range determined ; ,· . 
by the results· of th~ simulation ·voul.d require. at le~st. 47. rllJlS · _ 
of the simulation. ( See A_ppendix 11 for calculati.-_ons) · The distribution 
of production .. ·ror each job should also b.e compared With the classical 




the Ch:fi,-Squa.re Test to determine if con+i~nce limits can be calculated 
I' 
to show the int(erval within which the actual production should lie. 
) 
If this is possible the number of runs required to prove the accuracy 
<.' 
of the simtilation would be reducedo Runs should also be made with 
different sets of data and the same analyses perform~de 
Analysis of the results ·rrom the simulation of each job is 
· 111J11DJ&rized in ~able 7 below. 
. :! 
., . 
' . TABLE 7 
. .. ,., 't 
A comparison of the Results froin Two Trials of the~ 
Si,mnJation Program.and the Actual Production from 







Range ) . 
431, 
B C f Belowl Range ~AboveJ · Rqe 
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-. 
A equals the percentage of 'jobs in Which the actual results were ' 
within the range of results obtained from the simulation. 
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·:;...a;.:<. ,;..I' ~ 
. . ' 
. bel01·1 the, range of results obtained from the simu.lation. 
•, 
C equals the percentage of jobs · vhere the actual production was 
~bove i;he range of results ·obtained from the simula.tion. 
D equals _ the percentage of jobs where the sinn1J ation did not rgn 
the job more than one-half the number of runs • 
411-
... ·. -
" .. · .. -:·~ _·.~ ..... -.: : . 
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. . . 
Columns B and ~c show that ~or a majority of the jobs t~at were_ 
. . 
not Within the range of · results produced by~ the distribution, the 
. actual. production was beJ.ow the range produced by the · simulation. 
This indicates that on the job~ that were not completed on, the 
automatic punch press line,. probably due .to a die breakage, the jobs 
were not · resetup and run dui:ing that week. An analysis was made of 
the actual production for one month on the automatic puncti press line·----------.-1 -
' . 
and it bears out this deduction. Column D shcn,rs "'che nu.mber of jobs 
which ,rere not set µ.p by the model but 1,rere run in the actual · automatic 
. ' . 
punch press linee The change made in tl1e priority ru.le,·as shown by 
, I· I .. ~ ~ •: , 
.f 
, ~ 
Trial .2 seems to improye this. situation. This rule should be further 
:»;;:>,.,· 
. - ,, - , 11,r '? .. . 
investigated~ The elimination of the jobs which, had a die breakage 
from further work will also free both setupmen and operators so 
more work can be completed iij the week. 
Since the jobs are assigned to the· presses fran a schedl;J egraph, 
a priority rule might be tested v~ich gives a higher priority _to the 
·" 
-jobs schedu1 ed on the first day_ of· the, week and a decreas~ng pri·or±ty· to the 
jobs scbed12J ed for succeeding days. This could be implemented by 
assigning the priority as follows: 
Priority equals a nwnber of the form XY. 
The first day of tbe week 
reduces t11e day number by 1. 
Y equals the units ordered divided by 10,000. For 8.IJy" 
runs of~;'OOO units er greater use Y equal to 9;;-~-- i,," ·~ .. @ 
. 
It0Wld all fracti9ns up • 
'y 
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·. rale were developed :tram an analysis of preliminary -runs of the stmul~tion. 
Any other changes or modifications should be made after further analysis l·. 
•,: .. 
of the results from the sinn2J ation. ___ ~ this manner the accuracy of 
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SUMMARY ·Alt]) COBCWSIOlfS •.• " - "-~- .. ··: "1 .... ,-"';-.. , 
., 
The model and program as written does.simulate the operation of 
an automatic punch press line. The preliminary results shm1 that the 
"-<• , 
. ./I 
aion1lation can be made to accurately duplicat~ the conditieno that 
exist in the automatic punch press line from v1bich,. the data for the 
distributions and probabilities 1,ras obtained. 
', 
To as great an extent as :possible the program was written so that 
the internal characteristics of the situation being simulated can be 
,,. 











There c~n be less 
than 9, but there 
must be at least 
one per press group. 




'There can be from · 
one to five. 
There can be f'ran 
one to five 
\II • 
Modification Required 
Changes in the· 
output subroutine. 
Reset last 1c;,cat1on 
of file and change 
Output Subroutine. 
Reset last location 
of file and change 
0-u.tpu~ Gu1;r,.outine. . 
. . 
. .........,._~...,,~ .,. .... ~_...._ ....... ..,.....-~-.~--:1~·-....... '"' ....... ~~'" •f!llilt6•·• ............. ,.,lllf..., ......... .., ............ ,. ..... .!'!~: 
-, .... ~_-·.___-....... -~-~-··-.. ------,=--Reaords·-per ... ---~--... ··variable·----- . -. _·" . Change initial and 
. ; 
· File final locations 01' -" 
6. Elements per 
·:rable 
7 • Probabilities 
Variable 
Variable 
,.~~-- - -fileso 
Change initial and 




Change value in 
program 
.-;-




'fhe time required to simulate one weeks operation ·of the pw).Ch .- --= ~ _:...:....:..:. ·-=-= ..,-.--, 
press line averaged 30 minutes o Each week's simulation required an 
. ' 
~ averl;l,ge of 66 searches of the clo-cks. 
Once the accuracy _ of the simulation has~ been pFoved, a'l)eriments 
. can be pe:rformed involving the analysis of the effects upon employee 
utilization and output when different work loads are placed ~n the.,, 
shop -or the internal parameters such as the number of setupmen 
are . changed. The cost of ea.ch experiment_ can be determined from 
the average time per run given ab6~ and the hourly operating cost ot -
the LGP-30 at the insta1lation ma.king the study. 
The analysis of a model such as the one· devel.oped in this paper 
' t 
cOlll.d be performed. on a larger_ computer in a much shorter tun~. The 
·' 
time involved to program a model of this complexity vould be equal to 
or less than the time required on the LGP-300 ·~e programming--and 
- . . 
~bugging ~ime could be .reduced _by the use of compilers :or ass·embly 
:-
programs ,ihich might prove more economical to use on the larger computers. 
\.' 
The decision on · the size of the compu.ter to us£ to investigate 
a given situation through the development and ana.lysis of a mod.e1 
must be based upon the actual costs involved in operating the 
contemplated program on what_ever computers are available and the 
i 
state of the training o:r the programmers avai] .. ~ble rto Wl'i.tE;. the 
- . ~ " 
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: ~. ·····--~~. APPENDIX 1 (, 
·-· 
The Nine Presses Studied in tbia S1mu:tat1on 
/ ... 
Bo Type ~-- SH Height Bolster Speed/min SJ.?!ed/Simu1ation 
- -
/ Time Unit 
"' 
.,$1 
1. . 1 7" 20" x 121" 147 2200 l.92 ·Bliss 
l.9! Bliss 6t" 
~ 
2~25 2. '24" X 12" 176 
3. 3-k V & 0 10"' 26!" X 151" 100 1500 
4. 31 V & 0 10" 26!" X 15!" 1.00 , 1500 
5. 21 Bliss 9" 30" X 19" f . 131 1950 
6. 21 Bliss 9". 271". X 18 3/4" 131 1950 
- - -·-·. --
f . .., 
'./ 
,-
. 7. . ] A32 Nd.ager~ l~" 27" X 1,;;f 111 124 -1850 
"'--·~ 
a. 23M Bliss 11 .!.tt 32" X 24" ·51 750 ~ ~ \ .. 
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A. General Method: This program simulates the flaw of jobs through 
a production line performing a single'operationo The simulation 
., ass;Lgns the jobs to the machines that can perform the operation 
required, and assigns a setupman and an operator to the machine. 
--~ 
-'-
The simulation progra.m accumulates data on the utilization of 
1, • 
/ each ma.chine and ea.ch operator and setupman. In the text 
'-'· 
that· f ollrn-rs the nomanclature used will be for the simulation ·· 
of an automatic punch press line. 
.. 
B. Method for decisions: Random nwnber generation proceedures 
. 
. are used to determine al l variable parameters. All other 
1, ·, '.,., •• ,., • 
' decisions are based upon internally programmed decision 
rules as shown below. 
1. The available presses are divided into three groups 
according·to capacity. 
2_. The production rate for each press is constant aud is 
stored in the Strokes ner Time Period Table. ' 
-
higl1er the n-..nnber, the higher the priority, 
4. A job may be run on either the preferred or the alternate 
:press. Both press numbers are inJ?~t. 
5, - A setupman may setup en.ly one press at a·t1me. (~broutine If.) 
,, 
Both the setup and the inspection time is selected by~ 
.. ~ .. 
................. .. 
._.. .-





-- _ .... ~· ....• 
,: 
,. 
~ ., ...... : ......... i, ...... ,, • 
random sampling. (Subroutine 7-1) A constant tear· down· 
tiJne for the die"* which is already on: the press is also 
6. An operator may supervise the operation of only certain 
combinations of p~esse_s at any one timeo (Subroutine 
4 and 4A) A setupman may also supervise the operation 
. of :gre§ses i:f be is n.Qt (!Qj.Ilg any.setupso (Subroutine 4) 
7. A press may be stopped during operation to make required 
adjustments or to repair a broken die. The probability .. 




'!'he amount produced for any job is equal to the amount . 
. originally ordered plus an .additional amount determined 
by random sampling .of the Distribution for Ma.ximwn 
, . 
. 
Production. ~is additional amount will not be produced . 
if either the press being used or the operator supervising 
the press is· needed else,-rhereo (Subroutine 12) 
9. When a setu:pms.1n or operator is available to work on a 
job, the job 1·1i th the highest priority is selected. 0 
If neither the preferred nor the alternate press for 
this job is fr.e~, the priority of th~ nelr job ia compared 
'• .. 
.. 
- ·--------·-- ----------·---~--~- .. 
' 
... 
.• •' · •\).-·: ~:···'.;,,.·.! ..... , .. ~, ...... : ... ~--- · ~.,~l .'l~t" at~.~ ~··· 't!'ti'···· ~~ -....:·~v1-tt.r~th.t/: ptiorit~r~ Of '"';trie~' .. rob." bn ··the ·u ... ·· "ress "arid' 1r·· tnelll; !f.· ""'"" .._ ,ti:~~ ~- i,:.,.-5>..¢ .. ,U.:. ·•·: 1;,..i . 
. 
- - ...... 
:--:,,.. 
- - .. - ~-
- .. __ ..,, ··- -• .,,... ... .. ........ :, 
...... 
alre&q one either pre.ss, this job is_ bumped and· the 
new job is assigned to the freed press. (SUbroutµie -6-t 
• ·- "' ,· - .. ,.., - .;\& ...... .-..~ .. ···-
and 7) 
18 •. When a job is assigned to a press, but a setupman a+ 
, - 51 
' . . 
~.· 




-------------. - --··.---- _, __ - -
. -~ 
-. operator :1s not free to supervise the job, a man may -- ---------------- ----~-----
be bumped to supervise the operation of the press 
if the priority of the new job requiring the man is 
twice that of tl1e total priority (arithmetic sum) 
--------- ~--~-- -.) .. ___ ·- . . . . ----
,-., 
----., 
•·•·-- -·--··•· •- -- ••· - c•-.-.•••- ----· -·· ....... ~~- •, ~---- .• ,;;. ••~; • :-• • . --~ --- . ·~· ' ·--•-••••-- -··· 









__ ,, ll. When a j(?b is to "be se.tup and no setupman is free, 
a setupman may be bumped i:f the priority .of the new job 
requiring the setupman is greater than the priority of 
the job the setupman was original J y setting up. 
c. Method of Operation; The s:l.nn_1]_ation is sequenced through 
the time period being simulated by the following proceedure. 
1. A clock in the Events File is associated with each of 
the presses. This clock contains the time (-in simulator 
time-units) at which the state of the press will change. 
The state of the press is whether it is free, it is 
~ 
being setup, or it is being operated. A code is al.so -~ t" 
stored in each record of the Events File to show the 
current state of each presso 












·ti."n€ is ~lyzed ta __ determine ~l1e state" of· the press. 
4. The appropriate subroutine is entered so that aJ l 
necessary actions may be taken to prepare ihe press tor 
;..;...:, .·;~- o,"! •.• • .. ... .. •• ., .. • - ~ • 
5 • The time that this new _ ~te v1ll change is pre<U.e1t~c1. 
" -
""''' '1'""'"" . ' . , ... ,\.-
\ ..... ~· .i, 
/.. - . 
~ _../ 
' . 
- -·· - . -----·-~- - -- ------ - -
- 7 . -
_- ~· 
-'ana. stored vi.th the code .. to i~dicate the nev stat-e· 
in the record of the· Events File for the~ ~iven pres·s~ 
6. '!'he clocks are again searched for the minimwn tilie , 
~ . . ·' 
\ 
·and the sequence of steps ( 2 to 5) is repeated. 
II PROGRAM~ORGANIZATION 
j .,,,, ......... .. 
A. General: The necessary actions to "t?e taken when the state 
( 
ot a press changes are controlled by· St.1broutines 10, 11, and 
12, Job Setup, ·Job Operation, and iJob C0111pletion respectively. 
The detailed logic·. :for opere:tions tl1at are used by more than 
one subrout_ine is found in Subroutines 1 through 80 Subroutine 
9 controls the sequencing of the simulation. Subroutine 13 
. ' 
controls input and initialization, and subroutine 14 controls 
final output. 
B. Constant and Temporary Storage: Track 61, locations ocr through 
31, contains the initial locations of aJ J t·ables used_· by the 
D. 
program. The second half of this· ~track, locations 32 to 63 1 
,,.t'J 
~ . 
contains temporary storage locations. Track 62 contains 
.. 
common storage of aJl constants used by aJJ subroutines. 
Descrii>tion of Files: See pages 16 through 19. 
Description of Tables: 
. 
1. This table stores a range of 
;:" 
. ,, 
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... -
situation being simu.latedo 
... 
a. This distribution ·presently consist S: of three tables 
-
_·one for ea.ch gro-u.p of twenty elements eaeb. Th.e 
el.ements are ~ored in ascending order • 
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;~ :j,. ·:!: ,;, ':; ' .; ;!_, 1.- ,--.~ ' -
. ' 
. . 
· b. F..ach element of this table is a positive number 
stored at a "q11 of 29 • 
c. The initial locations for the three tables for 
. 
press groups 1, -2, and 3 are stored in locations 
· 3058, 3059, and 3060 respectively. 
2. Distribution of Inspection Time: This table stores a 
' 
range of inspection times for each press group. -.~e 
data for these tables 1·ras obtai,ned fi~om inspection 
., 
records of the actual production line,.. 
a. This distribution presently consists of three 
/' 
''fc-.) 
tables, one for each press group, of twenty 
\ 
elements each. The elements are stored in ascend:f.ng 
order. 
b. Each element· of the table is a positive number 
stored at a "q" of 29. 
,, .__ 
. c. The initial location for the three tables ft)r 
press groups 1, 2, and 3 are stored in locations 
· 3o61, 3o62, and 3063 respectively. 
• 3. Dis~ribution of down time due to press adjustment: 
\ 'l. 
i'hts table stores a range of dawn times for each press 
group. The data for these-tables was obtained from 
a. This Nist~ibutinn pr~se~tly consistQ of thr~e 
---------- -- -- ~--- -- ·-=- _- -- .- . . - ' . . . . . 
', 
tables., one for each 1press group, of twenty 
\ ' ) 
. ' ~- '\ 
I '.\ 
"' 
elements each. The elements are -stored in ·ascending ~, 
ordero 
b. Each element of the table is a positive number . 
.. ( 
stored at a "-q" of 29, 
54 
...... i:----------- . .. 
. . ' --· -- ---~ .,-. -·· •' . 
-',I 
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. . . .. ~ . ' The . initial location tor tne three tables ·for press c ·:"~-~~~=-_··_· "~=·s~~-:~'-=_,, -. o. 
'. 
·groups 1, 2, and 3 is stored· in J.ocations ~~28, _ 
I 2929, and 2930 respectively. 
~. -- -Distribution of do1-rn time due to press brealtdoVD: 
. ~ This table stores a range of dmm_ times.) for each pres~ 
groupo The data for these tables was obtained from 




a. This distribution presently consists of three tab1es, 
one for each press group, of twenty elements each, 
~-' ... 
The elements are stored in· ascending order. 
b~ . Each element of the .table is a positive number 
. • -,',-1 
:1 






c. The initial. location for the three tables for press 
" 
groups 1, ~, and 3 is stored in locations 2925, 
2926, anq. 2927 respectiY,ely~ 
) ·, lo 
5• Distribution- for maximum production: This table stores 
a range- of.percentages of the ordered amount for each 
press groupo Elements in this table range from 1101, 
to 185%• The data for these t~bles was obtained from 




tables, one for each press group, of twenty 
elements each. The elements are stored in 
p' - . \ .. ·. " ... _ 
ascending order. 
. • t .. • ... , 1, ·~ ....... ,, ... .. .. • • ,: 
·=-=:::.:"'.:..-·- -=-----
. . -.i,-~ 
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c. The initial location 'for the three tables .for 
pres·"s groups l, 2, and 3 is .. :stored in locati-on.s 
2222, 2223, and 2224 respectively. 
6.- Distribution showing .the percentage of the job completed 
when a die bleak.down has occurredo · This table stores . a : ..
range of percentages . of the ordered amount. The data 
' 
for these tabl.es was -obtained from actual production 
records that showed production which was less than the 
ordered amount. 
a. This distributi_on presently consists of three tables 
on.e for each pre·ss group, or· twenty elements each. 
The elements are stored in ascending order. _ 
b. Each element of the table ,,is a positive number 
stored at a ''q" ef 29·. 
c. The initial location for the three tabl.ea for press 
grau.ps 1, 2, and 3 is~: stor~d in locations 29ql, 
2962, and 2963 respectivelyo 
. i 
. ~;. . 
7. JUJI1P, table: This table stores the beginning locations 
of the subroutines that take al 1 necessary actions for 
each of the codes used in the Events File .. and Specia.l Clacks. 
·- - . ~ ~ •. ... ... .. .. '. ... • •... ,... 
- -~ ~ • .... W .. • -" T ~ • .., • 
-, ............................ _._-..~-.;.--..-, ..... -~ . .-~ .... :.:~"'·lliM.-~·· .•• ~i,;--.r•·1 ... -... -«·-~-~ .. ...,._.111:,,,v ........ ~ ... --~i1..-.~·-···-..r,r ....... "" ...•. ~--•~ ... ·-,:. ·-· i:::."~ ..... 1.;.· ~-·i-.···;..,'. ,,.;,._ •• ,,,;··"-~·-iw.·,;"·· ~J~<;..-·:_ ... ~•'11w"~-,--- ..... !_,,,. ...... ,_ \...'..-..::· -- ,.:..-.-.:.- ...... .,,.. ....... ~~~~ ...... ~ ...... , •. .ir:-.•. 
· -· - · · · · ·· · · .- · · ·. · a. '?his table consists o:r six ins4truetlons of t.l1e . . · 
.•. -• .a ..... ~··'~ ..... -"''. -~- .... - •.• l,.~-~- ·•'•;: .. ·r.. - i_·-::. ~- ~:=·.~.·~~~-,· 
I 
.r 
form 11uxxxxii with the beginning location . of 
each subroutine in the address portiotl 4 of the 
subr01-.ti?.1e" 
order by the code •. 
b, · This tabl.e begins at locat·1on 34-21. 
'·· 
r 
- - . 
.. 
.,,_. 
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production rate for each presso The data for this table 
,. 
was obtained from the·-.production rates of the a(!tual. 
presses·~·-
. . 
a. This tabl.e_ consists of nine elements stored in 
.. 
ascending order by press number. 
b. Ea.ch element of the table is a positive number stored: ---- -------
at. a "q" of 16. 
c. The beginning location .. Pf this tabl.e is 3523. 
~,. 
9. Proper assignment tabl.e for press group 1: This table 
J _gives for each press number in group 1 the comb:lna.tions 
... ·.~. 
< 
of presses that the m~n can already be supervising· and 
also supervise the operation of the new press o 
a. This table consists of four groups of location~., 
one for each press number in group. l. In the 
las~ location in each greup is a -1. 
b. The format for each element ( other than _ .~h~ -1 1 s). . . 
consists o:r a 2 at a "q" of 7, ~d the ai,propriate 
press nwnbers stored at "q"s of ll and 15. 
c. '!'his table begins in location 46300 The proper 
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~- . 
E. DescriJition or Constants 
1. Pro~bility of die adjusttntlnt: This is the. probability . . . . . .. . . . - -~ . 
. ..,... 
j 
-?~ a P!'~~s. o~ eacµ je>b. T""ne :pro-bability :t-ras obtained. 
. 
--·1 , .... ·- . 
. 
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a. !here is a different probab:IJ1ty of ~e adj11stae11t. •-
for each press group. 
" I " -b. --Each probability is a positive number stored at a 
"q" of 29. 
c. The probabilities of die adjustment for pres& 
groups 1, 2, and 3 are stored in locatio~s 2916, 2917, 
and 2918 respectivelyo 
2. Probability of die brealtdown: This is the probability 
. 
of the occurrance of a die breakdevm during the opera.tion 
-of the press on each job. The probability was obtained 
from-the analysis of actual production records wh~r-e 
,break.downs occurred. 
a. There is a different 'pro~b~ity of die break.down 
' 
for each·_.press group. 
b. Each probability is ~- po"sitive number stored at a 
"q" of 29. 
e. The probabilities of die breakdown for press grou.ps 
1, 2, and 3 are stored in l.ocations 2919, 2920, 
and 2921 respectively. 
3. The number .. of ·time units between printouts of press and 
--
- -· ·-···-'t-_::..c.~~-
.. ,. ' r •. .. ~ ~ .. .. ... ·,· .. - • ••. 
" .,. • • , ,. " ~ , • 1,. • • ._ - • ~ • • & 4 • • C • • • • • • • ,I • • .,.- <¥ ..... .,.. 
29 in location 6249. 
·1_' 
III. PROGRAt4 FLEXIBILIT'f 
A .• On~ 0£ the ob~jectiY.~t! ... ~nherent in the logi<:a.Jo .davelo.pmant. ·~SB~ ,,. ' ,, .. -& 1!' ... ~ ,. ... ··-· 
- . ,, ,, - . _ .... 
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---··,------_-....:. _____ .-:--iii-the -d!sciission below· each c:haracteri.stic that is r1exibie··------------- _, __ ··:.-· . ._...._'.--'• . 
,•:.-.. 
·is iisted with the amount of variability aJ J oved and the 
~ 
· changes in the program .necessary to all ow this variablli1;y. 
1. The ,number of presses. 
a. The nu.mb~ of presses can be reduced, but ~ there_ 
' \ ' 
must be at least one press per press group. Neither 
the number of presses per group nor the number ot ~ 
' 
press groups can be increased without extensive 
-reprogrammj.ng. 
b. A reduction in the number of. presses vil J reqt1ire 
changes in the printout controls in Subroutine 11--. 
2. '!'be number of setupmen or operators. 
a. The number o:f' setupmen or operators can .range fran 
-one to five. There mst be at least one operator 
>an:d setupman •. 
b. _ '!'he only cl1ange necessary to vaey the number -of 
') 
personnel is to reset the last location of t.be , 
file involved. These consta?I&s are st·ored in the 
1st half of track 61. 
3. The number of records per file. 
1. All. files are necessary, and all available 
memory is in use, therefore if the number of 
.. 
records in one file is increased,, there w.1st 
be§ reduction in the numbeP of records in. 
- . 1-..-., 
- - ---- -- --------: - -
. -~--- _, ____ -----~--~-~~~her -file.---=--=-=--~---~-~,=-=================~ . -,:-~· .. - -:::.:::--_- -------~~~.,__~~--.!-· -, ·- -
'• 
- - -· 
·- ··---- - - ... -
··0·, 
\ 
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·, 
- ... -~·----·-· -·-
- - - ·-·· --·---· ·~-------- .......... ----. . .,- . . --
"' ,. Sane ot the files must have~ r~cord_ for each 
press used and since. there is a minimum numbe~ 
of presses that can be simulated, some files 
have a minimum number of records that must be 
maintained. 
b. The only change required is the storage of the new 
~ beginning and er1ding locations for eac1i ,.. 
file in the appropriate locat-~?ns in the 1st halt 
of traclt 61. 
4. The number of elements in the distributions. 
. 
a. The nwnber of elements in distributions ,may be 
__ ,_-.--
reduced or increased. But if an increase is contemp~te!i, 
the ·same considerations as discussed in 3,a, 1 and 
~ 2 must be evaluated. All distributions that are 
to be sampled must have the same number of elemen~s. 
b. To ·change the ·number of elements in a di:stribution ~ · .- · 
the appropriate beginning location of each distribution 
must be changed. Al.so the random nwnber generator ( 
( Subroutine 5) mu.st be modified to ge~erate random 
numbers with a :range equal to the number of elements 
. . J • . ... 
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:° . . . . , . , . . . . ' . . ( I 
·"' -.,,~....,,~1i4.,._;-......_ .••• ~..._.._.,. .......... ~~..,-..wi._.,...?-1 ...... ...,.V:,,at~~ .,~~11,&A·ti!-··· .. ~~1DAir»•-'6r__......r..1!'¥C'".:tt-_,.,. .. ~ct~·c.,.._~~-~:·~·...,.~----'!ll-•~"V',p,~~~~~-~~~"""_.•~~~~~~~,.~~~~~~-J!i$!U_*'f!l"
4 
"1'f'p~~ 
,· . . . . 5. . . C'nanges in the va:1ue of constants such as the 
. 
- r ·-- • - - - • • - - ~ • • ... • 
ean be rnade by just inserting the new· value in the proper I 
... . 
location. 
... -, -. .. ~ .... ~ 
CB,·~- ~~ or~~~~iQD. ·gt ~h~~. ;progT8.m into cQJIDpn subroutines and _ 
s ' • 
. - ~- _ ... ·* ,_ "'"'· , .. ~ ..... '-k.-...... ,., .• :<·· .... 
,· 
. '. 
~ ·-----------~ .......... 
-:;• ···-·· -· . 
. .. 
_._ ....... --- .... -
--- -----~--- ---- ______ ·. ____ ,_ __ .~_· ____ .:. -- ~-~ -
-··~·······'-"'"'"":J.., ..... 
--
.. u .•. 





An example of this type of flexibility is the elimination · . ' - .. - _ .... -... --··-~.---~---.-~-··· .. : ._ ........ -




· The only change in the program required 1-rould be mi11or reprogramming 
· 1n the control subroutine that handles thisr·,are~1 Subroutine J2. 
The.change diseussed on page ;.'v ·Of this thesi·s· wh-ich was to 
A•," 
consider a job completed if' the press ~n whicn it was running 




· A. The .. ~rogram taJ?t! .. ca~ b~ l)r~:par~d by punching the instructions 
-• • ~ D • ·• -<• • ·•· ~ 
for each subroutine,as shmm in the coding sheets,with the 
standard program input codes. The tape is loaded into the computer 
using the conventional program input programo· . The Proper 
Assignment Table for Press Group 1 shou.ld be input in .hex 
',r.:-
. . with the programso The data for the six distributions 
. 
and the tables can be loaded using a data input subroutine 
stored in track 3 through 5. 
· V. OPERATING PROCEEDURE AND INPUT FORMAT._: 
'" A. To start the sinru.l~tion program transfer to location l.518. 
) Th·is is the beginning of Subroutine 13. This subroutine wiJ J 
--·-~-.................. "..,.._. __ ~~oo~ore1r1Iic'r2tr-ancc itSerultiig lOCS.TIOii-StOl'eJ"i-fi'•---- _""."' ___ .. c ....... l 
t:, ~9 A - J-,_ - - -- - - . - . - . • . - - • .. - - - - • .!.. _!_ - - .:_ - : .. - • • - • e 
-·~ 
-
¥ • ~ • A~ ~uc: pr, >grl1ID :1,s preseni;J.y -w:vJ.~"Gen, lj.hJ..S 1.n1 ~1ai1.za"b10n 
wiJ l destroy the contents of all locations from 0000 to 
()()41. If it is necessary· to ra-enter ·t11e p:rogra1n once this 
1 .... 
- .. - ~ _, .:. - - ..,, ~-~- ·---··. - ...... , 
) iaj.tial:i.za.tion has taken. place, the · "boatstra:pping" pr.ocess 
mst be used. 
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:.. ... 
. !· 
~ )- '( -··- . 
.'';_- .... 
.. ) 
B. When the ·1111ti.al_1zation. bas been c·ompleted, the tlexOWl'iter inprb-· ---------~---
-~-
. . 
light will glow thus indicating input is ready. This first 
input is the number of time units to be simulated.. The format 
for this number is as f ollmrs: 
XXXXX'-
!his is a positive nwnber and is stored at a "q" ··of 29. 
It has a range o~ from 1 tQ . ~9,999,99-90 This number is 
stored in the 1st element in the 1st special·clock. 




l. The format shown below is that used for the data 
'. r' 
. ,,.· 
anal yz~ by this author. The actual range of each element 
of the job record is given in the discussion that 
follows. 
AAAMAA 'BBBBB IC 'DI EB!E' 
a. AAAAAAA' is a seven digit jo~. numbe-r. This is 
a positive number which can range from 1 to 
·9999999. For all data i~Pll,t leading zeroes do 
not need to be punched • 
b. BBBBB' is the units ordered. This is a positive 
number which can range from 1 to 9999999 • 
. . . 
. : _,, ... (' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . -~ ................... _ .. ~ ... ~ .... 9 .• .. ~ C. 1.•. ~~- ~P~ :·p~~~~~~~9: _p;-~·~f?. ji:tl~°ti. ~.Q.l j PP. -~~-- .· t.i~~ .......... :. : . , . .. . . . .. . 
-
{/ 
~ -. ~ 
> 
4. D' is the a:J_teroate Fess that the job can be run 
,. 
····on; Thi-s ··1s- a pasitiv:e-DUmhtJ\! ... vh~~h. atm. raage fr~ .. --
. -- .. Oto 32767 • 
e. @:EE' 1s a priority n1Jmber that establishes the_ 
62 
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input. Priority is determined by a simple comparison • 
. 
The job irith the highest priorit~ nwnber has the 
high~st priorityo 
t"'Oj, ~· 
·;~=-···-·-- 2. · As the· date .. files are presently laid out, a IriaXimum 
of 42 jobs may be loaded at one time if at least one job 
is _assigned to every press. If 42 jobs a.re input, . 
' 
each press will be scheduled with the job ~th "&he 
highest priority, and the remaining 33 jobs wil 1 be 




job record input must be followed by a -~1. The last record 
loaded wOllld leak e.s follows. 
AAAAAAA 1BBBBB 1C1D1EEE 1 
-0000001 1 
D. The -input of the ~jobs listed in Table 9 wiJ J require a 
data tape punched as in Table 10. The simulation peri~ 
.. ... :, 












,:., . . : 




. '' ... , ... _,. ·~ ... . .. - ..... 
t 
·4 
. --~ - . 0 
,.,, 
"'." - . ·., • ,r .... 
. \ 





. .. ' ................... ~ 
I 
•.. t•. j .... --~· 




--·· ----- -- ,--- -- --- - - ~ -.-----
-. ·----~ .. 
I 
- - -- - -· - -. --- -- -
-- _,._2._ ... 1 ,_~:r,:;;rt:.!f-~t.~ ..... ':""'--,,;_,...::··--:-:·_· ... __ -_,._.··;·~--- ,.-,-.-.. 
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. ---~- r 
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·:. ,, .'3, 54356o4 150000 114 t 139- I 
5435659 830000'2 11 1121 
~f~ 
':' . 5435653S30000 1615116 I 
-0000001 1 
; 




When the input is completed, the jobs would be schednl ed 





















. VI. OUTRJT 
A. Periodical J y throughog.~ the simulation the program will 
I 
print t~e number of time tinits each press has been 
utilized to either setup or operate a job, the nt.unber of, 
.. ·. 





... - . . ~ - .. . -· . - ·, "- ,. . 
--: • • .• - .'.'' _J - ... : ~ . ~ ·- ~ • ~ - • • ·, - - < - ~ - • .. .;. .. .. ... .. -- •• "' • .. o,,l 'l" -· 'I .. .. ,,,. • ~ • • . .. t .,, ~ ... • • .. •• • .. I; • ~ .,. ~ :~ 
- ... . .. ~- ·-:,·:.-· "': ... -,.._ .... -~ - ... '"' _ ....
number of time units that each setupma.n and operator has spent 
supervising the operation of the presses up to the time 
. ~l:'.1-- . 
·- --· '• 
;>, 
af·the printout. In the· latter case if one man su:oervised 
. -
three presses ~_for four. time_- .periods, twelve- time uni-ts weald -
be added to this man I s accumulated work time. t I L....;:=====·======~~~=~=~ -...-..-..-.,-... ~ -~--,-.. ..::;;~·:;.:_ ... .::_ ·- ;~· _____ :- ______ ;_---.-~_· .. --.--.--~~--'---· ... --.~~---.,......._ --------,..-..--------· --------!!I: ~ ;&.AiU .,.. 'w,ap - . ·-· ·----~~--· ___ ..,...__ ______ _, ....... -~.- ..... --.. .... ~---· - .•.- '----.,-.--'. ... ,.,. '~-".- -- ,- ,,.i:i-~ ..... ..,..-~. 
\ ' ' 
' 
--
- __ .. ____ ...,: __________ :_· ~-----'-·---~-
, .. , . 
... '-~·-· 
.. .. "· . 
\' 
.. ! .. 
( . ·: •, 








··- - . - . -=----"- ------ .. ..:. -•·--
- - ,--- - ---
- --- - ·- --- -·- -~---- - -- - -
. ----- ---·-··· ------ -- ·- ----·· ,-- - _ .to;.~."': r_--· -\·-;. ·_. · 
VII. 
an.d a minimum. clock is selected. 
J c. The simulation p1,,og1 .. am is present.ly. programmed to print1 the 
- ., results of production 1~:rl1enever a job has ~een completed or 
. ~ 
' ' 
whenever a job· that 't·Yas in product:I.on has to be stopped 
, 
due ·to die breakage o In this instance the amqunt of prodnctiOJl 
up to the brealtdovm is output. Th~ or_dered amount i~ _ reduced 
by the printed amount, and the amount produced is reset to 
zeroo When the die has been repaired, the job ~s considered .. 
a ne-w job by the simuJ.ati·on • 
Sample out-put • ( see page 38) 
. 





0000 - 0026 
0027 - 0152 
0153 - 02o6 
0207 - 0216 
0217 - 0231 
0232 - 0259 
Description 
Events File (9 Records) _ 
.Production File (9 Records) 
,. 
. 
Schedl1le Clocks (9 Records) 
.., 
·0260 - o905 
Operator File (5 Records) 
Setupman File (5 records) 
Special Clocks (14 Records) 
Action File (33 Records) 
-· 
,. ~ .,,., ··A ~ ._.~ 
;:~ ~; .. ~·;_~·:.:.,~:.:~~.:.:.: ..... ~e£~~~::·-.... ~ .. ac-r1erlctt·e-··~;,~:te-\!uci,Recorusf·"·" ~. ' ~ -s r • .,...""~• ~ ... ••• ait&" . ...... ., .... -~-~- -.~; ,.;..~ ...... •·•·•-oea• a.,-c.s . 
• 
~--· --·--· __ ... ______ .. --·-
-~·. 
~--
\ 0961 - 1017 
1018 • 1037 
1038 - 1057 
1058 - 1113 
---~~-----.~-.. -__.. ... ~·-·--. -
sf 
---ltistribution ·of, setup··Ttmes·~ PI-ass 'Group l 
Distribution of Setup Times for Press Group 2 
Distributton of Setup Tinles for Press Group 3 





JJ14 .. 1133 
1134 - 1153 
J.J.54 - 1209 
12~0 - 1229 · 
,- --· ,, ' -: ... ~· - -- -~-- --· - . ~ ....... __ ·., .. ,- ,_...:..._ _____ -- . 
' 
.. 
. ' r / . - -
.-- -----' ----··--··- .. , . ·-·-----·--- ---------· -- · ____ -"""_. ·- .·-·' -·-··.--- . ·-· ···--··-:. __ . 
Distribution of Inspect.ion Times for Pre.ss Grou.p 3 
Distribution for maximum production, Press Group 1 
Distribution for Maximum Production, Press Group 2 
Distribution for MaxLU Production, Press Group 3 
.. ·"· ...... 
,.,. , ! 
l 
i 
1230 - 1249 Distribution of Dawn Time due to Press Adjustment, 
l250-1305 
13o6 - 1325 
1326 - 1345 
1346 - 1401 
1402 - 1421 
1422 - 1441 
1442 - 1461 
i462 - 1517 
1518 - 1645 
1646 - 1826 
1827 - 2221 
2222 - 2224 
2225 - 2302 
~ Press Group l 
cil., 
Distribu-'cion of Down Time Due to Press Adjustment, 
Press .Group 2 
·, 
Dist~ibution of Down Tinie due to Press Adjustment,. 
Press Group 3 
Distribution of Dmm Time Due to Die Breakage, Press Group 1 
Distribution of ·Dmm 'l'ime due to Die- Brealcage, J:Tess Group 2 
Distribution of Dmm Time due to Die breakage, Press Gr~p 3 
Distribution for Percentage of Job Completton, Pre§S Group 1 
(,,_ 
Distr~butio11 for ,,Percentage of Job Completion., Press Group 2 
'-' ' '!· . . ,,.. 
'"';.~ ' 
' ~ Distribution tor Percentage·of Job Completion., Press'Group.3 
r ~ 
) 
I ,, . 
SUbrQUtine #~ 13, Input data and load Schedille clocks. 
- - . . - .' ' .. ,:,,-
..... 
. - ~ , 
SUbr<m:tine # 14, Analysis of ~pecial ©locks and Printer. 
.Subroutine # 12, Analysis of' Code 2~ (Job CompletlOD) 
Begiµning locations of Distribution tor Maximum Production. 
Subroutine # 12 · ( continued) 
. . . .. 2303 - 2602 Subroutine # 11., .Analysis, o:t Code 1 (Assign Opere:t.or) ..... -.... J 
. - . ; - \'\ ·, - l . . . . . - . .-1. ~ 
- -~ .......... ~~ ..... ~ .......... ...r~~----i.:t,-e:t: .................. t=.:•~40'~-.d~~~~....a~.d.c:....Ac':,:~ ~~~-~ r:el'li...,..O,ht..,.....ck,, ............ &M, .... :.,,#" .ma...a:=:::r~- 114'; "-~--~'111"~·-C!l"'!:l.,.~--~-f!!'Jt~~-.. illQi. ... ~... 't!1 . ' ~ ...... -..,....~ . . • ' ' . . .. - ·-- . . - _ _,j_. "',_J' . 
2~03 - 2763 SUbr011tine ff- · 101 Ana~lysis .of Code O {A~sit.;!1 Bet,,:pn:~~) 
l 
i 'i: I ·~ 
... _ ·-------·--..-
... -- ... :ll": ~· .... 
1·"' ... u'"IJ.-'::::-;:::;~ 
·.··_ .... : .~. 
- ---·· .. ·• 
. 2800 - 2913 
2914 - 2915 
,. 
·-· 
I. - -:· - - - - -- - c·-~··;:-·-:-';':-:.---=.-..:.~~-
Subroutine # 3-1, Check. for Die Adjus·tme11t 01~ BreaJ~down 
Locations of Probe;bilities of Die Breakdown and Jld.justment 
Probabilities of Die Breakdown. 
) 
r 
r ·-~ - ~. - . 
.. 








- -- -- • ---•r--·-·--'-• -.~··--• •• ~ •.·•--.•- -··•"•••-••-••-•• -••• •• • •-··-----• 
- "····-- .. - ··-- -··----··- .. --···-·-·--·- -· - -------·- . ') ·-·-- .. ··--· .. _ - ---··· -·- -- - "·-·· -·-- --- - ------~- ~- ..• ·---------·---·: ..... • -----~ .. ·-· ........ '... .. - -· ·c..:.c..c..c ..... '·-! 
..... .'. 
" 






· · 2922 - 2924 Location ,.of beginning· 1ocations for Distributions GI 
Die Breakdown ·and . Die Adjustment 
2925 - 2927 Beginning Locations of -Distribution of Die Breakdown 
~8 · - 2930 Beginning Locations for ·Distribution of Die Adjustment 
2~31 - 2959 StibDDlitine # 3-1 (Continued) 
.. 
2960 - . Location of beginning location of the Percentage of the 
Job Canpleted Distribution 
2961 - 2963 Beginning locations o:r the Distribution Showing ~he 
Percentage of the Job Completed. .' 
3000 - 3oll.3 Subroutine # 7-1, Accumulate Setup Time. 
-i, 3oll-4 - 3055 
3096 - 30~7 
3058 -_3o60 
3o61 - 3o63 
3100 - 3261 
... 
3300 e 3420 .. 
3421 = 3426 
~ ' 
3427 -· 3439 
34kQ - 3449 
3450 - 3463 




Location of Begimling 1ooations 0-f the Dis-tPibutioas 
for Setup Time and Inspection Time 
Beginning locations of the Distribution of Setup Time 
. . 
Beginning Locations of the Distribution of I~spection Time 
Subroutine# 7, Shift R~cards of B-~ped Job to Action 





Su"breutine # 9 (centinued)· -
Subroutine # 13 (Patch) 
··-~ • • • -- -,. •• ---· ..•• '. ~! 
...... 
subroutine 14 (Patch) 
Subroutine If 8, Calcu 1 ate Uni ts Produced 
I 
-~ I 
- - ._3 .. ,-~~- -~t;':(1 ~+rckoc, T'\O .... m.;~~ ~--~-~--=! .. tnr.'1...,1~- .. ·.•. .... .. : . : .••• "' ,· •. •<>, 
· · · · ' · . · ·_- . · · · - · · · - · f;;.:) ·.;,,,;: J_. · · -- ....- ·. .o.lloi•iw Jt'•·U- ;....,;,.u.,_ .t iwJ. •"'""- .J.QU t;; . . _. . . . 
,.~ ••• .,, • .,.,..,~--~ -·..-....-.- ... ,,;..,....._,: ________ • ·•#,z,,...#..,.. .• ~---""·-=-.:·..,··------a...-•, .... ,..:-=:,,::;:~--~·- ... Cl"<= _":ti_ .. ...._., ... .... -~~-... -... -~ .... #ft ....... -----·· ·----...... .-,.-.... -~--,;!ll 
.. ' 
- . "'I 
'· 
< -
.. ,35~·--:- 3555 . SUb;routine # 13 (:Patch) 
3556 - 3558 Subroutine # 14 (~tch) 
· 3559 - 3562 · SUbroutine 13· .(Patch) · 
'.,._ ... 
ii'. 
; .• . ·~ 
3600 - 3~63 -~brQg.tj.pe I 9-1, Clleclt~P.resees to 1@e it a new Jctl>_ 




. ""-; . .,-~,~~-~-2o;,.~;>;:~_j1~ k!li- c.j ~ th '(:.,.;~.,;.., Ji,,! ••)';i1 f ;:;,.;,.~..,.~;,;;,.;.;.. . •· "".~" ··• • 1f! OWJ<.~Jffi ii.LI! ~- I • !W. 1!I 
, ___ ._:_, ~ .,-··· 
. :·, .' 
••• ·, : * ·•· ... 
, - , .. , - . , .• -- ', .-- c"'' ., . ·,· C - '..t . -·· . -
,----: ' ... :· 
• \• .. ····11·t 
"" 
3700·-·3934 
3935 - 3941 
3942 - 3952 
.. ' 3953 - 3957_ 
\ 3958 
'-· 
3959 - 3963 
4000 - 4038 
4039 - 4o63 
"· 4100 - 4463 
,;. 1'-500 ..q.626 
4627 - 4647 
4648. - 4660 
4661 - 4663 
4700 - 4849 
4850 = 4854 
485~ - 4863 
4900 - 4918 
• 4919 - 4921 
49g2 - 4932 
q.a~~ - L.oh.~ 
,'.J.J tf/ ·-
'• 
: J ' 
. .. . ,. 
--. 
.·. Ditscrip:b.ion 
. . "'f'- . 
Subroutine # 6-2, -See if any personnel can be bmBJ,ed. 
Subroutine 4-1 (Patch) 
Subroutine 14 (Patch) 
Subroutine # 13 (Patch) \: . 
: >.' 
Free· 
Assist File " 
subroutine # 5 Sample Distribution or Test ProbabiJ ity 
,. 
SUbr011tine # 4-1 {Patch) 
. ~ 
Subroutine # 4, Check for Ava1Jab:ll1.ty of Press, Setupman 
or Opera.tor 
Subroutine # 4-1· 
'tr""'""".'lfr· . 
.t r 
ear~~-Action File for Codes 
Proper Assignment Tabl.es for Press Grou.p l. 
Subroutine # 4 (Patch) 
Free 
SUbrQUtin.e # 4-2, Find Man Running Given Press 
,.!, ..... __ 
Subroutine #~ 4 (Patch) 
SUbroutine # 4-4 (Patch) 
.. 
Subroutine# 4-3, Initialize Sched:nJe Clocks 
Subroutine # 13 (Patch) 
subroutine # 3-1 (Patch)-. 
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-
5000 - 5o60 _ Subroutine # 3, Time Production Finished 
5091 - 50o3 Free 
' 5613 - 5620 Subroutine # 12 (Patch) 
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5649 - 5655 
5656 - 5663 
5700 - 5~2 
5843 - 5846 
. 
58lf7 - 5848 
5849 - 5850 
5851 - 5853 
5854 - 5860 
5861 
-· 
Descripti.on . . 
SUbroutine # 4-3 (Patch)_ 
.. 
Subroutine# 14 (Patch) 
SUbroutine # J., Shif't Data 
" 
'•, 
Subroutine # 3-l (Patch) 
Subroutine # 1 (Patch) 
Subroutine # 3-1 0Patch) 
Subroutine # 13 (Patch) 
4• 
.... 
Subroutine # 14 (Patch) 
·:. Free 
5862 - 5863 Subroutine # 14 (Patch) 
... -.. -






5900 - 5963 Print Number, ACT I Fixed Point output, Programmed 7/30/59 \1 
I 
6000 - 6063 Read ~lumber,· ACT I Fixed Point Input, Programmed 7/30/59 
6100 - 6131 Symbol Table 
6132- 6163 Working Storage Table 
· ~ ··f · · , "6200 - 6256 " Constant Table · ,:·-
6257 - 6263 Free 
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EJ.ements of this distribution are given in simulation time 
11n:l.ts. Four iimu.lation time units equals one h®r. · .. 
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Distribution of Inspection Times 
. Press Gr0t1p 1 Press Group 2 P.i-ess Group 3 
1 1 2 .,t' _. i 
1 3 













4 ... 4 5 
4 4 5 
:- ;_ 
--·--







5 ' 5. 
- < 
1 6 , . 6 
7 6 8 
8 8 9 
10 lO _ 
Elements of this qistribution are givffll in .silm__!lation-tjme -
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time units. Four simn.J ation time- units equals one ~Ollr.,. 
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Distribution of dawn .time due to Press Breakdown.· 
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Elements of this .distribution are :percentages. 
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. Distribution Showing the Percentage of the Job Completed 
When a Die Breakdown Has Occurred •. 
Press Group 1 Press Group 2 Press Group 3 
0 3 o~ 
41>. 
:·~· 10 --........ . 15 l .. . . . - -
·.· 
6 
lO 15 10 
25 15 20 
25 30 20 
40· 30 25 
50 45 30 
'$; 
50 4~ 35 
60 , 45 50 
60 .., 60 50 '· 
70 60 60 .. 




70 68 70 
) 
6, 80 80 70 
~ 
'l 80 80 80 
.,· 
80 80 80 
9 ........ 






Elements of -this table are . percentages· .· ~-· 
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·SOBROUTllE.l' 
p 
-, -- -,PURPOSE To shift data 1n blocks of ten locations as shown beJ.ov: 





From Action File to Production File 
From ·schedule File to Action File 
From :Production File to Action File 
From the input record to Schedule File 
CALLING SEQUENCES 
.... 
1. Schedule File to Production File 
L., . .Y 








3. Sclredule File and Production File to Action File 
XR 5823 
JP.15722 
4. Input block to Scheditle File 
' ;:,. 
' .-. 
XBXXXX · location to store 1st record in Schednl e File 
ru;819 
ARFA USED· 
5700 to 5842 
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_'fhe Action File is full and this record cannat be stored 
~ 
in the fileo Depression of "Start Compute" will cause 
;.,:.·· 
the computer to jump into another subroutine so this 
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-~ . -·-·~--·. -
Machine No. . I 
Transfer to shifter 
Machine No. 
Enter for SCBBI> to PROD 
Enter for ACi'ION to PROD 
ID'Assist file 
Contents of Assist ~ 
lat ;o 
Transfer if O 
1 at 29 
B(last location+ l) 
Transfer 1:f' not finished check~ Action 
Transfer to set I.DD 
EF 0148 . 
B(U)s) 
free 't·· 
Contents of .U)S 
i111¢;./f11; Assist ti~e t 
'l'ransfer to set LOlY 
Lo Assist.file 
Enter · SCfffi:n and fflOl) . 
to AC11ION · 
Contents of Assist tile 
lat ;o 
Transfer if' 0 · 
l at :;o · 
SI • 
. · IOD 
Transfer to set o 1n Aaaiat file 
• • ~ - ' ' ' r 
' 
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1 at 29 
B( last loc of Assist tile) 









Lo Action file 
_ Contents of Action file 
lat 30 
transfer if O 
10 at 29 
B( last location + 1 of Action) 
transfer if not done 
~ Switch A 
.. ~, at 22 .. . . ~. . __ . _ .... .. /·· 
transfer if O ERROR 
transfer to shifter 
,. 
.. , .. , Switch A · 
· .... 
lat 29 
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Subroutine No. . 1 
I I • 
Title: Shift DLta ·,. 
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,., .... ; .. :;. 





































































' JI .... " 
H(last locati~ of Assist file) ~-
TRAnster it not- finished 
transfer to shifter 
LOD 
1 at 29 
Switch A 
B(location 1n assist) 
0 
variable address 
transfer to shifter 
machine nu:mber at 29 
1/10 at O . . 
Lo Production file 
lDD 
10D 
. . . l ' 
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6 . ' xat 201 
1 at-29 
H(I.DD + 10) 
transfer it not finished 
0 
variable address 








































\ No time uni ts between printouts 
min:Lrnmn clock 
variable ad.dress 
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a. Codes indicate that the press is being/ienp, being oper&ted, 
or is free. 
2. Operator File 
,-'; >f, 
a. Codes indicate that the operator is free or .is rimni.ng 
machines. 




a. Codes indicate that the setupman is free, is doing a setup,·. 
or is operating presses. 
4. -Act1·on File 
. . .\ 
a. Code·s indicate the reason that the record is stored in 
the Action File• The job was waiting .for a pr_ess, an 
apera~or,· or· a ,die to be repaired.., 
CALLING SEQUENCES i. I 
.., 
1. Code t9:Events File. The .press nw;nber of the. press invol.ved 







. . . .. ~ . 
xzoooy 
, ~ ~·-- __ ,__. 
/, 
0V r-t 
Y is the code to be stored. 
·Man n,1mber ~vol ved 
'I , ... --.. ... ••••
 -··- • •-- .. -•••- .. 
_._,.., _______ ..
.. 
Y · is the code to be stored 
l,,y,, ,,. •: .. 
86 ·:, '. ·; ~-. 




.. ~ ;:~ '"\,.\ ,· 
.,. '• .. ,:• ., . .. "; .... ,__ .. 
' :· ·: 
\ .. ,. 
\ 
"--· • ~ .• r-. -· 
-~ . 
"' ·-• 1: 
.. J 
••. ! / 
3. .code to Setup,an File 





man number involved 
.. -. 
. . - ... . ----- - - -------------.--------- ·-·- ------.--.-· -~~----...._·-~---~- ·-~-.._..~-----.. ~~-- ~.__.. .. ....._ ...... 
. y is . the code number to be stored 





Initial location of the record in Action Fil«ir 
Y is~h~. code _number to be stored 
.. 
.. •---:· ... ·· . 





1. Subroutine 2A~l 
a. Purpose: To eliminate from the Operator of Setupman Files 
the press number .stored in location 6132, and shift any 
other press -nwnbers in the record to the left tcf'11.ll the · 
r· ·' 
b. Cal J tng Sequell_~e 
R0421 
V U0342 
2. Subroutine 2A-2 
' ,c- .-. . 
1 
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..... _.,...... . - - - ..,,... 
. . 
. ... . 
,h·,~Uh_,,•,·• 
-. 
b. Ca 1 J in{5 Sequence 
( , ~ - .•. . . - - . ,~. 
U0422 
.. . . ' 
.... -~----·~ .................. ~ ~ . ~: .. :e· ~ ....-. -'!I •. - . • ~ • ._. """!" 
·~ . . .. ... ._ ... --~ .... - ~ 
ARE& USkO 
, 
1. Code to Operator File (subroutine 2-A) 
87 
' . 6, 
I l 
f 











- ~ ~-- ~ - - ·-· ----·- -· ---·- - - - - . ---- -~ - -- -
5209 to.5219 
5220 to 5231 --- ,. 
'! • J 
·-
2. Code to Events File 
-~- - -coae to A_ ·ction· File-J• . - -~-
4. Code to Setupman File (Subroutine 2-B) 
5~ SubToutine 2A-l 
., 
(,'l, 6. Subroutine 2A-2 
5232 to 5441 
5442 to 5521· 
5522 to 554a -
· 7. Patches from "Code to Events" 
ERROR STOPS 
: 554e to 5612 
,. 
l.. 5207 The code in the record of the Operator File or the 
code to be stored in the Operator File is not correct. 
Depression of nStart Compute" will cause the next 
instruction, XUOOOO, to be executed. 
2. 5436 The code in the record of the Setupman File or the 
-·. t 
3. 5460 
code to be stored in the Setu:pman File is not correct". -
Depression of "Start Compute" vjJ J cause the next instruction,. 
XUOOOO, to be _e4ecuted. _ · 
' The press to ·be removed f'rom either the · Setupman 
or th~ Operator Files was not assigned to the 
given operator or setupman. Depression of "start 
Comp.ite" will cause the computer to stop again. The 
next depression will cause.· the computer to enter 
another subroutine. THIS MUST NOT BE DONE 
., 
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---~ of "start Compute" wilJ cause the computer to execute a 
....... 
"stop" inst1-actio11 for the next three depressionso The 
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'l ~ 
-, . fourt.,n depre- lf"I ""'J..• l"\Yl '!.1'':}, 1 ,-.,~':-'l C!O +.ho n-mrn1·ter to ov_; t ---~-- ___ .. a;;o,;;;, v.._. .. ...... .L-- --~~~~ ~"'-~~~ v,._..; .. '¥_. • ~ 
-, 
' - - - \~ 
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SUBROUTIRE3-1 
PURPOSE To determ:I ne whether a die adjustment will be required or 
whether a die breakdown wiJ 1 occur ·while a press is 
\•,-~ 
operating. If a die adjustment occurs the tin1e that the press 
will be . down ·- adjustment· is sele~ted ~nd t'he beginning and 
('. 
finish time for the job is_· adjusted accordinglyo If a 
die break.a.ge occurs, t11e f ollovring ac-tions ·will talte .. place • . 
..., .. ' .. 
-
The time the press goes do,m and the amount of production 
t2 
completed before the_ break.down are selected. The job on the 
press is moved to the Action File and a Special Clock is 
setup to control when the job can come b·ack into production. 
-· The Events File is adjusted to indicate that the press is 
free. 
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0027 b0J27' 
0028 xr4029 • 
0029 xu4ooo• 
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Kaohin.e .lo 
5~at 29 
transfer if Class 1 
3 ·a.t 29 
- transfer if Claa1 2 )o 
2 at 29 
index jump 
1 at 29 
zero 
- .. ··~ .. ~ ·: . . . 
:\:_. 
~ 
Location ot lit prebabili,y for die breakage 
index 
Te$.t Probability SOB Sir 
transfer if die breakage will occur 
location of 1st probability for die adju.•"••~ 
index 
test probability SUB 5 
.... - . 
transfer if adjustment will occur 
rQ8.ohine nUiuber 
transfer to ENTRANCE B SUB 3 
• 1 
.. ~beginning location of table of die breakage dist. 
index . 
beginning location of distribution 
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•oh ao.· U 5850 
-1/10 at 0 
Lo Production• 10 
Shit-t Data .SUS 1 . 
LOD plus 10 at 29 
10 at 29 
Store Code 
coda to indicate die repair 
SUB 2 
Store Code SUB ! 
CODE TO indicate preaa free 
mach noo 
Identify man running pr0ss SUB 4-2 
transfer if setupman running press 
Store Code SUB 2 
; -"'• '1 ~ \ Indioates operator not running thia pre11 
Store Code se 2 
~ ( 
Indicates 1etupman not running thia pre11 
Last lee. plus 1 of Special Cloe~• 
_location. o.r new code in fil~ · 
1 at.29 
location of ;;,; ti-me i~ fil•, 
1 at 29 
. ··~:~ .... -,.--··· --·-
I 
' J 
- . 1 
.... ,e, .. ' • 
,,. \ 
4. -·-.• _._,,,. 
, . ..; . 
... .a_ : -
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subroutine No. 3-1 .·IJack 1'0. . 29 
Title: Check for· die adjustment or b:rea.kdown 






































~ ... ..;. . ..,~ 
xht?l2l' new last loo. plus 2 ot Speoial ,Cloot• 
b0J221 :3( ) 
xh0236 1 Location of code 
:cb6153' . time 
xl10?~7' Location of time when repair tini1hecl 
Jf¥~~11:/9r 3300' Transfer to search olock_s ,SUB 9 


























beg. loo. of dist. 
Sample diatribution SUB i 
down· time due to die adjustment 
transfer to ENTRANCE B SUB·3 
loo. of 1st probability of die breakage 
loo. of 1st probability of die adjustment 
pPobabiltty of· dia adjustment .. 1st· group of prn1ea 
u "'n n 2a ·n o 11 n_ 
n fl fl ti 3rd O " n 
probability or die breakage 1 t group of presses 
u n " n 2n n n • 
ft .fl n 
" 3rd " " " 
oode wotd for .-special clocks ->~ 
loo. of beginning loco of tables for die breakage 
loo. of beginni.ng looo of tables for, die adjust. 
beg. loo. die breakage distribution group l ~ · 
n . !' u n n n 2 
,ttt ··11 11· ,.. n ff n ·3 
beg. loo·.· die adjustment di•tribution group 1 { 
" " " " • • z 
a n tt n • • 8 
actual repair time 
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Subroutine No. 3-1 
~Title: Check for die adJustment or break.down 
+! 







01;9 · xu4ooo• 
0140 xd6248 1 
0141 x116300• 
0142 Jtb50.al-l • 
0143 · 01441 y 
0144 xb0025' 


















:_;,,· 016; xz1462 1 
,: 
------- ·------- -~---~------·------ --~----
~-------.- ----------
FiJul time when prod. 
is finished StJB 3 
loc. of beginning loo. of tables of% Comp 
· index '°. 
initial loo. of dist to be aampled 
sample distribution SUB 5 
100 at 26 
temp 
H(loc. of time tor press in Events) 
time 
.. current clook time 
any die adjustment time 
1 at 2 
't 
result 11 aotual procl.< 
temp 
1 at 30 
clock time 
adjustment time 
actual time press went down 
repair time 
time · ·· ·'" · 
~ime when press will be free to run job again 
press llOo 
Caloualts units produced SUB 8 
transfer to print job and reduoe ordered amt. 
beginning loc. of initial loc•s for tables of% 
beginning loo. of% Compl~tion table -- 1. oomp. 
n w n " n fl 
fl 
"'" 11 " 
. . . .. 
---=•----···· ',_ ... 
• 
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1. Subroutine 4: To determine if a press is tree, a setupman 
' 1 . 
is free to setup a job, or an operator is free to supervise 
- - .-· .... ---- -.---~ .. ~··-- ···.---s;:':·----- ···- -----
the operation of a press. 
2. SiJ.broutine 4a: To determine if a setupman can ,-supervise 
th~ .. operation oof a pre.ss. 
CALLING SEQUENCES 
.S· 
1. To determine if a press is free. 





UXXXX eXit to_ this instruction if press not free (a + 2 eJQ.t) 
XX:XXX exit to· this insturction if press is free (a + 3 exit) 








UXXXX · exit to this instruction"if _there are no free setupmen 
XX:XXX exit to this instr.uction with the number of the free 
setupma.n in the accumulator. 
3. To det~rmine if an operat~r is free to supervise the operation 





. . . - • • .......... - ·- .,.. •4. -· ....... - ........ -11 ....... _ ·• .., • •• ... • • _. ..... - " - • ...... . -
.... - '"• .• - ~ ~ ~ .• • - ....... -- ......... .. : ...... - ...... ff ....... - ........... ' .... - - ., ............. ,,. ... - .. - ...... 4 .. _..; .. ...... ......._..._ 
· uxxxx ·· ex1t·nere ·1f ·there ·a.re no operators Who ·can ·supervise' 
the job on the given press • 










.·)'\-. ........ . 




-·~ --·· ~- mxx exit ·to tli!s in~mct~~ -with the man number of the ~ · 
operator wh.o can supervise the .· given job. 
4. To determine if a setupman -can Sllpervise the operation of a 
given press. ·"" 
BmX press number of job 
XR4335 
. - . 
xu4362 
. 
umx exit to this instr.uction if there are no. setupmen who 
can supervise the operation of the given press. 
mxx exit to this instruction 1~1ith the man number of the 
r\ 
setupman whe ean supervise the given·.· job in the accumulator. 
INTERNAL SUBROUTINES 
·- 1.. SUbroutine 4 Alpha 
·, 
a. Purpose: To detj!rmine by comparison with a table, it the 
present combination of gr~p 1 presses assigned -to an: 
operator or setupman will a.lJ c;,w th_e additional assignment 
of the given press to this Ol)erator_. · 
b. Cal J ing Sequences 
l. Presses assigned to an operator 
,, 
BXXXX locat~on of . code wol'd o~ opena,tor 
,;.I 
. . . ..... , .. . ... . .. . .. ~ R0118 
--
.... -..... ~ ............ 
... ~ ....... -_, .. ..,. -.. --. ~ ... ..._. -. 
-
" 
': ,, I. 
,e :., ,_.,. ., a .,,.,e 
UXXXX exit to this instruction if the press cannot _ be 
asslgtied. 
T1"Y'VW .. ~l' Px ..,···+. tn t_n-i 8 ~1· ft~i.~4-1 . .on.. J.!•-f' +ho i· .. ~a...~ ~'ft-1-:a ..... .. · ... ~ ....... ,... ., • "" ...... ~~" ~~.r . ,,. JII" .... .ii. •• . -a•~~ !iii .. ..,,. .: '- .. -.. vu.&;& 111iiiii _ ~--, _ ., ..... - • 











·, .. _.. ·r,.~ •_r •..• - ---~,-
- --- --- - --2.- Presses ass-igned- to a setu.pman. ~ - · · 
,t: 
BXXXX location ·or code word ·frcn Setupnan 
:'.R0338 
uo328 




UXXXX exit to this instruction if the press _ can be 
' ' ~ 
assigned. 
c. Area· used 





a. Purpose: To determine for ppesses in gr.oup 2 if the one 
press already assigned the operator or setlipman in 
question is adjacent to the given press. 
~ . 
b. Calling Sequence 
• 
1. Presses assigned to ~~ operator 
BXXXX location of code word i'ran Ope~tor File 
R0363 
U0144 
~· . ,; ·. 
_:_. ··-·. 




;;." d ass:rgne_ · • 





~. I ' 



















----- -----~-- ·--- - ----· 
-rm -·exit-·to this location if press ea11not be 
assigned. 
.. ,,. 




urxxx exit to this instruction if press can be 
assigned. 
0 
NOTE: The following coding error was found during the __ 
preparation· 0f -'chis program descriptiono If press number 
7 is assigned Lo an operator or setupman in qu.estion, anci .· 
the given pref;>s nwnber is 5; this program "vrill assign 
press number 5 to the operator or setupman. 
d. Area used 
444 "-6 1. ___ 7 to 3 
3. -Subroutine 4 Gema 
a. Pm.,pose: To determine if a group three press is assigned 
to the operator or setupman being considered to supervise 
another group 3 press • 






code word for man 
exit to ·this instruction if press:--.not ass~ed 
tq ma.n •. _ .. 
ARFA USED 1 ....... ... 
· l.. subroutine 4 
2. . Sub~ootin.e 4a 
.. •p • ~ ~ • - """· ,, .... •• .... •• •• ... ..... .. , ~, ..... - -· ......... -.,# ... ...... • ...,. ... 








·i.100 to 4246 
4247 to 4407 
4408 to ' ' ,, ij.ij.b3 
• 
4648 to ~60 




. .. - ....... _ .. ,. ...... ' '.--.,;_ 
'· 
. . 
• • • .,• • .~ ••• S• •• ~-• ..... 
' . 









Lo Op6ftAt- . 
Av~1~ • 
............... nJllL~---
oo'+• s,, sw,,c. s 
A= -1 
a=-• 




S,.o ~~ ff\t.i 
o,;,i"~ 1 a a, 
~r -·· 01a~ 
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St:T 8 = 0 
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1 at 29 
yes exit 
press no. 
1/3 at 0 
r 
Lo Event; s f'i le 
code from events 
4 at 29 
transfer if cone not, 
l at 29 
transfer if code is 4 
transfer if code is not 4 
exit· · 
no @xit 
1 at 29 
yes exit· 
Lo Setup111&n File 
code from Setupman tile 
1 at 29 
transfer if code i1 0 
,.. 
3 at 29 












B(Last loc Setupman File plus 1) 
transfer if not finished _p 
transfer to no exit 
,. 
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PUNCH PRl!SS SOOIATIC!l 
SUbroutine No. ,4 




0034 yJ:161;2 1 
. ,' 0035 b0l39' 
0036 - yo1381 . 






.;. 0~2 x.li6146• 0~, x116147• 
00.,. xb0209' 
0045 1cs6210• 
.. OOl4.6 t,0049 1 
~ 
ocJ.a.7 >cs62.1.8 1 
Oc:48 t0058 1 
..., 0~9 xb6146 1 
0050 too52• 




0055 c03o6 1 
0036 Jtb.6146 1 





oo52 t0ll2 1 
OC6:; b0044 1 
,, 
1/3 at O 




1 at· 2'9 
yes exit 
Lo Operator File 
-1 at 29 
Switch A 
.Sri t.){ch B 
code from Operator File 
2 at 7 
·· transfer if less than 2 
1 e:t 7 
transfer if 2 
Switch A. · 
transfer it' 1st oode ia 'er · 
transf~r ·to inorementor 
, address of oocie 
B(Lo Operator) 
l/'l2at O . 
free op9rators number 
Switch A 
transf.e_r ta,- inarementor. 
ma.ch noe 
5 at 29 
man no. at 29 




-- -·-::·-~ :_-,·:· .. -····· ···,:· ... . ··-·· -- . -· . ·-- "~··· ......... -~.- -- .. - .. - .. 
set Switch .l to I 
transfer. if maoh no. less \han 4/ ·-
3 at 29 ·-
transfer if no. greater than a' but lea• thaa/..,. (' 
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co.de word from~ Operator 
1 : at 29 
•, 
transfer if noo at 15 is 0 
transfer to inerementor 
B(address of code from Operator) 
B(Lo . Ope re.tor) 
1/2 at O ~;.. -~· 
noo of opera.tor on press ,~ or s' 
.. 
Switch. B set Switch B to O 
transfer to in•reaentor 
address of code from Oper. Press NO. 4, 5, OR 6 
woooo 
ooda word from Operator 
1 at 29 
transfer if noo at 15 is 0 
transfer to inorementor 
code word address from Opera~or 
'1000 
code word from Operator 
1 at 29 
transfer if -no. at 19 is 0 
.. 
address of code from Opor~ lliOltlQJi'l'OR 
.. 2·at 29 -
addt?ess of next coda in Operator F11e 
B(Las~ loo. of Operator File plus 1) 
transfer if not finished 
Switch A " 
transfer it 110 tree Opera~or1 
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Free man's no• 
Ye sJ ·Exit .~ .. -
Sri'tich B RO ·nn OPBRATORS 
• - , .... tt!S:l 1' 
· transfer if press no •.. not_.,., 'Or 8 ~ 
1 - . ·.) 
no. or man working press , ·or. 8 
transfer to yes exit 
no exit 
R TO DU. 
address of code froIQ Operator 
B(Lo of Operator File) 
1/2 at 0 
·transfer to yes exit "P-
•l at 29 
Switch A 
Switch B 
press no. given 
6 at 29 
PATCB EF· 0316 
BF 0302 
· transfer if no •. lesa than , -:>. 
. . . . ; 
3 at 29 .,-~ 
/" transfer if no ,I:, s. or 6 
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· 0200. y020l' 
0201 xb0223 1 i 
0202 xh61381 
, -0203 uo204• 
0204 xb61;81 · 
0205 xe62l4 1 
0206 .xs62io•-




:1. 0211 xs6227• 
,. 0212 to318• 
0213 022 ... U ... ;J 
0214 xb6138 1 
0215 xe6216 1 
.. 0216 xs6226 1 .. r.:· ~. 
· 0217 to323• 





~ 0223 b0201 1 
0224 yi..a.6231 • 




0229 to234 1 
0230 b03o6 1 
0231 xs6ll2 1 
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oode word from Seuupman File. 
· code· word from Setupman F11e: 
· code word.· 
woooooo 
2 e.t 7 
. transfer if code less than 2 
SW'ITCH C 
-...: 
' code word from Setupman 
woo·o;J . BR.AITCH 1 SWl7CB I 
1 at 19 
transfer to SUB 4 ALPB.l. 
transfer to incrementor 
code word from Setupman BRilCH 2 SWITCH C 
woooo 
1 at 15 
· -transfer to SUB 4 BETA 
transfer to incrementor 
coda uord from Setupman BRARCH 3 SWI!OH C 
woooo 
1 at 15 
transfer to SUB 4 GAMMA 
addross of .code·word INCREMENTOR 
3 a.t 29 (< 
new address of code word 
B(last loco of S~tupma.n plua 1) 
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transfer if no setupmen free to opera~• 
Code word f,J of free aetupman 
B(Lo Setupman) 
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1/3 at 0 
i \_'1' 
' ~ ... \ · YES UIT 
Switch B 
........ ---·--- ·---- .. ---- -· -···-- - . -- ---------··- __ ,, ___ .....,.. _________ . ----~----::-··----------t 
NO EXIT ! _ BBllB ·l 
r • i 
code v1ord for aetupmn on>press 7.:' or 8 
code word· · PATCH EF 0246 
EF 0212.0217 
Switch A, EF 0207 
transfer it first tree man 
transfer to SUB , fl;;#. BETA 
_ 
code word from. Setupman 
woo.0000 
1 at 7 
transfer if code is 0 
transfer to .~incrementor , 
address of code word 
PATCH IF 9110 
' i 
location of code for free •• 
zero 
Switoh A 
transfer to inorementor .-, ; -"'! . { 
\ 
' loc. of code tor man workiag pr••• ,r er 8 BF 0222 
zero 
Switch ·a 
transfer ta inpreaenilor 
press no. STA.IT !O FIID IF SB'J.'IJPJIA.I Oil 
no exit OPERA.TB 
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1 at 29 
yes exit 
code fer free man 
loc of code for man working presses 7 or 8 
loo. of code CAJ,I,IIG SEQUEHCE 
SUB .fil4 ALPBl. 
transfer to inorement;er 
transfer to ye1 ezit 
loo of oode 
transfer to inorementor 
transfer to yes exit 
oode from SetupmBJ:1 
' . 
transfer to ino,~ator 
transfer ito yes exit 
oode from Setupman 
CAIJ,IIG SEQUDCB 
SUB t BETA 
. W.I,IRG SEQUIICB 
SUB-4 ALPHA 
CAI,I,IlfG SIQODCB 





TRANSfer to incrementor 
transfer to yes exit 
co<Je word , START SUB ii ALPHA. 
0329 b0338• 
0330 xa6201 1 
·r:9~ 
.... ~ 033l yo~2· 
incrGmantor exit 
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Subroutine No. 4 Track No •. 44 
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Title: Check · for afti·labili ty of press, setqpnan, or operator 


































Loot table of initial loc•1 ot ooabina1;iou 
ma.oh no. at 29 
initial looati.on ot proper table 
... 
code to check 
transfer if finished and exit 1;o iaore•nor 
code word 
transfer if not equal 
1 at 29 
transfer if equal YES SXIT 




transfer baok to oheok ~xt.oode 
coda word · · . /\<::'' ST&"tt' SUB t BBT.t 
incrementor exit 
1 at 29 ~ 
yes exit 
code word 
2 a.t 7 plus 5 at 11 .;? -
transfer to incrementor exi~ 
3 at 11 
transfer to yes exit 
transfer to incrementor •xi~ 
2 at 11 
transfer if code ia a S 
. ~ . v ... ,( 
Ill III! 
press no. 
7 at 29 
transfer to ye1 exit 
transfer to Increm.ea~or ext, 
. . 
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l. Search the Action File for a job with the -.me code. as that 
"' ·,- '(',,.. ... ~--·- _· ___ .,._f'--~- ·---~ 
given. 
,, 
2. If ties occur in the selection of codes, the record with the 
maximum priority is se3:ected. If tie~ in mgy_-tnn~n, n~.~"'.t·tv · 
-,-- - -- - -•• ~~I~ ~-· .a.\J.t.... f11 
occur, the_record with the higher beginning address is selected. 
. 3. It is also possible ·when ties occur in selection of codes to 
select the record ·which has a. priority equal to or less than 
the priority in any given record. 
· 4. mien ties occur in the selection of the code and when the 
priority is eqaial to or less than the given priority, the 
press .. number that the job was assigned to may be compared 
with a· given press number~. 
• J 
CALLING SEQUENCES 
1. ·Check for priority equal to or less than the maximum aJ lowable 




BXXXX press number 
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. ' . " UXXXX exit to this location if no records ~e found which meet 
the requirements. 
.... DXIX exit to this loojrti_op if a record is found.· l..st ~loc. iJt·/j 
accunnilator. 
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-2. Check for only jobs assigned to a given press. 
•;_,. 
BXXXX press n1.DDber 
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UXXXX exit- to this location if no record meets the requirements. 
XXXXXX exit to this location with t~e 1st location of the 
record selected in the accumuJ.ator. 









UXXXX exit to this location if no record meets the requirements. 
',, 
XXXIX exit to this location with the 1st location of the 
record selected in the accumulator. 
,, 4. Check for priority equal to or less than the ~~ aJlovaple 
_ priority. for all presses. 









UXXXX exit to this location if no record meets the requirements. 
exit to this location with tlie _ 1st location of the record -
selected in the accumulator. 
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•l at 29 
Switah B 
- '. 0 
DtlllCI 1 
Lo of record to oheok priority againa, 
5 at· 29 





-1 At 29 
Switch A 
IITRAICI 2 
code htmted IITRABCE 4 
. -1 at 29 
Switch B 
B(lo record to oheok priority againa,) 
5 at 29 
loo e :-- or priority to cheek 
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Title: Search Action· File tor coda -! 
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.003~ t0038 1 
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0055 x1>6146 1 " 
0056 xt4039• 
0057 xb0.323• 
0058 so124 1 
0059 t0038 1 
OC6. xb0323' 
-
oo61 h0124 1 
0062 b0057' 
oo63 ·xs6202 1 
... . .. 
transfer if co.des not equal r ~--
1 a+. ?.9 
- ~~ ~~ ~ 
transfer if codes. equal ~:(, ~ 
Lo of record in Action 
,10 at 29 
Lo of next record in Action 
B(Last loo e ot Action plus 10). 
transfer if n~t finished all reoorde 
maximum priOl!-ity · 
1 at 29 
!{0 EXIT R HERE 
Lo of· record wi._h ax priority 
YES EXIT 
loc of code 
2 at 29 
·address of' priority in record 
Swi1;oh B 
I 
transfer if' priorities are to be compared 
Switch A 
,. 
transfer :lf maehine no' s • at,e to be comparecl 
priority from raco~d 
maximum priority so far 
tra.nsf er to inorem:entor 
new- maximum priority 
maximum priority ao far 
ad~ress of priority form reoora 
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Title: Search Action File for code 
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Oll7 t0038 1 
Oll.8 xs6201 • 
Oll9 t~oo57• 
0120 uoo;81 
OJ2l xzOOOO • 
0]22 xb.0820 • 
0123 Xb0825 I 
0124 xzOo40' 
Ol25 xb0308 1 
0]26 b01301 
. " OJ.27 z01}4 I 
0128 zo139• 
0129 z0144' 
0130 02200000• -· 
0131 022;0000• 
.. -Lo ·of' reoord with 11aximtB1--priority 
transfer to incrementor 
prio~ity. fo,J!m ~eooP4 , CHECK PRIQR-IfIES , 
priority t~t is to be compared, ma.ximui allo11able 
transfer to cheo~ Switch A 
1 at ~9 . __ 
transfer if priorities are equal 
\ransfer to inorementor 
B(addrass of priority from record) 
· · B(addrees of m.a,rimtun allowable prioriiiy) 
transfer to cheek ~Jitch A 
transfer to incrementor 
B(Code in reoofd) CHECK MACH. !OS. -
1 at 29 
•eh no. job was assigned to 
ma.oh no b&-if!!-cheoked 
transfer to increm.entor 
·1 at 29 
transfer to cheek tor ma.xiDDJD1 priority 
transfer to incrementor 
~ ~ 
the c@d0 huntad~-a constant 
u 
oonstantc~B(Lo record to o~eck priority a9ainat) 
g~netan-t--,B(loo of priority to cheo:k) 
constant~=maximUA111 priority so far 
constant--B(Lo of record with waximum priority) 
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0140 022000001 
0141 02120000 1 
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014 7 't·Tt-JvJ\'fl•1Wl-Jq 1 
0148 xs6246' 
0149 . t0l59' 
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TABLB WHD MACH GIVD IS 2 
t> 
TABLE WHIII MA.CH GIVEI IS a 
TAILE IBEII MACH GIVII IS 4 
2 at T plua 8 at 11 
transfer _to no e:x_it . 
1 at 29 
transfer to yes •~it 
loo or code 
code in record 
transfer if no assignment 
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PIJBPOSE: To determine the man number of the operator or setup•NI -... 




-1. Check for an operator or·- setupma.n supeNistng the operation ot 
a press. 




UXXXX exit at this location with the man number in the 
accumulator if the man is a setupma.n. 
XXXXX exit at this location with the man number in the 
ac·cumulator if the man is an oper~~or. 
2. Check for an operator supervising the operation of a press. 
BXXXX press nwnber 
XH6132 
·.t; 
. ' .~, ,., . ' . XR4845 
XU4818 /' . .1· • . ~ --~ :, . 
t,;""'"'"~: 
... ,.-f. 
xxxxxx free i, 
XXXXX exit at this location with the man number in the 
ac·cumuJ.ator. 
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lo Subrout·ine 4-2 alpha 
a. Purpose: To check the presses assigned to a man to see 
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1;3 
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of the presses 
R0051 
U0059 
UXXXX exit at this l.ocation if the press was nat · 
being worked by this man. 
XXXXX exit at this l.ocation if the press was being· 
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w¢rked by this man. 
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2. Wpen the man being cheeked is perfortuing a setup. 
R0051 
uoo63 
UXXXX exit at this location if the press ·was not 
being setup by this man. 
... 
'•l 
XXXXX exit at this location if the press was ~eing 
setup by this man. 
c. Area used: 4721 t·o . 4801 · ~ 
AREA USED 4 700 to 4849 
ERROR STOPS 
1. 4849 No man is assigned to the given press. DO NOT PRESS 
the "Start Compute" • \. . ..,. 
2. 475~ There is · •ore than one man assigned to the given press. 
Depre.ssion of nstart Com-pute" will cause- the last IJ@.n 
• I . 
man assigned to the press. 
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Subroutine No. 4-2 Track Bo •. 47 










































,~~upma.n rt·exi t 
-1 at 29 
man noo_On given maohine· 
Switch A ·~~ , ,. 
Lo Setupman 
~ 
oode word trom Sewpzrn 
oode at 7· ~ ... 
1 at 7 9• · • ','E' ,. 
transfer if code ii 0 
1 at 7 
transfer if code ia 1 
oheck presse's assigned 
'~,' ··: ·. . 
. SUB · ,.,,, '92 AtPRl 
transfer if none of ~he presses agreed 






























/i!f!'){flf exit it matoh made 
code word for man 
press at 11 
1 at 18 
press given 
transfer if not equal 
1 at 29 
transfer if equal 
Jump 1 
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Title: Find DILll running g1 ven machine 
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1 at 15 
transfer lf no pre•• at 15 
1 at 15 
1 at 14 
press gi van 
transfer if not equal· 
1 at 29 .,· , 
transfer if equal 
e-ede 
1rooo . 
1 at 19 
transfer if no pres• at 19 
1 at 19 
1 at 10 
press given 
transfer if not equal 
1 at 29 
transfer if equal 
exit if no match 
Switch A 
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U0051 ENT~CE 1 SUB t-2 AlaPRl 
no matoh exit 
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Subroutine No. 4-2 --~~;--_--~-,-~- --· -nack No~ 48 
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Title: Find nan running g1 ven ach1ne 
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oheok presses as1ignecl 
transfer if no match 
B(lro- Setup~ru:t~ File) 
1/3 at O -
~-
man no·o who is assigned to preas 
loo. of code word in Setupman tile 
3 at 29 
-B(Laat loo of letupman plus 1) 
transfer if not finished 
man noo who is assigned to press 
transfer if w.an not found yet 
PROGFWJJ EXIT lNHEI~ ltA.N WAS A SE'l'UPJWl 









. exit . ·DTRA.NcE ·2 · 
1 at 29 CHECK OPEIA.TOltS 









' '·to~~-~tor :f'il• . 
-,~, 
code wor4_ trom Operator 
2 at 29 













check presses assigned SUB '-2 .ALPl1l 
1iran1fer it mateh not made 
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0143 bOo41 1 
0144 u0123 • .. 
0145 xz2:;06 1 
0146 'WWWWliWWj 1 
0147 uoo51• 
0148 uoo31 1 
·0149 · xzOOOO' 
0150 · xb6138 1 
·0151 xi~649• -




0155 xb6l43' . 
0156 xzoooo• 
015 7 xh6 300 • 
0156 xb0000 1 
0159 xs6;oo• 
Ol.60 xhOOOO 1 
0161 xb6203• 
016.2 · xhOOOO' 
oJ.6; xuOOOO • 
B(Lo Operator Pile) 
1/2 at O . _ , 
man no.operating giTen pr••• loo.· of Cf0~8 -
~, 2 at 29 · ~ J 
?oc of next oede 
B(last location plua 1 of Operator) 
tran~fer :lf not finished 
. 
<!II mm moo on given press ·-." 
.· ·.i>.c. .. 
transfer if ERROR.a-lTO ONE ASSIGNED TO PRESS 
PROGRA1VI EXIT VIBEN MAN WAS AN OPERATC!t 
loo. of coda 
exit location I TO HERB 
oonstant~~MAN 10. OB GIV!ll PRESS 
constant 
constant 
ERRO!l aToP--HO MAH ASSIGIED.TO PRESS 
_ ... ,-
PATCH SUB 4 





transfer if assignment cannot be .made 
transfer if ·assignment all right. 
Clock TirriS PATCH SUB. ~4. 
D(l/3 at 0) or D(l/2·at 0) 
Aoc~lated Operate Time 
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SUBROUTINE 4-3 
At the beginning of a simulation rwi to iti1t:LaJ1ze the 
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SUBRoUTmE 4-lt. . ,. 
To reduce the accu.mulated operate time for a setupman or 
operator l-Tho is operating more than one press so that the 
accumulated operate time 't·rill reflect the total of the time 
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bOOOO' ·: · 
xs6300• 
h0000 1 
Lo Schedule File 
Lo Schedule elook1 
Lst Element of Schedule File 
1 at 29 
transfer if 0 
loo. of 1st element of record 
2 at 29 
1 at 29 
loo.- or 1st element of record 
- . ' ......___.,-
10 at 29 
transfer to patch to check if tini1hed 
.. 
load unused sehedule PATCH SUB lS EF 1664 
oloolrs SUB 4c-3 
· transfer to set up next input 
-
1 
temp--units produced. PATCH SUB 3•1 EF 2969 
preaa no. 





... PRINT RESULTS 
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/: 
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. _, 
Suorotitine No. 4-3, 4-4 
~itle: _Short utility programs 
I• • 
Track No. 
;:- ------ --- -- -
.. 
•, - ' ' : : . :_;... 
0032 xu.584; 1 
003; xr5309 1 
0034 xu52;2• 
0035 xzOOOO • 
00~6 xb6149 ~ 
0037 xu.2401' 
0038 xr4239 • 
0039 xu4]J5 • 
0040 xu3300• 
0041 x116136' 
Oc:42 xu2;09 1 
0043 xb6150• 
o~4 yoo49• 
0045 zy4862 • 
0046 xa6201 • 
Q04 7 xy4858 I 
OOl-8 zy4860 1 
0049 bOOOO' 
005-0 _ xe6253• 
-·0051 , ~ xs6226 • 
· 0052 too61:1 
OOj 3 xe6254' 
0054 xs6227 • 
~0055 t0059• 
0056 b00631 
0057 :xh4656 I 
0058 XU4855 I 








store oedea · 
'· ..., 
P_.l!CB: . SUB .. 11. 8- 2188 ... ----~-
SUB I 
indioate 1etuP1fU:1 tree 
' . 
.. 
Setupman. Free SUB 4 PATCH SUB 11 IF 2400 ---
2413, 2448 
transfer if none free 
free man ,no-.--- -
address ot oede word f ·ITMlT SUB 4-t 
1 at 29 
address-of Accumulated Operate Time 
code word of man 
Wi'llj~~"Q 
1 at 15 
,. 
transfer it man superviaing only one pre•• WWWQ :, 
1 at 19 
·transfer if man aupefflaing -no presses 
D(l/3 at 0) 
. '. 
D(l/2 at 0) 
. -XU4857 · .; "· -·- . .,. .. . .. .-. -.. . 
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l. To generate. a randclD nwn~r between O and 99, · and determ~• 
if' it· ·is greater or less than sane given probability. 
. -
... ·""· -,~ - -- -- -:,:····"· --2. 1ro· generate a ran.a.om nwnoer between (} and ~~, to di vid.e this 
- ~ 
number by ; , and add "the result to the iniuiaJ .. location of ~ 
j " , . . " 
.• :. . 
. ~ ..... -~ .. -~.-- . 
a given distribution. 
CALLIBG SEQ1JENCES 
., 
. .. l. When a _probabiliyy i·s to be tested. 
BXXXX location of the· _,probability to be tested. 





UXXXX exit at this location if the -~random number was 1ess 
than the given probabilitJ. 
XXXXX exit ~t this location if the randan number was equal 
to or greater than the given probability~· 
><-, 
2. When a distribution is to be sampled. 
•-" I ,.. 
BXXXX Initial J.ocation of the distribution • 
.. .• . '. - .•• ·-·-·~--····•:~·-- .. , ............... '. ••• ,__.,.,._...;: t"Jt>.;- ••. • ,. - ,,...· ..... : ; 
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jl xu4ooo 
XXXXX EXit at this locatidn ~with the contents of the element 




l. 4000 to 4038 
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Subroutine No. 5 ... Track No. 40 
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0 
. Title: sample distribution or test probabil.ity 
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XU3025 I ' 
bbu3b• 
xm.6230 1 
Store Lo ot Di1t ST.AR! DIST 
zero 
Switch A 
'. u(~o exit)' 
lat 29 
U(yes e-xit) 
Store Loo• of Prob START PROB 





Random # Seed START TO INITIAI,IZE GE~Clt 
bringer 
# 
Random # seed 
1 at 2 ~ 
new # to 'mul t·iply . 
3'N800 ~ 7 bits at 20 
temp. 
32000 100 at 20 
transra·r if # less than 99-
transfer if # _greater than· 99 
transfer if I nrobability BF 0022 
randon1 # at 2/0 
1/5 at 9 
lVfJ drop bit at·-ao 
Lo of Dist 
address of dist selected 
no exit 
random # at 20 
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; '"'t!' , • 
•: .... , ,,....;!',-, . . .,, ........ , ........ , .. 
·• 
.. . . . ... ... . . . . .. . ~ . 
00;2 xs2920 • 
oo;; to~9· 
oo,4 xtt3026' 
0035 1-f7qf2l 70' 
0036 xy3200•. 
. ~e37 xb6l4G~ 
00;8 uo022• 
0039 xb462J.. • 
0040 · xs620l • 
0041 to043 1 
0~2 XU.4,612 I 
0043 xbL~533• 
0~4 xs6209• 
0°'4-5 yOo4 7 * 
0046 y0054• 
OC4 7 xb032l' 
0(48 xe6216 1 
0049 xm6207• 
0050 j{S6132 1 
0051 _ · tuo54• 
005 2 ·-· 1:s6201' · 
0053. xt4557• 
_ 0054 ·xb0321' 
0055 xe624o• 




oc6o Jrt4538 1 
oo61 xs6201 1 
_ 0062. ~t4557' 
oei5; xu4538' 
. . ' . .;,,,,, ~ ..... -.............. -· . ~· _.. .. •· .. ............. . . 
. \ 
,t" ...... _ • .,... 
- ~ - ~ 
/ 
probability . ·· . -
transfer if probability greater tha.n random :/I= 
trS-.Ylsfer if prob. lass than ran. # YES EXIT 
oons·hEtD.tme:>!J.GVl #·to be multiplied 
oonstanteeetemp.. . ~ . 
Svtitoh ~,,A · f~. " '11 
• I (I 
-~J'll "'· 
code " PATCH SUB 4-1 EF 4556 
1 at 29 
transfer if 0 
B(code in record) EF 4045 
4 at 29 
press numbers 
woooo preferred presa 
1 at 14 
pre-ss gi van 
·cransfer if press #' 1 not eq~a.1 
lat 29 ~ 
... transfer if press #.' s equal 
press numbers f 
3J hternate preaa 
1 at 29 
transfer 1£ 0 
l at 29 . 
press given 
· transfer if- press #'s not equal 
lat 29 
transfer if press t/:' s equal · -
transfer if press #'a not equal 
.. . .. 
-···~··~ .- ......... - ·--··-·· 
•• :, ' ....... 4' .. 14•7'•· 
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l?a 
., ... 
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·~ 
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PURPOSE 
l. _ To determine if the preferred and alternate_ presses given 
2. 
, -:ta· the record whose beginning location is ·,in the accumulator 
are free. 
-,. 
If' neither press is tree, the priority oi' the jobs on the 
.... ~ --:::I"~--. ll .'i..'f - - - - --~ .... ~ • ' presses· are compared vith" the priority of the job in the 
given record. If the priority of the job in the given 
' 
·record is· t~1ice tqat of' the job on either press, the new job 
"' 
can bump the job off the press. 
CALLlliG SEQUENCE 




uxxxx exit at this' locat'ion if neither pi-es$ is free and neither 
can be bumped. . 
UXXXX exit at this location vi-th the press number in the accumul.ator 
of the free press. 
.... ·-· '~-. 
. <> 
- .. ' . ~ - :. -- ~-~- ... · . .-- ··~.: ~ . 
XX:XXX: · exit at this location with the press number in the accumulator 
-·- • ... 0 .-,., ... ,--,-•••"• • • • • • • • •·• • • ..... ••···· • M • -~- •·• o' •• • •••• • ''"'" •••• •·-·•"~'? __ ,._,.-,••·•-o• .. , .. .- .. • •·•••,;-'·••·· • • •••• "0s••---~ •• ... -·-••••~••• •-••••••• 
' ·-·- ... , ·--· --·· - ..... ·,-.·.. . 
~· 
of the job that can be bumped. 
INTERNAL SUBROUTINES · 
·-· .. ' . - . 




a. Purpose: To determine if a given press ·is free. 
b. Calling Sequence 
BXXXX nress number 
•-- -- - .... 
---:·.· .... 
_ .................. , ......... ~-
. • 
11 
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c. !,.rea µsed: to 
Subroutine 6~1 Beta --- ·-·------ ---·-----· ---·----·~- ·-· --·~ ------- ---~ -~ - -
a. Purpose: To determ:lne if the. job on a given press can 
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S£T Sw a Tc.ff 
-A 
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' (} PmfCH PSS·. SDIJIATI<Jf 
,_ -- . 
,;.. .. 
SUbroutine No. · 6-1 
Title: Check presses to see it nev Job can be run ~ · 









0009 xa620l. 1 
0010 y0054' 
0011 xbo:;51 • 
~ 0012 xe62J.6 1 
001; xm6207• 




0018 xe624u 1 
.r 0019.- xs6201• 
0020 to055 • 
.. 0021 xa620J. 1 
0(22 uoo6o• 
0023 ro040 1 
. 0024 uoo:;4 1 
0025 b0058 1 




address of press =1/=ta~· 
, I 
/ 
2 at Z9 
addre·ss. of priority 
no exit 
1 at 29 
yea exit presa tree ' 
1 at 
yes exit pres.a bmnpe.d 
'._Q 
preferred and alternate press #'s 
WOOOO preferred ~resa 
1 at 14 , ; /11 
preferred press at--~ 
is press. free? . _SUB. ·S•l ·ALPHA 
• I' ?"' • 
• ~ '!'" ' ., ' ' ' ' • ' ' 
preferred and alternate press #;'a 
3J .alternate press 
1 at 29 
tra.nsf er if O , .. ~ v 
l at 29 . ~ 
transfer to set Switah -A 1ro zero 
ia press free? -SUB 6•1 ALPHA 
; preferred press at 29 




... ' ., . . •. . . . ~;. . . . . .\ ; .. 
·\ . 
.:._ •. _···o_.·· .•· : 
... -,,. ... ,. ___ ,_Qc;,;.7 __ .. uOQ!-1.3_• 
•/_ 
0028 








transfer if alternate press is 0 
Alterna·ba press at 29 
_oan job. be- bumped? SUB 6-l BE-TA - -- - --- --~~----------..\~..-~ 
... .,,,,,.~ 
. • • .. '" ........ • 1't ............ • ~• r 
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PUNCH Plli5S SDIJIATIClf 
SUbrout:Lne No. 6-1 
" . . -~ .. ·: . 
Track no. 36 
' . 
. ' 
Title: .Check presses to see it &· new Job can be run 
/. 
:,,' 
- •, ,-:· 
,· 




































































~ NO EXIT 
temp 
1/3-·at 0 
1l HERE ·" \ 
. ·STST . SUB . 6;.1 . .lL~ f 
•. t"" 
. LO -Events •3 
oode for press 
4 at 29· 
transfer if press not tree EXIT 
f'/ tJ 
temp ·· press # free . 
ES IDCIT ~=, PRESS FREE 
temp START SUB 6•1 BETA 
, 1/10 at 0 
· , Lo Prod •10 
5 at 29 
Priority of job on press 
·. 1/2 at . 0 . . . _ ~ 
Priority or job be ing c_heoke·d 
transfer if job can be bumped _ 
tr.ansfer if press can ~ot be bumped EXIT 
te1np~- press # tha,{t can be bumped/ 
YES EXIT CD- PRESS Bff MPED 
--1 at 2-g " 
Switch lt 
eonstant--prefarr~d press at 29 
C0!1.sta.rr~-- alternate press a.t .~:9 
. . .. -
Switch A 
alternate press at 29 
- .-
... 1 ..... -··· ....... , ___ .,_.:.,.~ . 
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1. To determine if the priority of the job in the given record 
is tWice the total priority of all the jobs -being supervised 
by any se-tupman or ·operator~'~. The man supervising the jobs 
2. 
vi.th t~e minirmun pr·iority vill be bumped if more· than one ~ __ _ 
'- . 
.... 
\man's jobs meet the criteria stated above. 
To determine if the priority of the job in the given record 
.is less than or equal. to the priority of the job being set-up 
. by a setupmano If there is more than one setupman 1·1ho meets 
~he above criteria, the job with the minimwn priority wiJ J be 
bmnped. 
CALLillG SEQUENCES 
1. Check aJ J setupmen doing setups. -
. -





UXXXX exit at this location if no job can be bumped. 
. - .:; .. ~.;..-- ......... - .·.·• . X:XXXX exit at this location with the man number in the 
. . . 
' 




. . . - •, - ~ -
···'"I( .. 
.- ...... ·-········-·······-·~-~ .. ···•··· ·-···-·· --- -·-·-""'·-······- ... -··········--·-·-~., ...... - .... ·-··-~·-·----··--;.. ........ ··- , ... - ·-· 
~ . 
accumulator of the man who is to be bumped. Th~. 
code word for this ·man is stored in 6150 • 
··2. · Check aJ 1 setupmen supervising the operation of presse·s;· 
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· · · · lfm.X· ·mt· at ·tn1s ·io,;a.tion· 1f· ·no· Job ·c-an ·be lfumped. 
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XXXXX exit at this location 1iith the man number in the 
accumulator of tl1e mt:tn lTl10 is to be bumped. The 
code word for this man is stored in 6150. 
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PUNCH PIES SIMJIATIC!f 
subroutirie 10. 6.;.2 ftaCk No. YI 
Title: See if. any personnel can be b~ _ 
0000 xh6350• 
0001 xa6202' 
aoo2 yu1o6 1 
OOC(; :g:b6'203 1 
()QQ1f_ xfiqi4b I , 
ooo; ' -, uGOll' 
0006 xh635--o' 
0007 1ca6202 1 
0008 yu1o6 1 
0009 Jcb62;2 1 
0010 ,m6146 1 
OOll 1::b6239 1 
0012 h0213' 
001; b013l' 
0014 xa,6201 I 
0015 yo133• 
0016 xb6lu5 • 
00]. 7 y0Vi22.1 
_ 001d yuo34' 
ou.19 yoo45 1 
0020 y0057• 
OU21 u0219' 
0022 Xbli223 I 
0023 xe6214 1 
-oe,e4 XS6218 I 
00'25 tUJ20 1 . 
OlJ26 xs6218·1 -
0027 _to134 1 
CJG2C> Xb6146 I 
,, . 
Lo Record 
5 at 29 
ST.ART--SETUPlffll DOING -SE'l'UPS 
l 






5 at 29 
START--SETUPMAN SUPERVISING 
OPERATION 
address of priority to cheok 
•l aft 29 
Switch A 
Large plus =I/= 
minimum priority to oheok 
no exit 
1 at 29 _ 
yes e/xit 
Lo Setupman Available. 
.> 
transfer to setup more locations 
oode in Setupma.n 
WOOOOQO code at 7 
1- at 7 
transfer if man free Oode is 0 
· 1 at 7 
,: .: 
f . ·:· :•· 
transfer if man doing setup Coda isl 
Switch A Coda is "'--2--ma.n is supervising 
•-. : ... · ,:.~.~-····· .. .. ,...,. .... ·. ,~· ... -~.~--::-·· ·. ' 002-9 t003J_ I 0 1 l b ; - , . ;, -~ ·L,' ... tr-ansfe.r :u.o_ checK ump_=ng _ _ J)_p_era"ion 
0030 ·uo120• TRANSFER to inorera.entor- -
uo.31 r0ll9' check for ·bumping SUB 6•2 ~ ENTRANCE 1 
......... -r - -
-.-~ 
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fDCB PMS SDIJWl(B 
Subroutine No. 6-2 












































transfer to inor~mentor no bump 
oode from setupman START SUIJ 6•2 .ALPfil Bit. 1-
~WOOOOO - ·pre$1 ~t 11 -
- ··-=-- ·- ·- --· ~ '"' 
- - 1 at 11 
transfer if O ERRCll • I 
1 at J(ls ~ 
~ 1/10 at 0 
" xa.6240 1 
0 yo04,• 
Lo Prod. 
15 at 29 
lltllttt 








_ ,cd62G5' ~, 




e.ooumula.ted priority , 
code \lt1ord '\ 
11'0000 
1 at 15 
transfer if 0 
1 at 14 
1/10 at 0 
press # at 15 _ 
no other pre11ea assigned 
. 
Lo Prod 
15 at 29 to get address of oorrect_pri~rity 
I bOOoo• priority 
a0214 1 aocu.niulated priority 
h0214' __ ~ocumulated pr"iority 
xb0220' ,~~,. oode tvord 
xe6217 • wooo 
xs6227 • 1 at 19 
press I at 19 
t02l6 1 transfer if 0 
xm6208 1 1 at 10 no other- presae.a aasigae~ 
~· ,-· , __ ------·-----------·--·--- -·~- ,----- ,. . ... -- ., - --· ---· ... ·,-, --. :.· .. ---- -.. __ Q,C62 
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_..,. Subroutine No. 6-2 
Title: See ii' 8J\V' -personnel can· be bumped 
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15 at 29 
Priority 
~· ·.· .. ii~U:~16te4 prio~~1;y 
2(aocumulated priority) 
> • ' 
given priority SUB a .. 2. ALPHA ENT. 2 
transfer ·co check if this is 1nin. priority 
transfer to exit so far 
2(minimum priority) 
2(aooumu1ated priority) 
transfer if m:l.no at ill min. 
2(aocwnulatod priority) 
2(minimum priority) 
address of coda of man bumped 
B{Lo Sert;upman 01f!1~ Lo Op~ra.tor) 
1/3 at ·o or. 1/2 at O ~ -
man #~ wi·bh n1in_., priori·ty to be bumped 
transfer to exit 
address of code Incrementor for·Setupman 
3 at 29 
temp 
B(Last loo. plus 1 or Setupnian) 
transfer if no·t; finished 
transfer if tini,ne4, 
~- <:i ,,. 
temp ·· ., .<;.: -~ · 
minimum priority 
lartge positive # _ ............... _ .. .
·· ···-trans:£\, r -·1r·· minimiim .. ·i>rl-tit-itii~ ·· rourid 
, transfer if no man oan be bumped BO BIT I. DRB 
. ~, 
_i .. - ~- . . . ' ' . 
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su.broutine __ No. 6-2 ,a. 








0136 r0ll9' . 
a 01,1 '5 u.01;9•\ 
0138 uo120• 






0145 y0146 1 
0146 xbOl28 1 
0147 ·uo148° 





0152 yOl06 1 




e1;-6 · xa.6201• 
0157 y0l33 1 
0158 xbqlo41 
;• .~ . - . ... .. yoo34• -. 0159 
OJ.60 y0045• 
0161 yo057• 
' -···;- .. ,:=~-~----·--- 016-2 . uo225• 
,1 016; b0000 1 
./ 
-..... .,· .... 
,. -·.· 
~. I • ~•"•• ·~: ... , • -. -4: .i, - 0 t' ·.:. ... '~, "'I ,..., • N' •• ,4 .. .. _ ~ 
~--~-
man :/l:minim\111. priority 
.!ES EXIT 
~- Switch A Code i1 1 
transfer to incramentor _ 
. -~ --
oheck for bumping· ~ SUB 6~2. ALPHA ~it t 
' . ' . ~ ,, -- -· 
transfer to incrementor 
code word · ;l#//#-;t/!.ft/#f /1 
WOOOO press at 11 
lat 18 
1/10 at 0 
Lo Prod 
5 at 29 
location of priority 
pr:lority 
2 (a.eournulated priori1;y) . 
transfer to SUB 6•2 ALPHA WI-..EN:,pfllT. 2 
.L-o raoord START--OPERATOR SUPERVISING 
5 at 29 OPERATION 
large plus# . 
minimum priority to oheot 
no exit 
l at 29 . ~ I 
yes exit 
. Lo Oper~tor •••. ' • •• •'°!' ' .i:·•. - -~·' • ~· •. -•. 
• ...••• '"; • •. - . " - ·: <· '. 
-set· up· more· leoationa 
oode word 
. .,:: 
. ... -~ 
•• 
.~! ·~:.:.c .. .,, - - • 
;'f..' 
: .,i. ' 
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· . 0200 xe62l4 • 
0201 xs6210• 
. -0202 t0205' 
· 0203 r0119' 
0204 uoo34 1 










0215 xz0002 1 
0216 b02l.4 1 
0217 u0104 1 
0218 xzoeoo• 
0219 . y0139 I 
0220 b02:,1• 
0221 y0116 1 
0222 b02;4' 
0223· yOll 7 1 
0224 u0022' 
0225 016~· .. y ,,,, 
~6~ b02:52 1 
0?27 you6• 
0228 b0233 1 
0229 ... _ . · y0117 1 
~3'c> uo163 1 
0'231 xs61.12 1 
..... 
t 
woooooo ooda at 'I 
... 2 at 1 -----····-·-
. transfer if operator free 
·ch~ek for bumping SUB e-2 .ALPH4 Ent. l 
loc of code 
2 at 29 
inoremen.tor 
B(Loasti loo. plus 1 .or Operator) 
transfer if not finished 
transfer if finished-
oon·stent--minimum priority to check 
oonsta.nt--accumulated pr.iori ty 
constant-~man # minimum priority 
accumulated priori·t;y 
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Subroutine No. · 6-2 
Title: See if any personnel can be bumped 
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-
oonstant--Lo Operator•! 
. · constant--1/2 at 0 
o~nstant--1/3 at o . 
Lo Action PATCH~SVB 4-1. 
oontants of 1st Loo ot reoord 
1 at 29 
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1 at 29 
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PUR!OSE: To shift aJ l ·the records of jobs contained in the code word 
for a setupman or an operator to the Action File. '!'he 11nits 
produced are calc11J ated and the Events File is· updated tor 
. . , 
each job. 
CALLDfG SEQUENCES 
l. Code ·word is f.or a setupman 
BXXXX man number 
XR3233 
XU3100 I.. 
2. Code word is for an operator 
. ~. 




1 •. Subroutine 1 Shif't Data 
2. Subroutine 2 Store Codes 
SubroutiD3 a Calcii.Jate -Units Prodllced 
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SUBROUTDE 9 
!URPOSE: To determine which o:f the clocks in the Events ·File, the. 
·°/ Schedule File, or the Special Clocks has the min~ time. 
_____ ....,~-.:-
-·-· ·-· '· 
The code accompanying t11e minimum clock. is anaJ..yzed and the 
program exits .to the a:ppro!)ri~te subroutine. 
' CALLmo·SEQUENCE 
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SBBROUTIN E ·Cf 
~' '"" 'f 1.0 
_f 8G CI.OC."5 
'"' C.Q.'. 
NE 2CT CI-OC..'( 
o,o5 
A~Q e-o t:)e 
OJ M 1H C,&.Oc; 
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FUNCH PB&SS SDI.JIATIClf 
Subroutine No-. 9 · flack Bo. .33 
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Title: Select minimum. clock '"·" 
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1ar· gi · plus f 
minimum time 
Lo. Eftnta 
START - -· ·.~-- ·- -·-
__ ; ~- ::. ~--~-' ·- _ _:::!:: 
1 at 29 
coda from hen-ta 
4 · at 29 
transfer it press not tree 
1 at 29 




transfer if thi"s time leas than min.bum 
address of code from Events 
·. S at _29 
1 at 29 
B(last loo. ot event• plus 1) 
transfer if all presses not oheoked. 
. transfer if finished all presses 
minimum time 
minimum. time 
code from Events 
code of mi~imum clock 
~ad·drenss o·f code for mini1111J1 eloot 
... , 
B(Lo of ~ents) 
1/3 at O _ 
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Track No. 33 -
.~ . 
M ~ . , 
'Le · Sc,hedule Gloou .. 
addresa of reoerd to be ••1iup 
l ~t 29 ~ 
-
. 
time from schedule clock 
minim.1..im time 
transfer if time less tha:n minj.m\111 
address of job reoord to be setup (Loo. ot) 
2 at 29 
1 at 29 
B(Last loo of Schedule Clock• plus 2) 
transfer if all Schedule Clocks not ohecke4 
"ran sf er if all Schedule olocks oheoked 
minimtun time, 
J'ninimum time . 
. Lo or record to be setup 
Lo of reeord of minimum. oloct 
1ero ·, 
oode of minimum elook 
patoh 
Lo of Spaoial Clocks 
1 at~29 
time from Speoial C1e~.k1 · 
minimwn time 
(. 
transfer if time .. less than minitlllm time ,,, '···-.. 
beginning location of -record from Speoial Cleoka 
2 at 29 
' ~ ,, . 
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1 at 29 
B{Las.t Lo,,ation of Spe.cial Clocks plu1 1) 
transfer if not f'inlahed 
transfer to test if all olocks eg.ual1 











pl900' Print Slash 











































Looatio11 from jump table 
EXIT TO PROPER CONTROL PROGIW( 
minimu..rn tima 
minimUL1 t ima 
cede of spacial o,llook and addr~•• · -
lllr//l/flf /fif:/if·/r#1/,f.!N/ Lo of reoord ma. oleck 
WOOOO . code_at lf5 
rt-t, 1 at ·14 · 
code of minimu,tmolook 
patch 
Code o·--, job setup 
Code 1 job operated 
Code 2 job finished 
Code 3 die repaired 




• " Code 4 run comple;(ted " • 
<-,'"_". ·code -5 initialize " • 
address of record in Schedule Cloak 
address of time in Speoial Cloak 
-- -··- ··- - -- ·-· (', ·-·:. 
• 
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large posi~ive number 
transfer if · t-he~e was a miniDnmt t.1111 . _ 
ERROR !tJO !ITIITLIDM TilfE 
. .fl' 
t .. 
oode. from minimum clock 
Lo Assiat -PATCH -SUB 11- EF 1628 
aero . 
element of A;lssist File 
address of element of Asaiat File 
1 at 29 
H(Lo Assist plus 5) 
transfer if not finished 






·' f' . 
print I 
EXIT 
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SUBROUTINE 10 . 
I\.. 
'lln'D~. 
~- To determine if' -t;he job which .is scheduled to · -be setup ca.a 
be setup. If the job can be setup, the time when the setup 
~ . 
· wiJ l be completed is determined. If necess~ a job 'which ·· 
I 
' ~ 
is aJready in the process of being setup or is being operated 
,, 
will be bumped in favor of the sched:nJ ed job. - If the 
,J 
... 
schedu.Jed job cannot be setup, the ·job record is shifted to 
t 
the Action File. 
DT.RANCE: .. 
1. The subroutine is entered from location 3412 in Subroutine 9~ 
The jump instruction to perf m,n this exit is stored in 
location 3421. 
~ ...... 
2-. This · subroutine is entered when the code in· the record 
from the Events File which· has the~ cl.ock is a 




l. Subroutine l. Shift Data 
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""··-······, .... --·- -·~·--- ·-··---·-·. - -----· .·-.- .-.. , ·.-.·- -.... ·~-·. ~··' -----· ..... . 4 . . I SUbrou.tine · ,- C-heck- for. avaj J abi J ity ... of .. pre.as., _s._etupman_J:>r ___ operat.or-.--····---·---------- II 
~ . ~ ii 
~ I 
SUbroutine 4-2 Find man operating given machine. ,i 4. 
5. Subrcmtire 6-1. Ch.eek presses to see tf ~ new job can be run, 
7. Subroutine 7 Shift records of bu.mped jobs to Action File. 
. \ 
8. Subroutine 7=1 Accumulate ~etup Time. 
···' 
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; ocr29 xb6136 1 
0030 xr53.09• 
_") ~-;. 
: 0031 ~522? 1_ 
. . . .. . ... .•..•... , ...... -;···-· ... -.. 
:..;.;, 
. :'.' ..... · .. ~: .... , ,~· ~ ... ·~ :-.~ ........ ·•: ,:.; . 
-~· 
\ 
..... . . ' .. . ·······~' 
Lo of record to be setup STAI! 
. 
1ee .it job c~ be -.tup -· SUI ·S-1 -
'-(} 
1;raaater it nei~her press tree 
transfer if either press tree 
tra.nster if either pre·ss oa.n be bumped 
shift oehedule to action , SUB 1 II' oe,t 
Lo of Source reoord 
transfer to store coda in Actioa 
1 at 29 
large plus# 
tra.nafor to searoh. o-Jtoen 
free pres~ #= 
. atitup~n free to setup! ,·_, 
. . 
, ,. 
transfer if no· setupmen tree-
free mm1 # 
free press # 
ahift schedule to produotioa 
Lo of sour@e reoorj 
free man 11: 
,tore a.ode in··_ 1euupmaa 
.. ... ... .. • 4 
-~ 
> .. ~-· ·-~· r~· ·--:+-. "'~·- '_· -... · ..... :~ 
---
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Title: ~sis of Code 9 
..... 
0032 xzOOOl • 
0033 xb6132• 




0038 xr3831 • 
0039 JW3706 I 
ood• to indicate aetupmaa doing aetup 
press # free . ~ 
ac~lJlllulate setup time StJB -,.1 
'\, ., . 
Lo record to· be sei;1.1p SITUPMA.lf NC71' Fill 
Setupman t1lipervisi_ng operation SUB e-2 · 
bumped? 
.. ~ 
I OC40 u0046' transfer if no man can be bwm,ed . I 
.. ,..__ .... ..... 










0~ 7 :,cr.3831 • 
O<Jl.8 :;ru3700 1 
odf-9 ·uoou • 
· 0050 x116136 1 
0051 xr3233 • 
0052 xu3100• 
OC5 3 Jtb6 305 1 . 
0054 · x116132• 
0055 uoo26 1 
0056 :;{r4239 I 
0057 XU4ll5 I 
·0058 uo102 1 
0059· x116136• 
0000 ·. ·· xb6305 •· ·· ·. · 
oo61 xr3233 • 
oo62 xu3215• 
0~3 xb6305• 
. . . 
· · treed aetupn1an 
shift records or bumped job• SUB T_ 
to Action 
tree 
Lo record to be setup 
Setupman doing s.e'l?up bumped 7 SOB 6•2 
transfer if no man can be bumpe4 
freed setupman 
... 
ahift records of bumped jobs SUB 7 
to Action 
pre1a # job ia to be assigned to 
transfer to assign setupman 
·, 1etupman free to setup? SUB 4 EF.0125 
transfer if none free 
: free man 4f . . -
press -# job is· to be as11g118a. to 
shift record of bumped job to 
Action 
BF~o1••· 
···--··--- ·---·-··--- ····---~----·---------- -·------
. _ pre11 :Jr ~1ob ia. to ~ •••l.,gn!d to 
I 
SUB 7 
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• · SUbroutine No. 10 
Title: Analysis of Code O 
0100 xh6132·1 
0101 uo025• { 
xb6~49 1 0102 
0103 xr3831• . 
0104 xu3706• 








Oll.3 u0011 1 
OU4 xh6312 1 
ou5 xr.;233• 
OJJ.6 · xu3100-• "P .. 
:r. ou7 · ·uo161 1 
. ;. OU8 xh6305• 
-~ -~ 
. oug uoo20• . -.,, 
- OJ20 xb6132• 
0121 xr4~5• 




0125 uoo56 1 
0126 z0003 1 
0127 zooo3 1 
0128 xr5~302'. -
- - ··- .··~. -·0·· 
~~L.;;~.;: .: •• -_;,, - •• ,• .·.::,.,.:....~•--••> ,·.,·- ••••• •-- • 0129 -· xu5232• 
0130 · xzOOOO' 
0131 ~ uo025• 
.. ' ' ... -
.............. ,_ 
.·. !· 




... ~ - - --· -
-
"' 
.•. _ .. 
- ' J. 
· Track No • 
/ 
transfer to assign 1etupman 
~ ~ Lo of recor=d · .to be setup "_- ·,. .d.. , EfOO .89 
SUB 8•2 1etupman operating bWnped'I 
transfer if no man bumped 
treed setupman 
Shift records of bumped job 
to Action 
transfer to setup press# 
Lo Re cord to be shifted. 
aetupman doing setup bumped! 
:t;ransfer if' no man bumped 
-· .. 
f >~?reed setupman 
, shift record of bumped job 
to Action 
transfer to setup press# 
tree proso 4/: 
transfer to aeo_ if setupman 
press #. 











transfer if setupman supervising this pre11 
tree operator # 
transfer to check for f'ree setupman 
free 
free 
a-Core code i-n se#t;upman· lil-e -SUB- 2- - -EF- -#;- -
indicates setupman free 
transfer to assign job to pres, 
~·· ... .. ______ ..,,, 
-·-· 
,., - ~ .,... 
118 
-- _·, 1 
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\· 
Subroutine No. · 10 
· Title: Analysis of Code 0 
01;2 
:.,;. ' 


































. 'l '1..0 j~ ... : 
-- .. ... .... .,. .. -· • ·~ ~ ....... : -- :-''~·:..a ..... ~ ·:..·· .-.. ,... ... - ... - ..... ~ 


































press # that oan be bUMped 
transfer to free man on preas 
free opera.tor# 
store code in Ope/rator 
indicates operator is free 
fra e seti . .rorniui ~b 
transfer to st~ra man #= 









press# of job.to be. setup 
woooo preferred .Pr••• 
1 at 14 
, I 
transfer to shift schedule to action 
Lo of des·tina.tion plus 10 BF OOlt 
10 at 29 
store code in Action SUB 2 
indicate ·rooord in Aotion haa not been·,e-up 
Looation of Schedule Clock 
transfer to store large plua # in clock 
x1161:;6 1 
uoo60 1 
· --·· ·-·· - .. -- · EF ··0143 
xb6305• 
xh6132• 
preas # that can be bumped It 9109 011, 
uo138• 
't, 
. •. '· 
...... 
i ·., 
----,~ ··----- __ , .... 




PURPOSE· To assign an operator to a job that has been setup. · If au 
operator is available the estimated time when the job will 
be completed is determined.,~ If necessary a job which __ is 
,, 
al.read¥ in the process of being operated or being se~-gp · 
will be bumped in. favor of the job which has just finished 
' being setup. The setupman -- who was setting up the job is 
assigned to setup a nev :Job if possible. 
ENTRANCE: 
1. i'.he subroutine is entered from location 34l2 in SUbroutine 
9. The jump instruction to perform this exit is stored in 
location 3422. 
2. This subroutine is entered when the code in the record tram 
; ' 
the EVents File which has the minimum clock is a .one. 
SUBROUTINES USED 
.. , 
1. Subroutine 1 Shi:rt Data 
2. Subroutine 2 store codes 
' 
3. Subroutire 3 -·Time production finished 
.0 
.. J 
4. subroutine . 4 
.'" 
Check for availability of press, setupn.a.n, 
! 
~ ' :: . , , ' , or operator. , 
' 5. Bubrputine 4-1 Sea.i~ch Action for code. 
:.-_ -··-
~ ! .- .. . tth 
\ , 
- ... .t._ --
. - ;1 
;~ - · _ . ·_ - . . . 6. ·subrou.tine ·'1.t-2. Find man running a given machine _ . . . .. --- ] 
\. ---· --- ........ --· ~--... -------- - - - .....,..,"'-2',. ... -.~------.. -·,.,. C1 ··--.,.~ .. .,_,,_,,_-=--------- c,--...·---.. --~------··----...-------:m-1 
f ~ · 7. Subroutine 4-4 U~ility program · 
' 8. St1broutine 6-1 Che,k presses to see if a new _job ean be run. 
9. Subroutine 6-2 See i~ personnel can be °h"~unped. 
-10. Subroutine 7 Shift records of bumped job to Action File. 
ll. Subroutine 7-1 AccurnuJate setup tj_me, 
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To- determine if aJ J production for a given job has been 
, eempleteti. If all predu<:rbien fer a job has· been completed., 
the job with the highest priority that can· be setup on this 
--- press is selected for setup, if' a setupman is available. 
If -in the process an operator is f'ree9-, he is assigned a nev 
job if possibl.e. The resuJ.ts of produc:tion for the comp1eted 
job are printed. 
\ 
EN'l'BANCE: 
1. '!'his subroutine is entered f'rom location 3412 in Subroutine 
-. . ~ -9. The jump instruction to perform this exit is stored in 
location 3423. 
- "' 2. - '?his subroutine is entered when- the code· in the record 
from the Events File with the minimum clock is a two., 
SlJ.BROlJTINES USED 
l.. SUbroutine 1 Shift data. 
"· 
2. Subroutine ,2 store Codes. 
3. Subroutine 3 Time production finished • 
or operator. 
5." . Subroutine lt."'l Search Acticn for ood.e • 
. J 
6. SUbroutine 4-2 Find man running a given machine •. _ ·. 
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AccUJrnJJ ate Setup tire • 
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press# job to be ,!/JtF{Jef operated on_EF 0159 
· operator a.va.i,{le.ble to operate-? SUB 4 
no operator available 
transfer to test Switoh .. 1 
press # minimum olook 
print results 
press# minimum. oloolc 
riore code· in Events 
indicates press is now f'ree 
pre11 #man assig~ed te 
IF 034:S 
SUB.12 ALPHA 




a~ore code in.operator tile SUB I 
indicates ~ assigned to operate -,job 
press# p(pi,f rrL0.n assigned to 
ahift data Production to Action SUB 1 
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press# man assigned to 
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u:tc to aearoh oloot1 _ 
man # of setupman operating . ·~ 
1/3 at 0 
Lo Setupman •3 
cede word from 1etupman tile 
l'00.00 
1 at 15 
a 
transfer to· determ.ine the 
press # minimlun clock 
time production or max 
jobs man is running 
IF 0462 • 042 7 . 
SUB 3 
finished 
transfer to search clooka 
1ero EF 0425 
find record with maximum · SUB 4-1 
priority which needs a setupman from· .lotion : 
·transfer if no setupman needed_ 
· Lo rttoord of job ·with _maximum priorJty 
s at 2s . 
loo. profe:rraod and alt;efttato pree·sea · 
preferred and.- alternate pres-sea 
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1 at 14,, 
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~ - ~ ,·1 
- oocle imlioatea 1etupman doing ae,up 
press" _:/J: to be 1etup · -
accumulate setup time SUB T 
. = .· . . • 
Swi1ich A 
· transfer to branch 1 
press# to be setup 
shift Action to Production 
Lo record in Action 
transfer to search clock• 
oonataj{nt0 -Switoh A _ 
press# minimum olook · 
find -man. running press 




store code in Operator file · - SUB a· 
... 
indio~t~s ope1"Jator free 
·transfer to f1·ae press _ 
store code in Sc:rtuuman file SUB 2 BF 0316 
... 
ind~catas aetupman free 
-. pr~ess ·# compl_eted job 
atore code in Events file 
BF osao 
SUB 2 
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print r@ suit a SUB 12 &PIA. 
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IF 0113, 0117 
man# on given pres• EF 0442 
JUMP 1 BR l-U0-234 BR I-U01S8 
JJ. O t f man tr 01 opera. or ree 
Swit.ch A 
transfer to BR l 
transfer to BR 2 
preferred rand. alternat.e pre~• 
3J 





transfer if alternate press not free· 
transfer to e:ssign job to press 
press # minimuin clock , EF 0306 · 
print results SUB 12 ALPHA 
press #minimum clock 
... ~ ___ __ _ tfho~o ~·,u~rk1 i¥l Ev@m,1 ... __ _________ . 
-atm- -a- . 
xzooo4• indicates press free 
uo306• transfer to shift data to production 
xb6149' press # minimwn cleick EF 0042 
x115otf.8·1 ---- --· -- - .. -..... - t-i-me -p-reduct·i on .. finished· -- · - -· -· -stIB-- --S · -· .. .._ ...... ·····--· ···-·· 
xu5013• 
xu:;3001 transfer to search cleck1 
... 
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... · ....... 
...., .. ... • .1.·.~•· 
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------------,--· --; ~----~·· ·--- -·- .. ··--- ---- --- ·------~-----·-··--
- --· . 
PURCH · PIES 500IATIC!l' ._ 
SUbroutine No. 12 !r8Ck NO• 22· 
Ti·tle: ·· Analysis et Code 2 
.. -
.............. ,·.- . . . . . . - . ., •'• ... , ...... ··.. ··-· '. ""':'" ... _. .. . .... :· ... 
~· 
0400 . Xd6205 I 
· Oll-01 xa.6102 1 
0402 y0409 1· 
040; - -·xe.62011 
0404 y0412 1 
0405 xa6202 I 
0406 y0415• 
0407 Xb62(); I 
o4o8 uo463 1 
0409 xb0318 1 
0410 xr63601 
0411 >.-u5900• 







0419 · xz0000 1 .. 
" 
1/10 at O t l!Jll! SUB 11 .ALPHA 
.lo Prod •l ..O 
'\ 
l at 29 
6 at 29 
zero 
transfer to do carriage return 
job# 








SUB. 001' PTJf 
·SUB OUTPUT 
0420 . xu564.o• EXIT· SUB 12 ALPHA 
0421 z0422 1 constant-=Lo -of initial loc. uz. pred.. 
o422 xz.1134 1 conste.nt=0 Lo max prod dist group 1 , 
0423 xzll541 constante=Lo max prod dist group 2 
·-, · ., , .. - .,.-.~--"·,·_-... ·"·---~--~~~-:\~·:=i~;,~ --- 0424 ·ltZlfll.G' - -~~"~- - · aonstw1te:3eiLu n1ait prod di~st ·g-roup- -3 
0425 t0246 1 transfer if man on just 1 job EF 0241 
·-· .. , ..... _,.., 
di11;-. 
0426 b03ll1 Switch A EF 0249~ 0350 
0427 t0242 1 transfer to BR 1 
0428 xb6i36• man # BR 2 
·-- -.------- ·--· --~-----"'-·""-"'···'. ----.,·----~·-""··~----- -------- ---· -·0429 . . xr5 :,09..- --- . -. -- --·----- -. -$to'i•e code -- in SetupE file - --- -StJB I . 
0430 xu5232• 
0431 xz00001 ,-,I-' 




indicates setupman free 
~ ----- --- - -- ·- . --~ -~,- - ·- -- --------·--- ---
;~ 
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···· ·subroutine ·No; -· ·12 ·, ···· 
. Title .. : Analysis · of· Code 2 
(. . 
<>432 - xu;;oo• ~ 04;; b0}111 
014.;4 t04;6 ~ · 
.· ·--· "-·., . y,. ~3j . ·- xu.}300• 
o4;6 xb6149 1 / 
Oll-37 xh61;2• 
0438 · xb61;6 1 
o439 u0459• 




01•11 h xd6205 • 
0445 uo153• 
0446 xb6149 1 
0447 xr4845• 
0448 xu4700• 
0449 . uo454- 1 
9450 xh.6160 1 
o451 · . b01;5' · 
0452- . hO~O' 
o45;· uo457 • 
o454 x116160 1 
o455 . b0134 I 





------,-··:. - ... :_:·.-,, :-- .· _ .. __ ..... •, '"-. ·-·.-·~·-. :---...... _ -. -·:·: -~--~----.. ~-·- -- ·- .. -· ----- . ·-· 0461. xz0002' 
o462 · · ··-·u024~i·· · · 
••.,:.,, 
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transfer to .search oloek1 
Switch A 
transfer to BR 1 
. 
.. t-r-~sfer to. .. sea.i,ch- clo.ck1 
·· press #· minimum clock ,. 
- . .,.-
~ :/I= to be assign•• 
transfer to assign man 
press# minimum olook 
transfer to JtJMP l 
. -·· 
press# ntl~imum clock -
· find man ·running ·pres a 
... 
transfer if man running press· ·is 
-\ man .# who is operator · · 
U0138 
, JU!«' 1 
man # who is · setupnan 
U0234 
JUMP 1 
- press# minimum olook 
\. 











SUB 2 D' °'39 
d ., :Ji . t ,. i . . ~.: . c.o e ina_oa- _a_s_ man . .. s ap.er.a~ng .. . ___ ... -·-····-· ··-··-· ··--··--- .. ____ .. _ 
. constant for output IF 0408 
.. 
........ ~ .-.. ~ 
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l. ~o perform the ·following initial.iza,~ion. . ,·. 
a. Set the entire data- storage area to zero. 
b. TOT set .the area for tl1e Assist File to zero. 
c. To stQre zero in the location for the minimum c~oc]t. 
d. To store :four ( 4) in the location of the code for each 
record in the Events File. 
~ 2. To input the time for the end of run and store it in the 
first S1>ecial Clock. 
3. To initialize the .second Special. Cl(?Ck _ by stori1;1g~ the tiJQe · .. 
. ~ - . 
when the first simulated reporting period will end. 
To. input· and store either in the Schedule File or the Action 
File_ the information for each job to be simulate do The jobs 
• 
\. 
- --~----- ---· # ---- .'. ·-
,. 
. --~------· 
~~h the highe.st priority -f'or each press ~riJ 1 be stored in the 







all other job records will -be. stored in· the Action File. 
' I 
.1·.~,, 
' . ' i'":"' . 
ENTRANCES: 
-
1. This subroutine is entered at location 1518. 
'··- .--····. ---~··--·--·-··--·----·-· -····---~~--
To star--t this .. simulation program control must be transferred 
instruction stored in location 5648. This instruction may 
-be execu~ed at the · completeion of the end .. o:r1 a reporting · 
period printout by ~he exeeution ef a '~Six Bu.ttoa Sequence" 
.. 
. ,. 
• .. .. ... ···- .... :.;.. .. .. - .... -~ :. ! - .. . - .. '• • ~ ·• .. .. ., • t • ' • • . ~ •.,. • " • ·~ I •· .,, 411'· 1' • 'ff ,.. • • 't • ~ 
- .. - .. ; ............. , ·- .. _ ........ ., .... "Mr ........ "' i.. 
_______ . -··-···-·--··--··:.· ·-··,-·.:~.--·._'_::~ .. ~----.-~ .. -.: . .".~.·-,.·- -·· : ·_ ··attei· the eomputeF steps. ' -.- . ~·~ ... ·- . - ·- - ' - . ~ --·-· -, ... --.-·· 
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. . . ' 
. ' ··•·· . . .. . 
__ · 
- .... - --·------------------·------·---·-
J.. Subroutine l 
? 
Shift data. ... 
·<er_ 
.... ·- -~---..... 
2. Subrouuine 4-3 Utility program. 
/ 
+ 
Read number. :f Inwt -~- ,· 
~· 
., .., "\;':-- ·. ARF.A.uSED 
.. ,,. : ~ .... 
1518 ~o 16!1.5 fl 
.< 
3440 to 3411-9~·: 
3532 to 3555 
3559 to 3562 
3953 to 3957 !· 
4919 to 4921 
5851 to 5853 
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255 
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Track No. 15 . 
. . 
Title: Input data and load schedule clocks •,\ 
,._ ... 
•' .•"· :· 
,.-.-! 
.. 'Q 
0018 Xb6128 I 
· _0019 y002l' . 
0020 . xb620; ·• 
0021 . xh094l • 
OCY.22 b002l 1 
ooo; xa6201• 




00'28 1· u0019' 
. , ... · ... .- ., L·~ .. ,,_,. ·.·, . ·--.......... _,, __ ,., ...... -·~9- . ·xb612;•· .. ,, -··. 
0030 yoo32• 
oo;1 xb6209 1 
Lo are1 to _be set equal ilo 1ero 
zero 
location to be zeroed 
1 at 29 
· · · 'H( la;f{st loo plus ·1) 
transfer if not finished 
transfer t.o set Assist equal te 
H(last loe plus 1) 
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PUNCH PRES SDIJIATICll 
Subroutine No. .13 .,. Track Bo• 15 
Title: Input . data and load scbed1Jle clocks ·· · 
0032 xh0027' 
00:5; b00}2 1 
0034 xa.6231 1 
;,..; 0035 h0032• ... 
_ 0_036 xs6131 • · 












,,- oc49 y0106 1 
0050 xa62ll 1 
0051 y0l09' 
0052 xx6:;6o• 






0058 xc0000 1 
0059 ·xpOOOO' 
~ oo6o xi00001 
0CAS1 xn6201• 
~ _aet 4 into beginning leo ot re·oord1 ~ . 
, in Event-a 
S at 2:9 
H(last loo sched olooka plua. 1) 
transfer if not finished 
Lo Spacial clocks 
· · 1 at 29 
1 at 29 
transfer to set up special 
Lo temporary storage 
job# 
clocks 
~ 1 e.t 29 
ordered amount 
2 at 29 
press numbers 
2 at 29 
priority 
_ .. 1. 
· · read job # EF 0131 
. 0144 
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1 at 29 
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input priority 
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Lo S0l1edule 
temp.~ Lo record to shift 
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· priority of job in schedule 
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Traok No. 86 
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1 • ._ 19 
1 at/29 
4 at 15 
code for lat apeoial olook 
input time for endo f run SUB INPUT 
time lat speoial olook 
transfer to initialiie next olook 
code 2nd special ol_Qok EF 3-661 
- \ t'• # time uni ts per day 
tim9 2nd special cloak 
last loo plus 1 special Clooka 
transfer to iµitialize for input 
PATOH· SUB 1·3 --FOR PRINTOUT EACH DAY 
3 at 29 ,. 
· minimum clock · 
time units oer dav 
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ne,:t input time 
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transfer to se~rch oleoka 
time minimum olook -PATCH SUB 14 EF 1826 · 
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.SUBROUTINE 14 . 'ti_ 
1. To indicate that a job on a press which has had a die breakage, 
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can be. re setup o :_ · t · ·• .-: 
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3. Initialize to begin a new _reporting period. 
.ERTBANCE 
1-.., .. -· 
1. 1646 The subroutine is entered at this location fran Subroutine 
9. The jump instruction to perform this exit is stored 
s ·,. 
in location 3423. This entrance is used when the code 
found in record from the Special.Cloc_ks File with the 
minimum clock is a three. 
. ' -
2. 1656 The subroutine is entered at this location from Subroutine 
9. The jump instruction to perform this entra.,nce is . 
stored in location 3424. This . entrance is ·.used 1.fhen the 
.. 
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.. · code found in the record from the Special Clocks File 
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7 at 29 
zero 
code to indicate job can be setup 
-----;----· 
.. · 
. ,.,, .. 
0051 xb6162• 
0052 y0054• 

















. '1. large plus :fr, 
lo minimU!i1 olock 
transfer to search clocks 




oo61 yOlOO' BF 6122 
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'Subroutine No. 14 .. Track No. 17 
n 
Title: Analysis ot special cl~ks and output printer 




































































code from Events file 
4 at 29 t , 




time from events 
print time from Event•~ 
carriage return 
counter 
1 at 29 
counter 
Lo record 
3 at 29 
' .. 
B(last loo Events plus 1) 
transfer if not finished 
transfer if finished all Events 
B(last loo Events plus 1) 
transfer for neA-t record 
ca.rriaa·e return 
. 0 
1 at 29 
counter 
Lo Setupman File 
<Q 
l at 29 ,O 
Accumulated Setup Time 
l at 29 
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. Analysis of speci~ clocks and output printer 
0132 xb6!61 1 
0133 . ~,r~_36Q I 
···0134 · xu5900~ 
0135 xb0221 1 
0136 t01421 
0137 uo138 1 

































· xr.;460 1 
· uo217• 


















. . print # · - ~ -. ,, . -~ 
a.ccwnule.ted setup ti~ 
transfer if negative 
skip 
1 at 29 
transfer if time is zero 
1 e.t 29 
minimum cloak 
temp complement ·1 





analyze and print accumulated operate time 
SUB 14· BETA 
counter 
1 at 29 ~- . 
ooun·t;er . . 
B(address or coda· in se~upman) 
3 a.t 29 
·
1 
B(las·I; loo Setnpman File· plus 1) 
transfer if a.11 se·t;u.pmen ill! not done 
tra..risfar if all setupmen done 
B(last loc Setupman File plus 1) 
transfer ,to setup next record 
EF 0154 
carriage return 
1 at· 29· 
counter 
Lo Operator File 
EF 0155 
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PUNCH PIES ·sooIATICfi 
Subroutine· No. J.4 Track No. 18 
Title: Analysis of speciai clocks and output printer 































































analyze and print accumulated operate time 
counter 
1 at 29 
count9r 
,_ SUB 14 BETA t,,., 
B(address of oode in Operator) 
2 at 29 
B(last loc of Opera.tor plus 1) 
trans.rer if all records not done 
transfer if finished to print' Action File 
B( las·b loc of Operator plus 1) EF 0213 
transfer ·l;o s-e-t; up 11ext record 
\ 
address of code in file ST1U?.T SUB 14 BETA· 
2 at 7 nlus lat 11 rio 
transfe~ if man ope~ating /.,<.,! jobs 
Vt\filfNQ. 
1 at 15 one 
transfer if man operating #/ -jobs 
\~Wit~ 
1 at 19 two 
transfer if man operating 't',{.l/1 jobs 
transfer if ma.n operating ii three jobs 
. . () 
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PUNCH PIES SIMJIATICll 
Subrouti11e·· No. none· 
Title: Symbol table 
Track No. 61 
) 
· 6100 z3959' Lo Assist File 
6101- z0260 1 Lo ·Action File 
6102 ·z0017'. Lo ·Produotion File •10 
p ~ 
-




6104 z0207' Lo Operato:;> File 
6105 · z0217 1 Lo Set,1p1nan File 
61o6 ·wwrrvrwww4' Lo Even·bs File •3 ( 0 • 3~ is •3 
· 6107 b4000' Lo Assist File plus 5 
6108 00806 1 last location of Actim:i- File plus 1 
·6109 y4000' Lo Assist; File puls 5 
6UO z3522' Lo St:rok0s -par time period file •l 
6111 b0223' Last location of Satupman File plus 1 
6112 b0214 • Lo Setupmnn File o3 
6113 b0205 1 Lo Ope:r9:,to:r fil@ a2 
-r 
6U4 b02ll' _Last location of Operator File plus 1 
61.15 b0806' ·· Last locationof Action File plus 1 
6116 b00'27' Last location of Events -File plus 1 
. ·- ~ . 6U7 OOo"Ot-~n-;4• Lo E-vents File =3 
· 6118 b0153' Lo Schedule Clocks 
6li9 b0207' Last loca .. tion Schedule Cloe.ks plus 1 





6121 bOOOO' Last location %;!;!,{/,'f.t!/!tll'IJ Speoill Clocks 
6122 z3421' Lo jump table plus. l (Setup by program) 6123 .z0205' Lo Operator File -2 
6124 z02l4 1 Lo Setupman File -3 
6125 zGOOO' Lo Ev-en·bs File 
6126 z0151' Lo Schedule Cloolts •2 
- -- . ., .... . .,,.. ... . . ~ .•. : , ... 
6127 b0942 1 Last LoQ Schedule File plus 1 
,6l2.8. _zQQ_OO' -Beg-inning loo-ation Gf Files . --
6129 h0942' Last location of files plus 1 
6130 h0942 1 • La.st location Schedule File plus 1 
--6l}l nOQ21J · ~-, · - Le.st·---u,~.~1;ion --»ve_nts Fil-e plus--1 --
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RJICB PIISS, SDIULlTIOI 
Subroutine llo • none 
·Titles . Working Storage table 
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/ 
temo O entire code nr4 
-temp 1 code a.t·v T 
temp 2 press# at 11 
t·emp 3 press # at 15 
temp 4 preas # at 19 
minimum clook time 




cod@ of minimum olock 
C 
-- .-,··· . :...;.-· . .-~.: .. ": .·. 
press # of minimum a-lock· or Lo of ~ecord in· oloot,. 
. 
' ~-~ . 
addreas of eode ·and pr~ss # whic'h ~a _min. p:rior. 
ela.ss of press 
time added to clock for die adju~tment 
time v1hen dis can be re setup after breakage 
man# to do setup on press 
press ://:"bei.ng checked 
maximum priority used to s .. earch Schedule File 
min:tm.um start time used in searching Schedule File 
location of minimum start time 
Lo of distribution_ to be 1an,p~ecl _ 
- • ••••a - ', ·- •, ·- ::-:~ ; ~-- - .·. ' -
·s1ao· ·t ) 'fl""'""" ... 
~- 6161 ( 
6162 ( 
~ 6163 ·( 
. 1 ' 
l' 
Ir 
, :) .. 
4 ,·· •••• • --,1-· 
...... 
: -:. : 0 ~ M 'f ... ... ·- •• 
7 
) 
--t- - 'printout counter ,_~ _ location of ·min1inum oloo"i: 
-~ . ) 1-urrent lamt loo -plas 1 of, Special Cloek1 · · 
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ftJIOH PIISS 8IIIJI.A!IOB 
Sultrou1;1n• No. none 
Titles Constant table 
.... 
,0000012 · 6200 OOOOOOQ2 
6201 00000004 
'- G202 -00000014 









:. ·- 6212 20000000 
·. ~/11.i/J·· 
.f ·/'": 








t;. 6218" 01000000 















1 at 30 
1 at 29 
S ··at 29 
) 
zero 
10 at 29 
1/10 at 0 
1 at 18 
lat 14, 2 at 16 
1 at 109 2 at 11 
1 at 2 7 9 4 at 29 
,2 e.t 7 
1 at 28 8 2 at 29 
2 at 3" 1 at 2 
1/2 at 0 9 l at 1 
mask-:.:.- coda ,vord at 1 
-mask ~t:;;) pross # at 11 
mask-~ press # at l61r--
mask ~press# at.19 
1 at 7 · ·-
1 at 13 
1 at 17 
1 at 21 
3 at 3 
1/3 at O · · 
1 at 11 
., 
l at 3 
1 at 16 
1 at 19 
l-0 at 4 ·· -· --· · -
Tat 29 
1 at 9 
. r., 
. i 
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. PUIOB RISS SIIIULl!IOB 
Subroutine He •. none 
Titles 'Constant table~ 
.0000032 
,c • 
. . . 
. ..... . 
















6244 · 00300000 
6245 00002Q64 
6246 028.00000 . 
6247 00000020 


















~ •l at 29 _ 
Random Number Seed 
mask cm· ? , 'bitYJ"&;t 20 
100 a.t- 20 
1/5 at 9-
mask m~ 7 bits at 29 
6 at 29 
large positive number 
16 at 29 
1 at 16 
4 at 70 2 at 6, 1 at 5 
a at 7 ;plus 6 at 11 
3 at \1 
· Track Bo• 61 
,. 
·: . '!-:·· '•1; 
XZ462,S Lo codes to check for proper pre•• 
/ '. 
2 at{_' 7 plus 8 a.t 11 assignment 
·. . 
?> 
1 at)26v ·a at 29 
100 ~t 26 
# time unitQ 'bet,veen printouts ( set for 1 week) 
5 at 15-
H4000 -- Lo Asaiet File plus 6 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ·rHE LGP-30 , . 
.I. 
•;, .···. ' ' . 
, ·~· . .. ~ ·:·: :. ·~. 
..... • ....... • ,:·._: =.· . . iq., ·• 
,,-1. 
'Ir 
1. Magnetic drum 
2. 4096 Locations ' 
Access time 16 mil J iseconds, ·" 
~-. 
~ •.. · 
~ .. ARITHMETIC & CONTROL e. 
:.[." 
..,;.,. 
1. 16 single address instructions 
2. Includes d;i. vision 
~·. 1·00"_ • 3 .• ,Addition time l millisecond. .. ] 
. ·i,. 
•'•••· k •• ~. "'"'" • .. ,.f .... , •' • • ---:. •••'•r•~ '•,••--·-• 
·. •.-.- .... ,_.. ~- :..-.-.~· 
. ·,., : •• :.; -!..:.. ··-.:; - ,_:-; .- ~-a-..• i_ •. 
INRJT & OUTPUT 
l. Flexowriter with paper t~pe 
... .... 
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The })reparation of a Sampling Table 
from a Frequency Distribution _ 
,: 
1. Given a freque·!ICY distribution table of the form 




· Time required for 
Inspection 10 20 30 ~o 50 60 
(Minutes) 
The Percentage 
of Press Group 
., 




·10 80 · 90 
.. , 
·3 .. 4 5 
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The Perc~ntage of Press Group 1 
which Required the Given Inspection T~ 
·;l; 
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2. In th~ table below is shown the tiJne at which the given ,percent 
of the jobs Will be completed inspection. This tabl.e may Q 
• J 
al.so be used as a. discrete distribution showing the time 
... .., . 
required to inspect ~ gILven part of al 1 jobs run. A table 
I . 
of ·this form can be used to select inspection times by randomly 
se-leeting the position. -in· the table containing the time· 
• 
r , ( 
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Time from the graph 

















Time as shm.m the 
Distribution* 
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·11. ·, APPENDIX 5 · 
-
A History of One Weeks Runs Made on 
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Printouts of al J runs mads 
,•';. 
by the Simulation 
1,, Trial 1: The priori t;v- of the jobs input for the t1 ve wns in this 
( 
trial was C?a.l.cill.ated as follows: 
. . ' 
- Uni ts ordered 
----- . ., - ..... ·---,-~ ... 
- Strokes per time period 
for the preferred press~ 
·~: 
-. . .. - -~: .. ··- . . . 
<'.". 
The input for al J five 1~ns of this trial is the same · 
_.· •,i 
and is sho1-m below. On the following pages is the 
printout of the output fran each of the five runs in 
Trial l. 
399' 
_·41 75149 I 40000 ·t 6 15 I 21 I 
5435205•30000•9•8 140 1 . 
5435604 '5QQQQ t 4·t I 34 I 
5435659•30000 1 2 11 112• 
5435653•30000 1615116 1 
4175154•120000•7 14'65' · 
41 75275 160000 14 ~ 140' . 
5435331 180000 96'5'41 1 
5435261 150000 11•2•23• 
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11 . (' 
APPENDIX 7 
. ' 
· Sampl~ Calculations·· to shown that the Simulation is Reliable 
1. Definitions 
s = the number· of runs 
/- I • 
n = tlie size of ?!Un "s" · s 
\.. 
.. ~ 
n = the total nurriber or· a.11: p elements in· al J · ~les 
. n== ~ n . 
.-A • 1 J 
..., J= 
r = the number of class intervals 
P1 = the estimated population relative frequency for the "i"th 
cl.ass interval. 
v1 j = the observed sample frequency f'or the "i"th class interval 
from the "j "th sample 
P1 = !.~Vij 
n j 
=i (vij ·- njpi)2/njpi ;.. . .... :-· 
2. The data below represents the lrl~ilization of the group 1 presses. 
·~or the five runs·of trial 1. 
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 
--··Press l ·- - 91 







159 ~ ,•········ · 
- /! -
97 
...... ~- . -.-.-· :: .. 
. :· •• ,j• . -
. - ....... - ~ . ·- ,• rt -o - 0 - .~ - .. 
::,o • • • .. • _ ... • _ _ _ .. _ _ • _ _ • • • • Pre e s . ., . . . . Q . . . _ . . . .· . 0 . . . _ _ . . . v _ _ . . . . . . .. . . . .. _ .. . . .. . . _ . . . . . . . 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
,, ......, 
3. · >.In a.J 1 calaµlation·s that··foµow, <- Press. 3 has beeri eliminated since 
~, . ~ I 
.. . 
.... \ the utilization for all rr.1ns was zero • 
4. Frequency. Tabl.e 
... i ~ '. ' ...... f f ! •O[, .... ,. .. ,:, .. • ~ I ·,' ' : .• I f ' 1 ; 
" 
.... ' .. 4' - ..... - .. ~~ • ·--4 ... .. -•'ii!'• ......... ~ • .. ' 
...... 
•iiii ...................... _ 
' ... !""~- ''1 . 
- ·.: ........ 
.. Glass interval 
Run 1 
Run 2 





. - -·- .,..,..· ' . . ·'! ....... "-<"". >•··· ·-· · .. ·- ... _',---.. , ·-·· --
. '· _\.·-~:-·· ·-. . .,. : . ... :.----' .. ,, ,.. .-.,,._.·.-, ... , •.--.-.•,_: ·.'·'·".-· - · ... ;:..,,.~, 
4. Calculations~ 
· s = 5 
n = 15 
. r = 2 
·-.... :./.c-;.:....,~ ~··:' ·.-:-_. ,_ '. ~,. •• •. ·=· . ·-·· -~-·, ... 
\ 
.• ... -. . . --·-.... ", . ..,.~..._.. -~ 
..... 
... ~ ... -
. ' 
Q_ • • :{: • "' 
. -.'. ··~ . 
-- : .. . ... . ~ 
"' 
. 









- njpi) /njpi 
3(8/15))2/3(8/15) + 2(i 
3(7/15f /3(1/15) · + 2w 
- 3(8/15i)2 /3(8/15) 
- 3(7/15fl2/3(7 /15) 
degrees of freedom df = ( s - l)(r - l) = 4 
+ 
5. The probability~ "e" that all runs are from the same population f 
... , 
is found .from the Chi Square Table 
.. . t-, . 
"e" was found .to be. o.~~ 
. ; . ·.• . -; -·····. --·--··' ,,, ____ _. __ - . ·--- ....... -
l •• 
...,_ l 
.,.;.· ,I . 
' . 
-· • .......... • ·r·-•-',-·- - . -. ~-- .......... , ....... • ...... _. __ .. 
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:.,,,., APPENDIX 8 
I]"" 
C&J.c11J ations of Confidence Intervals 
Run 4 - -~ Press Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 5 
,; x l,(JL UCL I -!"'/ N 
l. 91 148 JJJ 224 159 ii• 
2. 48 51 . 48 40 97 t· 
·-
"' '~. ;~ 
-3. , o. 0 0 0 O· 
"' 
~ 
. •'•- --- . - •' .. .. 
4. 197 213 197 168 184 
MEAN 84 10] 90.5 lo9 110 99.1 9,938 9,820 78.8 · 119.3 . 
sigma= 10.11 . 5. 148 78 137 105 121 
6. 121 151 147 216 227 
7. 197 2oll. 228 185 198 
' '"' < 
MEAN 155.3 144.3 170.7 168.7 182 164.2 27,132 26,961 -138.0 190.4 
8. 149 167 173 167 87 
Sigma = 13!07. 
. 9. 137 188 146 176 249 ~ 
r 
- MEAN 143 177.5 159.5 171.5 168 163.9 26,972 26,868·143.1 184.7 
",(j 
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.. Cal.cnJJ ation of Sample Means for Trial 2 
.. 
-. Press * Run 1 Bun 2 Run 3 
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4. 167 ' 204 157 i ,,. 
.4' 
~ .. 122 128 117 
,5. 151 147 169 ·-~ 
'l;';· ,./-
6. 133 120 162 
,· 
7. 235 189 191 
MEAN 173 152 174 
·:.;: 
r 8. ll4 113 94. 
·, 9. 163 ,136 11'-0· 
... : 
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,_ - . 
• I 
'caJ.culations Showing the "T" Test for the Difference 
. Between Two Samples 
' ;, ~ ~ 
. "le, Definitions 
== = . 
a. X1 an4\K2 · ~e the means of .the JD.~ans of the runni.ng time 
' !\ . 
, · · for each press in group 1 for Trial 1 and Trial g. 
\ 
. ··' r 2 2 · · -
b. s1 
and s2 
are the variances in press utilization far· 'J ,. · . " - ~: (· ...• •. · .. . . . ~ 
...... 
-
, group l from Trial- l and Trial 2. 
c. N and N2 a
re the number of runs in Trial 1 .and Trial 2. 
1 1 . 1 





't<. X1 ~ 
.. 8i ~. " 11 B2 
:,?ress G~oup 1 99.1 J22.0 ll.8 102 5 3 ' ., 
, . 




" ; . 
; ~ "' ' 3 163.9 1, Press Group 127.0 lo4 88 -· 5 3 .. ., 
3. Calc11Jations for Press Group 1l 1 
"T" - (99.1 - 122)[(6)(15i) 
2
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C~c,~lations to s~alr the Probability 
that at least a Fraction of t·he ·\.. I , ' 
Poptµatlion lies vrithin _the range 
of the Sample 
1. Definitions 
.. h.i 
a. n = the number 'Of runs necessary 
-:: 
'<;. 
. . . ~. .· . ' .- :;; ' . " - ~ - - ' .. . . ' .. t . . ,... . •.. ·_ . ' ~ . . . . li-b. , h··:... tbe 'fraction of the popu.J.ation values lying with:.Ln 
the range of' a sample of size "n". 
c. p = the probability that a fraction "h" of the population 
values lies within the range of a sampj.e of size "n!'. 
1 nh(n - 1) p = - ( - n + n - l)h 
V 
2-• To determine the probe ..bility, "p" that at least 8o{o ( •h11 ) of the 
distribution would be contained within the range· of_ the units 
produced for each j-ob whe·n the number of runs equals 8 ( 0n"), 
the calculations would be as follows. 
p = 1 - 8(.80)7 + p(.80}8 
= o.498 
To dete~e the munber of runs ( "n") necessary so that there is 
a 95% probability ( "p 11 ) tl1at 9(1J/o ( "h") of the pop1µation for e'ach 
.job would li--e. w-ithin th~ range determined by· the results o:r the · _ 
simu.1ation, will re~ire a trial and error type solution. 
' /J 
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~~ .. ~-:· 
'f 
'} 
., ... , 
" 
',' -i' \:·:, 
~· 
sh.own above we ·nave: 
------- .. · ----- 0.95 = ±-. n(. 9)!'1,""J, + ( n : 1)( .9 }~ 
0 -c i · )n .. l ,_ ( ) ( )· n . , .0,1 . = n, o9 - nl!l!l c;,9 . 
·2. Different values of nnn a.re tried in. (2) 
different values tried. 
3].0 
. ' '... .. ...,~ --
..:... ..!.. ~! • -- :. t., ( ~ ~ , .. . -- e _.... iJ ; 
' .. e 1-: :n ·~ .J.. 011 
(l) 
(2') 
until the right 
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